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Abstract
The Southern Ocean as defined here is the body of water between the
Antarctic Continent and the Antarctic Polar Front, (APF). This ocean is
considered important in the global thermodynamic balance of the
ocean-atmosphere system because large planetary heat losses are believed
to occur at high latitudes. The ocean and atmosphere must transport
heat poleward to balance these losses. In the Southern Hemisphere, the
oceanic contribution to this flux involves a southward transport of heat
across the APF into the Southern Ocean where it is given up to the
atmosphere through air-sea interactions.
In Part I, the air-sea interactions and structure of the' near
surface waters of the Southern Ocean are investigated with a three
dimensional time dependent numerical model. The surface waters in this
region in summer are characterized by a relatively warm surface mixed
layer with low salinity. Below this layer, a cold temperature extremum
is usually observed in vertical profiles which is believed to be the
remnant of a deep surface mixed layer produced in winter. The
characteristics of this layer, the surface mixed layer and the observed
distribution of wintertime sea ice are reproduced well by this model.
Unlike some other sea-ice models the air-sea heat exchange is a free
variable. Model estimates of the annual heat loss by the Southern Ocean
exhibit the observed meridional variation of heat gained by the ocean
along the APF with heat lost further south. The model's area average
heat loss is much smaller than that estimated with direct observations.
While several model parameterizations were made which could be in error,
the model results suggest that the Southern Ocean does give up vast
amounts of heat to the atmosphere away from the continental margins.
The model results and direct calculations of air-sea exchanges
suggest a southward heat flux must occur across the APF. The lateral
water mass transition across the front is not discontinuous but occurs
over a finite sized zone of fluid which is dominated by intrusive
finestructure. The characteristics and dynamics of these features are
investigated in Part II to try and assess their importance in the
meridional heat budget.
Abstract (Contd.)
Observations made on two cruises to the APF are presented and the
space-time scales of the features and thermohaline characteristics are
discussed. It is suggested that double diffusive processes dominated by
salt fingering are active within the intrusions. An extension of
Stern's (1967) model of the stability of a thermohaline front to
intrusive finestructure driven by saltfingering where- small scale
viscous processes are included, is presented to explain why intrusions
are observed in frontal zones. The model successfully predicts vertical
scales of intrusions observed in the ocean and the observed dependence
of the intrusions' slopes across density surfaces on the vertical
scale. Since the fastest growing intrusion is not strongly determined
by the model, though, it is likely that finite amplitude effects
determine the dominant scale of interleaving in the ocean.
The analysis predicts that intrusions transport heat, salt and
density down the mean gradients of the front. For the APF, this heat
flux is poleward which is the direction required by the global heat
budget. This model does not describe intrusions at finite amplitude or
in steady state and so cannot be used to estimate the magnitude of the
poleward heat flux due to intrusions in the APF.
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Overview
The determination of the thermodynamic balance of the
ocean-atmosphere system has become an underlying theme in much of the
geophysical research performed in the past decade. This problem
naturally arises from the observation that the ocean-atmosphere system
has been in a quasi-steady state for thousands of years. The earth is
heated at the equator and cooled at the poles, so in order to maintain a
ste'ady state, heat must be transported poleward from the equatorial
regions. This transport is thought to be divided between the atmosphere
and ocean.
Several studies of the ocean-atmosphere heat budget have deduced the
oceanic heat flux from the deficit between that required by the net
radiation balance and estimates of the atmospheric transport (Vonder
Haar and Oort, 1973, Trenberth, 1979). Oceanographic research has been
directed towards determining if these estimates are correct. To this
end, the polar oceans (say poleward of 50 0 S latitude) have been
focused upon since the air-sea interactions are large, producing most of
the deep water masses found in the world's oceans (Wist, 1935). The
meridional flow of these water masses is considered an important term in
the thermodynamic budget of the global ocean.
This present work is devoted to two problems which relate to the
global heat budget and the Southern Ocean. In Part I, the annual
air-sea interaction cycle of the Southern Ocean and the effects of
wintertime convection are discussed. It is generally believed that the
temperature minimum layer, lying in the upper 200 m of the Southern
Ocean, is a remnant of a deep winter mixed layer (Mosby, 1934). Within
this layer, the thermohaline characteristics vary both meridionally and
zonally. It is hypothesized that sea ice influences the characteristics
of the winter mixed layer through the salt released during freezing
(Gordon, et al., 1977b). The results of a numerical model are presented
which predicts the observed sea ice distribution over its annual cycle
and the observed property distributions of the temperature minimum. In
addition, the model results are used to estimate the annual heat loss of
the Southern Ocean which is related to the global thermodynamic problem.
The Antarctic characteristics of the upper waters of the Southern
Ocean terminate at the Antarctic Polar Front (Botnikov, 1963). The
front is of interest since it marks a natural northern boundary of the
Southern Ocean. Meridional heat and salt fluxes into the Southern Ocean
can be expressed in terms of the fluxes crossing the vertical plane
defined by the frontal position.
The transition from Antarctic to Subantarctic water masses at the
front is not abrupt but occurs over a zone some 50 to 100 km wide
(Gordon, 1971a). Within this zone, the adjacent water masses interleave
producing the thermohaline intrusive finestructure. which is
characteristic of all lateral water mass boundaries. Data from two
cruises to the Antarctic Polar Front is analyzed in Part II to
investigate the thermohaline properties of the intrusions. This data
suggests that double diffusive mixing processes are active in the
interleaving zone. An extension of Stern's 1967 study of intrusions
driven by double diffusion is presented along with a discussion of the
across front heat and salt fluxes induced by the interleaving. These
fluxes relate to both the global heat and salt budget of the Southern
Ocean and the dynamics of the Antarctic Polar Front.
The discussions in Parts I and II are nearly distinct. They are
related by their geographic location, the Southern Ocean, and their
importance to the global thermohaline balances. The intermediate
problem, the dynamical balance of the Antarctic Polar Front and the
formation of Antarctic Intermediate Water, is the larger tie which binds
these two pieces of research. Reasons for the existence of the front
are only touched upon here.
Before entering the specific discussions of air-sea interactions and
interleaving, a brief overview of the geographic and geophysical
characteristics of the Southern Ocean is made below. Parts I and II
will refer to the terminology discussed in the overview.
Geography of the Southern Ocean
The Southern Ocean is unique in the world's oceans in that there are
no physical boundaries to zonal flow above 3000 m depth and there are
numerous passages providing deep water access to the adjacent ocean
basins (Heezen, et al., 1972). The Antarctic continent provides a
southern boundary for the ocean but there is no land mass which forms a
northern boundary. The Southern Ocean is therefore not always
considered a separate ocean. The volumetric water mass censuses of
Montgomery (1958), Cochrane (1958) and Pollak (1958), for example,
extended the boundaries of the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans to
the Antarctic continent.
The change of hydrographic characteristics at the Antarctic Polar
Front, which is often associated with the axes of the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current and several mid-ocean ridge systems, does provide a
natural boundary. The vertical plane defined by this water mass
transition zone will be used here as the northern boundary of the
Southern Ocean. The important distinction between this boundary and a
topographic barrier is that the front is permeable. As a result, only
tenuous estimates of the heat, salt and other water mass budgets for the
Southern Ocean can be made.
The Heezen, et al., (1972) bottom topography of the Southern Ocean
taken from Gordon, et al.,(1978) is presented in fig. 1 along with the
mean position of the polar front defined as a salinity minimum in the
horizontal (Ostapoff, 1962, Gordon, et al., 1978). While there is no
physical obstruction to shallow zonal flow as is shown, the bottom
topography and constriction at the Drake Passage do impose dynamical
Figure 1 The bathymetry of the Southern Ocean showing
regions shallower than 4000 m (shaded). The
solid line is the position of the Antarctic
Polar Front from Gordon, et al., 1978.
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constraints on the flow. One consequence of this may be seen in fig. 1
where the position of the Antarctic Polar Front is often in proximity to
the axis of the various ridge systems surrounding Antarctica. In
addition to dynamical constraints, the ridges do present physical
obstructions to the flow of bottom water (Deacon, 1933, 1937).
Maps of the position of the polar front (see Gordon, 1971a for a
review of the definitions and locations of the front) show that the
Southern Ocean is not zonally symmetric. The front lies at a latitude
of 480 to 500 S about 00 longitude while dipping inside of 600 S
at 1800 longitude. This has interesting consequences in terms of the
Coriolis acceleration of the flow along the polar front and the heat
flux across the free surface. These features are discussed in Part I.
Hydrography of the Southern Ocean
The water mass structure of the Southern Ocean has led researchers
to consider it as separate from the other southern hemisphere oceans.
Figure 2 is a schematic temperature/salinity (T/S) diagram for austral
summer, representative of stations from the Antarctic Shelf to north of
the front. The general progression of T/S behavior is for decreasing
temperatures with increasing latitude with a complex temperature
salinity behavior in the vertical. The largest mode of water, termed
Circumpolar Deep Water (Deacon, 1933,1937) lies at temperatures above
0.50 C with a salinity above 34.65 o/oo. This water mass can be
identified in vertical profiles as a temperature maximum rising from a
depth near 1000 m at the Antarctic Polar Front to 200 m off the
Antarctic Coast, or a salinity maximum lying some 300 to 400 m deeper.
A schematic temperature/salinity diagram for
austral summer including stations between the
Antarctic continent and- the polar front.
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The Circumpolar Deep Water is considered to be a remnant core of North
Atlantic Deep Water which has been modified by mixing while slowly
advecting southward (Lynn and Reid, 1968).
The bottom water of the Southern Ocean is characterized by
temperatures near 00 C at salinities somewhat lower than those of the
deep water (Carmack, 1977). The coldest bottom water occurs in the
Weddell Sea basin where its temperature is around -0.40 C (Sverdrup,
et al., 1946). This bottom water is presumed to be formed with some
combination of very cold, saline shelf water and the deep water in the
Weddell Sea by a complicated mixing process at the shelf front (Foster
and Carmack, 1976). This newly formed water is then thought to sink
across depth contours to the bottom of the basin as in the plume model
of Kilworth (1977). Gordon (1978) and Kilworth (1979) offer an
additional mechanism for forming bottom water away from continental
margins which involves vertical chimneys as are observed in the
Mediterranean (MEDOC Group, 1970).
Above the Circumpolar Deep Water, a temperature minimum is generally
observed in summer. The temperature minimum lies at a depth of 100 to
200 m south of the Antarctic Polar Front and decreases in temperature
while increasing in salinity to the south. The surface waters also show
large north-south variation in temperature and salinity, decreasing from
near 100 C and 34.2 o/oo to salinities below 34.0 o/oo at the local
freezing point adjacent to sea ice. A model for the formation of the
surface and temperature minimum layers is presented in Part I.
North of the polar front, vertical temperature profiles generally
show a prominent thermostad at temperatures between 30 and 80 C.
8'
This water mass has been termed Subantarctic Mode Water (McCartney,
1977). McCartney associates the coldest of these thermostads with a
salinity minimum which can be found in all of the southern hemisphere
oceans. This salinity minimum is commonly referred to as Antarctic
Intermediate Water (Deacon, 1933, 1937, Wist, 1935). A current point of
contention between oceanographers concerns the amount of influence
Antarctic waters have on the Antarctic Intermediate Water.
The Antarctic Polar Front is the boundary between waters with
Subantarctic characteristics (Subantarctic Mode Water, temperatures
above 20 C in upper 1000 m) and Antarctic characteristics (temperature
minimum and maximum layers, temperatures below 20 C), (Botnikov,
1963). The water mass transition across the front is not abrupt but
occurs over a horizontal distance of 50-100 km. Within this zone, the
adjacent water masses are seen to intrude one upon the other with a
characteristic vertical scale of order 100 m (Gordon, et al., 1977a,
Joyce, et al., 1978). The characteristics and dynamics of these
intrusions are discussed in Part II.
Circulation in the Southern Ocean
The circulation in the Southern Ocean is dominated by the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (Sverdrup, 1933). The current is generally
associated with the density slopes at the Antarctic Polar Front (Gordon,
et al., 1978) under the maximum in the eastward wind stress (Zillman,
1972b). Gordon, Molinelli and Baker, (1978) compiling recent
hydrographic data, presented the geostrophic circulation at three
levels, 0/1000 db, 1000/2000 db and 2000/4000 db while Lutjeharms (1979)
presented the vertically integrated baroclinic transport. All these
representations show a signature of a current flowing eastward. The
current appears strongly influenced by topography, especially in regions
where the ridge systems cross latitude circles (Gordon, et al., 1978).
The mass transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current has been
accurately determined only recently. Various observers have attempted
to compute the transport of the current through the Drake Passage. The
transport estimates range from near zero to over 200.106 m3 /sec
(Gordon, 1967, Nowlin, et al., 1977). A major effort in the
International Southern Ocean Studies program has been to monitor the
transport of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current with long-term current
meter arrays across the Drake Passage. The data for these multi-year
records show much variability in the flow. Bryden and Pillsbury (1977)
have estimated the transport with these data and found it to be 139 +
36'106 m3 /sec.
Air-Sea Heat and Mass Fluxes and Wind Stress 50A
The Southern Ocean is believed to lose heat to the atmosphere while
precipitation and meltwater runoff are thought to exceed evaporation
over annual cycles (van Loon, 1972). Gordon and Taylor (1975a) used
estimates of the annual heat lost by the ocean of 4.1014 watts and
the precipitation minus evaporation of 0.3.106 m3 /sec in their
water mass budgets.
Air-sea heat fluxes and evaporation data are computed from bulk
aerodynamic formulae which use ship observations of sea and air
temperature, dew point, wind speed and cloudiness (see Appendix I,
Part I). Precipitation is directly measured at sea but subject to
errors due to condensation and spray. Since direct ship observations
are required for these calculations, it might be expected that the data
base for air-sea interactions in the Southern Ocean is scarce,
especially in winter. Numerical modeling, as in Part I, may provide
more accurate estimates of the annual air-sea heat flux than
extrapolations of the few ship observations.
Estimates of the surface wind field for the Southern Ocean were
given by Jenne, et al., (1971). The wind stress acting on the ocean is
primarily zonal, increasing from a minimum south of 600 S latitude to
a maximum near the axis of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current. The wind
stress on the Southern Ocean is therefore divergent and applying Ekman
dynamics, implies an upwelling vertical velocity. Gordon, et al.,
(1977b) estimated an upwelling transport of 50.106 m3 /sec with
this wind data.
This magnitude vertical transport is large and conflicts with two
other calculations. Firstly, the global water mass budgets require a
consistancy from ocean to ocean. The 50.106 m3 /sec is a transport
of Circumpolar Deep Water which has North Atlantic origins.
Worthington's (1976) water mass budget for the North Atlantic cannot
supply North Atlantic Deep Water at a rate which is compatible with this
upwelling transport. Secondly, if Sverdrup dynamics are applied with
Gordon, et al.'s computed upwelling velocity at 600 S latitude, the
southward transport deduced is 280.106 m3 /sec. The observed mean
transport northward through the Drake Passage is only 150.106
m3/sec. Thus there is a mass imbalance in the system. At present it
is not known if Gordon et al.'s wind stress data is in error (Saunder's,
1976 estimate of errors induced in calculating wind derived parameters
suggest if anything the upwelling is underestimated) or if Ekman and
Sverdrup dynamics breakdown in the Southern Ocean. This point is
discussed again in Part I.
- -------- ---
PART I
Sea Ice, Wintertime Convection and the
Temperature Minimum Layer in the
Southern Ocean
Chapter 1 Introduction
The Southern Ocean is considered an important area for the global
heat balance and the water mass balance of the world's oceans. This
belief has risen from the assumption that large oceanic heat losses
occur there despite the scarcity of wintertime data. The removal of
heat from the ocean at the free surface can drive vertical convection
which deepens the surface mixed layer. This homogenization process can
produce large volumes of a water type such as the 180 C water in the
Sargasso Sea (Worthington, 1959). The signature of a similar process is
visible in the hydrography of the Southern Ocean.
The hydrographic structure of the near surface waters in austral
summer is characterized by a relatively warm, low salinity surface mixed
layer overlying colder, more saline water, fig. 1.1. The vertical
temperature profile is such that an extremum is defined by the cold
water, commonly referred to as the temperature minimum (T ) layer.
The warmer Circumpolar Deep Water lies at' depths below this layer. In
contrast to the temperature profile, the salinity increases monotonally
with depth through the Tmin layer providing the vertical stability for
the water column. Occasionally an inflection in the vertical salinity
gradient may be noted at the depth of the Tin. The dissolved oxygen
content and most other nonconservative tracers also exhibit large
vertical property gradients through the Tmin to the depth of the
Circumpolar Deep Water.
The water mass property distributions in these near surface layers
exhibit large meridional variations and several regions of large zonal
gradients. The maps of Gordon and Molinelli (1975) from the preliminary
Figure 1.1 Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity
in the Southern Ocean showing the Tmin layer
at 150 m depth.
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Southern Ocean hydrographic atlas for austral summer will be used to
describe these features. The majority of these data are from
hydrographic bottle casts so there is a danger of aliasing in the data.
This problem is most severe in the determination of the Tmin property
values since the temperature extremum is generally thinner than 100 m
and coincides with a large vertical salinity gradient. Small errors in
estimating the depth of the extremum can therefore lead to large
temperature and salinity errors. The features to be discussed here have
large lateral scales (500 km or greater) and are defined by numerous
stations, so are likely real (A. Gordon, personal communication).
The temperatures in the surface mixed layer range from 60 C and
above, along the polar front, to the local freezing point (near -1.80
C) adjacent to sea ice along the Antarctic Continent (fig. 1.2). The
surface salinities also exhibit a large meridional gradient, decreasing
from around 34.0 o/oo at the front to below 33.0 o/oo next to melting
sea ice or in regions of continental run off. The isolines of these
properties vary smoothly in the zonal direction between their maximum
equatorward displacement which occurs between 00 and 900 E longitude
and their southernmost displacement in the opposite hemisphere.
Variations from this smooth distribution are associated with regions of
large meridional flow (see fig. 3.6 for the dynamic topography of the
area).
The depth of the Tmin extremum decreases from near 300 m along the
polar front to shallower than 50 m along the Antarctic Continent (fig.
1.3a). The Tmin layer is not uniquely defined along the continent.
Where sea ice is present, the temperature minimum often occurs in the
surface mixed layer because of the heat sink in the ice. The
characteristics of this temperature minimum should therefore not be
compared to the subsurface Tmin since their formation mechanisms are
different. The shelf front is an additional complication in these
regions. Strong interleaving (see Part II) occurs in this front (Jacobs
and Georgi, 1977) which produces numerous temperature extrema. Again,
the dynamics of these temperature minima are likely different than the
Tmn observed away from frontal boundaries. This section will deal
with the Tmin layer in the open ocean.
The temperature of the open ocean temperature minimum, fig. 1.3b,
decreases from 20 C at the polar front to below -10 C. As observed
in the surface property distributions, the isotherms appear symmetric
about a position somewhat displaced from the pole. This symmetry is
broken about 1500 W longitude where an equatorward displacement of the
isotherms is observable. A large. region of Tmin temperatures below
-10 C is seen north of the Ross Sea. To a lesser extent, this
characteristic of a weaker meridional temperature gradient at
temperatures below -10 C as compared to temperatures from -10 to
20 C may be seen circumpolarly.
The salinity distribution at the depth of the Tmin is presented in
fig. 1.3c. The range of salinities is from below 34.0 o/oo to over
34.4 o/oo. This distribution is not as symmetric as that for
temperature. The equatorward displacement of the Tmin isotherms north
of the Ross Sea is associated with high salinities. The highest Tmin
salinities are seen in the Weddell Sea. The lowest salinities are found
along the polar front from 300 E longitude to south of Australia.
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Gordon, et al., (1977b) pointed out that the properties of the
Tmin layer define two classes of layers. The first class is
characterized by a sharply defined temperature extremum lying below a
halocline while the second class is defined by a weaker temperature
extremum bounded below by a halocline. The Tmin layer along the
polar front generally falls into the second class while the first class
of Tmin layers are observed further south.
The hydrographic structure is somewhat simpler at the end of
winter. During the winter, the surface mixed layer is cooled and
therefore increases in density. This density source at the free surface
drives vertical convection which erodes the Tmin layer. In a majority
of wintertime observations, no subsurface temperature minimum is
observable, fig. 1.4. These observations support Mosby's (1934)
formation theory for the Tmin. He suggested that the Tmin observed
in austral summer was the remnant of a deep surface mixed layer which
had been capped off by warming and precipitation at the free surface.
The Southern Ocean in winter may be divided into two geographic
regions depending if sea ice is formed locally or not. Gordon, et al.,
(1977b) noted that the areas defined by their two classes of T
characteristics coincided well with the sea ice distribution. When sea
ice is formed, salt ions which are not trapped in the ice crystal
lattice cause an increase in the surface water's salinity. This
salinity source at the free surface can drive convective processes and
alter the characteristics of the T . .
The relationship between the sea ice distribution and the Tm
characteristics may be seen in fig. 1.5 where the northern extent of sea
Figure 1.4 Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity in
the Southern Ocean in austral winter showing a
deep surface mixed layer and no Tmin layer.
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ice in late August, 1974 from Zwally and Gloersen, (1977) is plotted
along with the position of the Antarctic Polar Front from MacIntosh
(1946). The regions with the cold, high salinity Tmin layer shown in
fig. 1.3 correspond to ice covered areas. Low Tmin salinities are
found where no sea ice is formed.
Examination of the ice-T - relationship in more detail is rather
min
difficult. Large annual variations occur in the winter sea ice cover
(Budd, 1975). Since the Tmin layer is renewed annually, the
characteristics of the hydrographic data obtained in summer only reflect
the oceanic conditions the previous winter. Fig. 1.6 presents some
properties of the Tmin layer observed in three meridional sections
from the Eltanin data set along with the sea ice edge from Budd (1975)
for the previous winter. Several features may be seen in this data
superimposed on the meridional property gradients discussed above. The
1270 E section shows a large change in the Tmin salinity between
610 and 630 S latitude. The temperature and depth, however change
rapidly near 580 S at the ice edge. Along 1750 E all properties
exhibit enhanced gradients at 640 S. Finally the 1200 W line shows
a rapid depth variation at 640 S but no clear temperature or salinity
front. Advection effects and mixing, acting between the time when
winter convection ends and when the hydrographic observations were
taken, could be responsible for the lack of correlation between the ice
edge and all of the properties.
These observations support Gordon, et al.'s (1977b) supposition that
sea ice is responsible for the observed differences in the Tmin
characteristics. It has not been demonstrated that the observed ice
Figure 1.5 The position of the sea ice edge in late August
1974 along with the mean position of the Antarctic
Polar Front (dashed line).
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growth can force the observed magnitude of lateral property
differences. Sea ice exists in a rather delicate balance between
air-sea heat exchanges and vertical heat fluxes in the ocean. While
modifying in response to these heat fluxes, the ice can also affect the
air-sea exchanges since ice is an effective insulator. The assumption
of large oceanic heat losses in the Southern Ocean must be reconciled
with the ice insulating capacity.
To explore the interaction of sea ice with water mass production and
air-sea exchanges in the Southern Ocean, a three dimensional numerical
model was developed which resolved the annual growth and decay of the
sea ice. Production of the surface mixed layer and wintertime renewal
of the Tmin layer were simulated to investigate the sea ice influences
on the characteristics of these layers. The sea ice distribution was
predicted in terms of air temperature and radiation data as well as the
characteristics of the surface water in contact with the ice. Finally
the model investigates the annual air-sea heat exchanges and the effects -
of water mass production and sea ice.
Previous models of sea ice formation and convectively produced water
masses *are reviewed in Chapter 2. A discussion of potential
interactions between sea ice and the ocean is also given. The
mechanisms of the numerical model and the specified data it requires are
presented in Chapter 3. The results of preliminary calculations and
three basic model runs are used to explore the questions raised above.
These model runs are discussed in Chapter 4.
Chapter 2 Sea Ice and Water Mass Formation Models
2.1 Introduction
It is believed that air-sea interactions are responsible for the
production of major volumes of the world's water masses. The air-sea
interactions in the polar and sub-polar oceans are large and so are
suspected sites of water mass formation. In winter, the heat flux from
the ocean and evaporation induce deep convection at the free surface in
these regions. The length scales of the atmospheric forcing are large
with respect to oceanic scales so the properties of the deep mixed
layers do not have much spatial variablity on oceanic scales. This
homogenization process has recently been revived as a major water mass
production mechanism (Iselin, 1939, McCartney, 1977). Kinematic and
dynamic models of water mass formation by deep convection have been
developed. These models are reviewed in Chapter 2.2.
An additional feature is present in the winter water mass formation
process of the polar oceans: sea ice. Several models for the growth
and subsequent displacement of sea ice fields have been developed. As
described in Chapter 2.3, the growth rate of the sea ice in these models
is determined in terms of the vertical heat flux from the ocean, usually
taken as steady.
There is a stronger interaction between the ice and the ocean
though. Ice can enhance convection by the release of salt ions not
incorporated into the ice crystal lattice. The convection under sea ice
in turn acts to bring heat to the free surface which retards the growth
of the ice. Once sea ice covers the free surface, it acts to insulate
the ocean and inhibit convection. The balance betwen these various
processes is examined in Chapter 2.4.
2.2 Water Mass Formation Models
Air-sea interactions are thought responsible for the large volumes
of deep and bottom water in the oceans. There are two mechanisms
though, which have been forwarded to explain the characteristics of the
shallower water masses. Munk (1966) suggested the thermocline waters
are maintained by a balance between vertical advection and diffusion.
Recently the theory of Iselin (1939) has been revived by Worthington
(1959) and McCartney (1977). Iselin presented evidence which suggests
that all the thermocline waters are formed at the free surface by
air-sea interactions in winter. Lateral advection is invoked to explain
the observed vertical stratification of water properties.
The present study is concerned with the formation of the Tmin
layer' in the Southern Ocean. The characteristics of the Tmin
presented in Chapter 1 were consistent with a wintertime air-sea
interaction formation process. Dynamical models for wintertime water
mass formation through air-sea interactions involve parameterizations of
the effects of convection driven by a density source at the free
surface. Two types of convection have beeen employed in these models:
penetrative and non-penetrative. These models and examples of their use
are presented below.
Non-Penetrative Convection
Cooling, evaporation and ice formation all increase the density of
the water at the free surface. In the absence of initial velocity
structures and neglecting lateral variations and viscosity, these
processes will not induce motion until the vertical density profile
becomes statically unstable. Zubov (1943) and Defant (1949) described a
non-penetrative convection model to restore vertical stability. In this
model, convection deepens the surface mixed layer until the system is
neutrally stable at the base of the mixed layer.
Several water mass formation models have used the non-penetrative
convection model. Killworth (1976) and (1979) has studied the formation
of chimneys in the Mediterranean and the Weddell Seas. These features
are driven by air-sea interaction induced density sources at the free
surface. Killworth uses observed thermohaline profiles to predict the(.
depth of convection in terms of the forcing at the free surface. The
surface mixed layer deepens in response to the forcing to the depth
which restores hydrostatic stability.
The global scale numerical models of Bryan and Cox (1968), Bryan, et
al., (1975), Bryan and Lewis (1979) and Manabe, et al., (1979) exhibit
convective mixing between levels when the vertical density profile
(temperature profile in Bryan and Cox, 1968, potential density profile
in Bryan, et al., 1975, and in situ density in Manabe, et al., 1979)
becomes unstable. Water properties are mixed in adjacent levels until
the entire water column attains at least neutral stability. The more
recent models also include mixed layer deepening due to wind mixing.
This process is described below.
Warren's 1971 model of 180 C water formation computed the depth of
convection in terms of the heat flux from the ocean at the free
surface. Water and therefore heat is entrained into the surface mixed
layer to match the computed heat loss at a time step.
The shortcoming of the non-penetrative convection model is that it
does not conserve energy. The potential energy of the water column
[p (z)gz] dz
where the vertical integration is between the ocean floor, z=0, and the
free surface, z=H, p(z) is the fluid's density and g the acceleration
due to gravity, is larger before a non-penetrative convection event than
afterwards. The model's use is rationalized by invoking dissapative
processes to account for the energy difference. The penetrative
convection model described below does conserve energy.
Penetrative Convection
Convection is initiated in the penetrative model, as above, when the
vertical density profile becomes unstable. As the surface mixed layer
deepens, the potential energy of the water column decreases. In the
model above, convection stops when the vertical density profile is
neutrally stable. This state is a minimum in potential energy.
Penetrative convection proceeds past this depth, entraining more fluid
until the potential energy of the water column equals that before the
convection began.
The concept of conservation of energy during mixing events was
applied to surface wind mixed layers by Kraus and Turner (1967). This
model balances the increase of kinetic energy in the mixed layer due to
the wind stress acting on the free surface with entrainment of fluid
into the mixed layer which increases potential energy. Kraus and Rooth
(1961) developed a steady state model where this deepening of the mixed
layer is balanced by vertical upwelling.
Solomon (1973) reviews evidence for the penetrative type mixing in
oceanic and atmospheric experiments and presents a model for convective
mixing below sea ice. This model conserves potential energy during
convection driven both by wind stress and a density source at the free
surface. Agreement of this model with observations presented by Solomon
was fair.
As described by Solomon, the depth of convection predicted by the
non-penetrative and penetrative models define the range of physically
allowable convection depths. While it is likely that viscous processes
can limit the depth of penetrative convection, there is no reason to
assume they totally inhibit it. The actual depth of convection -likely
lies between the two model estimates.
A penetrative convection model was used in the present calculation
as described in Chapter 3. This choice was primarily motivated by its
simplicity. A more complete model of entrainment of fluid into the
surface mixed layer would require the specification of the continuous
vertical density profile at each grid point.
2.3 Ice Modeling
The study of sea ice ranges from the examination of the structure of
the ice crystal and brine pockets in the ice (Lake and Lewis, 1970) and
microprocesses which occur under freezing ice (Foster, 1968), through
development of a stress-strain constitutive law (Coon, et al., 1974,
Pritchard, 1975) to geophysical studies relating sea ice cover to water
mass formation and climate (Bryan, et al., 1975, Manabe, et al., 1979).
The present study is concerned with water mass formation and
ice-ocean-atmosphere interactions on horizontal scales of several
hundred kilometers. Of importance to these studies are the rates of sea
ice formation and heat exchanges between the ocean and the atmosphere in
the presence of accreting or ablating sea ice which may be snow covered.
The determination of the heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere
can involve estimations of heat fluxes through air, snow, ice and water
(Weller, 1968). The sea ice cover is not continuous, a certain
percentage of open water or leads always exists in the ice sheet. The
transfers across these leads are significant as Maykut (1976) points out
and can dominate the air-sea exchange when only 2% of the free surface
area is open water. Thus to determine the average air-sea heat flux,
the distribution of leads and ice thicknesses must be known.
Modeling of sea ice began with attempts to compute the ice thickness
at a point in terms of atmospheric data and a specified vertical heat
flux in the ocean. This research culminated in the model of Maykut and
Untersteiner (1971) which predicted ice thickness and changes of ice
thickness in the Arctic to within a few centimeters of that observed
during a complete annual cycle. The vertical grid spacing of 10 cm and
time step of 12 hours made the model impractical for three dimensional
studies of sea ice.
Semtner (1976) presented two greatly simplified models which also
predicted ice thickness in terms of atmospheric forcing and the oceanic
heat flux. These models yielded ice thickness estimates which were
within a few percent of the full Maykut and Untersteiner model for
indentical forcing and were economical so as to permit three dimensional
modeling. The simpler of the Semtner models was employed in the present
analysis and is described more fully in Chapter 3.
Additional ice models have been developed which predict ice
thickness changes as function of ice conditions and time of year. These
models are basically prescriptions for the change of ice thickness which
have been carefully tuned to a specific geographic location (e. g. see
Hibler, 1979). While these models effectively compute ice thickness
distributions, prior knowledge of the atmospheric forcing and ice
response are required to fit the model to the observations.
The more economical thermodynamic ice models allowed the development
of three dimensional numerical models which predict the seasonal growth
and decay of the ice field in the Arctic and Antarctic. Washington, et
al., (1976) and Parkinson and Washington (1979) (hereafter P&W)
presented three dimensional ice field models which used Semtner's
thermodynamic ice model. Several other models for the evolution of the
Arctic ice fields have been developed in association with Aidjex (Arctic
Ice Dynamics Joint Experiment), (Rothrock, 1973, Hunkins, 1974, Coon, et
al., 1976, Pritchard, et al., 1976). These models include the effects
of advection of ice induced by at least some of the following
mechanisms: wind and water drag, sea surface slope, Coriolis
acceleration and internal ice resistance. The forcing terms included in
several ice advection models are summarized by P&W.
The differential advection of sea ice is important to the air-sea
heat exchange since it can produce or destroy leads. P&W, in
parameterizing the effects of internal ice resistance, specified a
minimum percent of surface area which was open water: 2% for the
Antarctic and 0.5% for the Arctic. The difference between the two polar
oceans reflected their assumption that the divergent wind field over the
Southern Ocean would produce more leads than occurred in the Arctic. If
the lead area fell below their minimum value at a grid point, ice
velocities were reduced locally until the minimum lead area was attained.
Hibler (1979) presented a three dimensional ice model for the Arctic
which utilized a prescription for the thermodynamic ice growth. The ice
advection was governed by a constitutive law which related the ice
stress to the strain, rate and ice strength. This model is thus able to
predict the lead area rather than prescribe it as above.
All of the models discussed above parameterize the ocean-ice
interaction in terms of a given vertical heat flux in the ocean. The
heat flux from the ocean to the atmosphere is often controlled at the
ocean-ice interface where the heat flux across this surface is
parameterized as in P&W with an eddy diffusion coefficient. The value
of this coeffecient is not well determined. The ice-ocean interaction
is much more involved than this as described in the following section.
The water mass formation models of Bryan, et al., (1975) and Manabe, et
al.,(1979) begin to investigate this interaction. These models were
described in the previous section. The model presented in Chapter 3
addresses the ocean-ice interactions in the Southern Ocean.
2.4 Sea Ice and Convection
Winter convection in the subtropics is driven by a density flux at
the free surface due to heat lost by the ocean to the atmosphere and
evaporation. In polar oceans, sea ice can also enter as a driving
mechanism since salt ions are released during freezing which increases
the density of the fluid under the ice.
The effectiveness of ice formation as a driving mechanism for
convection can be compared to that for simple cooling by computing the
resulting change in density when heat is removed from a surface mixed
layer. For a heat transport, Q, from a layer of height, H, the change
in density, Ap, for simple cooling is
Ap= (P AQ)/(P C H) 2.1
where aL and C are the coefficient of thermal expansion and specific
heat of sea water respectively, p is a reference density in the
equation of -state and pw is the water's density. This amount of cooling
applied to water at its freezing point would result in an increased ice
mass, AH. ofice' o
AH. = -Q/L 2.2ice
where L is the heat of fusion of sea ice. The new salinity of the mixed
layer is given by
S = pS H/(p H-AH. ) 2.3
new w old w ice
where the salt mass in the ice has been neglected when compared with
salt mass in the layer. The density change of the surface layer
resulting from the ice formation is given by
p S0 2.4
Ap = pwHL
2 w -1
Q 
Hice
which for a small increase in ice height, « << 1 , may be written as
Pw
0 SQ 2.5
2  p HLw
The relative effectiveness of the two processes as drivers of convection
is given by the ratio of the two density differences:
1  ( L 2.6
2 p
Using values of a/0 =.1' o/oo/0C , L=2.7'10 5  J/kg, C,=4.0-103
J/kg0 C, and S=34.0 o/oo, the above ratio is .2. Thus ice formation is
some five times as effective at increasing the density of the surface
water than simple cooling.
Even though sea ice formation is an effective method to increase the
surface water's salinity and thereby drive vertical convection, the
process of sea ice formation depends on several ocean properties.
Sea ice is formed when heat is removed from a surface mixed layer
whose temperature is at or below the local- freezing temperature. Once a
layer of sea ice is established, the heat flux from the ocean to the
atmosphere must be transmitted through the ice layer. Ice is a fairly
good insulator, its thermal diffusivity is order 10-2 cm2 /sec which
is one percent of the often quoted turbulent eddy coefficient in the
ocean of 1 cm2/sec. This suggests sea ice may act to inhibit
convection by insulating the ocean from large heat losses.
The process of ice formation depends not only on the rate at which
heat is fluxed from the surface water through the ice to the atmosphere
but also on the rate heat is supplied to the surface by the deep ocean.
Near the free surface, this heat flux is dominated by convective
entrainment. Two things occur when convection occurs under sea ice
which compete in how they influence future convection rates.
Convection transports heat to the free surface. This heat can
retard the growth of the ice or, if large enough, cause melting. The
formation of the polynya in the Weddell Sea for example, is thought to
be a result of this process (Gordon, 1978). The melting reduces the
thickness of the ice cover on the ocean which enhances the rate at which
heat can be fluxed from the ocean to the atmosphere. A larger heat flux
implies faster ice growth and more convection.
As ice melts the salinity of the water at the free surface
decreases. This process increases the vertical stability in the water
column which inhibits convection. These conflicting processes make it
impossible to determine a priori if deep or shallow convection should be
expected in regions where sea ice forms in winter. The model described
in Chapter 3 was developed in part to examine the processes which govern
convection under sea ice.
Chapter 3 Model Description
3.1 Introduction
The temperature minimum layer in the Southern Ocean appears to be
the remnant of a deep winter mixed layer whose thermohaline
characteristics are influenced by , sea ice formation. A three
dimensional numerical model of the upper waters of the Southern Ocean
was developed to test this assumption and to investigate air-sea-ice
interactions on time scales of a year and less. The model is an
extension of the sea ice model of Parkinson and Washington (1979)
(hereafter P&W) in that the model includes three oceanic layers as well
as ice and snow thicknesses. A description of the model geometry is
given in Chapter 3.2 followed by a discussion of the thermodynamic and
dynamic balances operating in the model in Chapters 3.3 and 3.4,
respectively. The values of the prescribed fields used in the model are
presented in Chapter 3.5.
3.2 Model Geometry
The hydrography of the upper waters of the Southern Ocean in austral
summer is characterized by a relatively warm, low salinity surface mixed
layer of order 50 m thick, the temperature minimum layer at depths
'between 50 and 200 m lying above the temperature maximum water. To
model this structure, three oceanic layers were used. Figure 3.1 is a
vertical schematic of the model.
The uppermost oceanic layer models the surface mixed layer. The
depth of this layer, in general, depends on the vertical stratification
of the fluid near the surface and the kinetic energy fed into the layer
by the wind. A prediction of this layer's depth was beyond the scope of
this model so a fixed mixed layer depth of 50 m was used throughout. As
will be seen, this is important only in the summer months when
communication between the surface layer and those below is inhibited by
the stable stratification of the seasonal thermocline. Summertime
observations of the surface mixed layer's depth in the Southern Ocean do
not show a great deal of variability so this simplification seems
reasonable.
A second oceanic layer below the surface layer is used to model the
Tin water. The thickness of this layer is not fixed but determined
from the upwelling velocity and the depth of wintertime convection. The
Tmin layer is bounded below by the Tmax water. The volume of the
Tmax water is much greater than that of the surface and Tmin layers
so the Tmax is treated as a reservoir by fixing its temperature and
salinity. The temperature and salinity of this layer were selected as
smooth functions of latitude and longitude to model the observed fields
Figure 3.1 A schematic diagram of the structure of the numerical
model at one grid point. Also shown are the air-sea
heat fluxes calculated by the model and the advective
and diffusive transports in the vertical.
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as described in Chapter 3.5. The temperature and salinity of the
surface and Tmin layers are not fixed but allowed to vary in response
to the atmospheric forcing and lateral advection, see Chapters 3.3 and
3.4.
In the horizontal, the model extended from the Antarctic Continent
to the mean position of the polar front as inferred by MacIntosh (1946)
fig. 3.2. To take advantage of the geometric symmetry of the Southern
Ocean, the model was developed in polar coordinates. Grid resolution
was restricted to 100 in longitude and 20 in latitude. The polar
coordinate mapping involved a slight distortion of the actual geometry
of the Southern Ocean, specifically a stretching in the zonal
direction. The model will be used to examine trends in the results
rather than to make exact predictions of the heat and water mass
balances of the Southern Ocean so this stretching error is not
significant to the discussion.
Figure 3.2
900 W -
The horizontal distribution of grid points for the
numerical model along with the positions of the
observed and model coastline of Antarctica and the
polar front.
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3.3 Model Thermohaline Balances and Ice Thermodynamics
The model is designed to predict the response of the near surface
waters to air-sea heat exchanges, precipitation minus evaporation and
advection. The air-sea fluxes are computed from specified atmospheric
data presented in Chapter 3.5 and the temperature at the air-sea
interface. The model is not interactive with the atmosphere in that
atmospheric data is prescribed. The actual fluxes across the air-sea
interface are not strongly determined by this since the fluxes depend on
the interface conditions which are variable in the model.
The air-sea heat exchange, precipitation minus evaporation and
advection act to change the surface and Tmin layers' temperature and
salinity and thus their densities. The vertical and horizontal balances
in the model are described below.
Vertical Balances
The vertical processes which occur in the model can best be
discussed by examining one grid point in the model, fig. 3.1, over an
annual cycle and neglecting lateral variations. Reference will be made
throughout this discussion to a plot of some of the model variables
through a typical year of integration fig. 3.3.
At the end of summer (week 8), the surface layer is warm and
relatively fresh. The air-sea heat fluxes result in a change of the
surface water's temperature which is computed following P&W, from the
short wave radiation, F w, long wave radiation from the atmosphere,
F W, and that radiated back, FBR, the latent heat, F, and the
sensible heat, FSNP
AT, = ( ) [ (1-a )F + F + F + F - F 3.11 PCH w SW LW LA SN BR1ip 1
The various heat fluxes are computed from atmospheric, temperature and
dew point data and the temperature of the surface layer using the
formulas given by P&W which are reproduced for reference in Appendix I.
The time step, 6t , was chosen to be 2.88*104 sec as in P&W for
stability. The surface water's density, p1  , is computed but the
specific heat is fixed at 4*103 J/kg and the surface layer's depth
is held at 50 m. The solar short wave input is reduced by the surface
albedo of water, a , taken constant at 0.1.
w
The temperatures of the surface and Tmin layers are also altered
by vertical diffusive fluxes between the layers. These fluxes are
modeled with a Fickian-type diffusion process with diffusivities of
1l01~4 m2/sec between the surface layer and the Tmin and
.1'10~4 m2/sec between the T and the Tm . The vertical
variation of diffusivity was used to model the increased turbulent
kinetic energy (and therefore mixing) near the free surface as compared
to deeper in the fluid (see Gregg and Briscoe, 1979). Salinity is also
diffused between layers by this process.
A vertical upwelling velocity, described in Chapter 3.4, is
prescribed in the model. The upwelling transports heat, salt and mass
from the Tmin layer into the surface mixed layer. Continuity is
achieved with a horizontal mass transport in the surface mixed layer, a
decrease in the height of the Tmin layer and a shoaling of the depth
of the Tmax water. Neglecting lateral variations, the change of the
surface mixed layers temperature or salinity ( * ) is given by
Figure 3.3 Time series of air-sea heat flux, surface and Tmin
temperatures and salinities, Tmin depth and
ice and snow heights over an annual cycle from
one grid point of the numerical model. Week 0
corresponds to the beginning of January.
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where M is the upwelling transport during a model time step, H1 is the
layer thickness and the subscripts 1, 2 refer to the mixed layer and
Tmin layer respectively.
Finally the precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) results in a
decrease in the surface water salinity, SI, given by
As, = P S( H 1  -11 1 H + (P-E)6t 3.3
As winter approaches, the system proceeds as described above with
the surface water's temperature decreasing until it falls below the
freezing point of sea water at the surface water's salinity (week 21).
A linear curve of the freezing point of sea water as a function of
salinity was used in the model
T fre -.0571 S + .0939 3.4
where Tfrez is the temperature in 0 C and S is the salinity in
o/oo. This function was derived from a least square fit to the freezing
point data of Murray, et al., (1974).
The remaining heat loss in excess of that required to bring the
surface layer to its freezing point
q = p C TH1frez - 1) 3.5
goes into freezing new ice. The amount of ice created is computed from
AH. = g/p.L 3.6
2. 1
where p is the density of sea ice (taken constant at .95 gm/cm3 ) and L
is the heat of fusion of new sea ice (also constant at 2.7-105 J/kg).
The formation of sea ice increases the salinity of the surface water
as discussed in Chapter 2. For this model, the salinity of sea ice was
taken as zero for simplicity so the increase in urface water salinity
can be computed as in eqn. 1.8 with ((P-E) 6t) replaced with p.AH. .
Sea ice has a salinity of upwards to 20 o/oo when newly formed but
decreases with ice age to 3 to 5 o/oo in year old ice (Lake and Lewis,
1970) as brine escapes the ice crystal lattice. The model thus
overestimates the instantaneous salinity increase in the mixed layer
when ice is formed. Because the ice desalinates with age, on longer
time scales the salinity change in an oceanic mixed layer is close to
that predicted in the model. The model results to be discussed are not
sensitive to this sea ice salinity approximation.
The change of the surface water's salinity by the ice formation
means the surface water's temperature is no longer at the freezing
point. The present model differs significantly from those of Bryan et
al., (1975), Killworth, (1979) and others, here in that the sea ice is
assumed to be in equilibrium with the surface water. Several iterations
are generally required before the ice height for which the surface water
is at the freezing point is found. The previous models mentioned above
computed a heat flux from the sea water to the ice in terms of the
temperaturd difference between the ice and water. P&W noted
Untersteiner's and Maykut's criticisms of this parameterization, citing
observations which showed the water under ice was at its freezing point
and so a zero heat flux is computed. In addition the value of the
thermal diffusivity is not well known or understood so the present model
simply assumes the ice mass is always in equilibrium with the surface
layer. This appears reasonable in the present context, but as will be
seen shortly, this approximation can result in some unphysical behavior
of the ice.
Further cooling results in more ice growth which is governed by the
simple thermodynamic ice model of Semtner. That model is briefly
reviewed here with reference to fig. 3.1. The Semtner model asumes the
interface betwen the air and the ice or snow is in equilibrium with all
the heat fluxes from the atmosphere, the back radiation and the vertical
flux through the ice from the surface water. This assumption is used to
predict the temperature of the air-ice interface by solving the heat
flux equation for the interface. temperature T
s
(1-a.)F + F + F + F - F - F = 0 3.7i SW LW LA SN BR S
The effective albedo of the ice or snow, a. , is set at 0.466 and FS is
the heat flux through the ice computed from the formula given in
Appendix I. The instantaneous sensible and latent heats, back radiation
and diffusive flux through the ice all depend on the interface
temperature in a complex fashion. Equation 3.7 is linearized with
respect to the interface temperature to solve for the change in Ts,
s), which will satisfy eqn. 3.7 at the subsequent time step
(1-a )F +F +F (T ) -F (T ) -cT[4T 3 AT 3.8i SW LW LA S BR S S S
-F (T + ) = 0
where a is the Boltzman constant.
The change in Ts is assumued small so FL and FSN are functions
of only the previous interface temperature as shown. The formula for
the heat flux through the ice, FS, is linear in interface temperature
so eqn. 3.8 is easily solved for ATs. This equation was iterated to
produce a stable estimate of Ts for each time step. The interfacial
temperature is then used to compute the flux of heat from the surface
layer through the ice to the atmosphere. The surface layer's
temperature decreases according to eqn. 3.1 with FS replacing the
atmospheric fluxes.
Maykut (1976) and others have pointed out that leads, which are
always present in sea ice, can dominate the exchanges between the
atmosphere and the ocean. A significant portion of the P&W model effort
was directed at a parameterization of leads so the area of open water at
any one time could be determined. The maps of ice concentration
presented by P&W show a fairly good correlation between ice height and
the fraction of open water per time of year. In late summer when the
sea ice edge was close to the Antarctic coast, only small regions where
the lead area was less than 10% were predicted. The ice thickness in
these regions was order 1 m. In winter, the sea ice area and region of
compact ice expand greatly. The lead area predicted for the ice pack in
mid-winter was less than 10% virtually everywhere south of the ice edge.
Because of the increased complexity of the present ocean model (and
associated computing time), a simple lead parameterization based on the
P&W results was chosen which specified the lead area, AL, as a funtion
of ice height and time of year
.98(H./H ) 3.9
A = 1. 2
L [1 + (H./H) ]
1 0
H is a scale ice height which varies sinusoidally with time from 50
cm in summer to 5 cm in winter.
This parameterization yields 100% open water when the ice height
goes to zero and a lead area of 2% when (H/Ho)<< 1. This 2% minimum
lead area was used by P&W because of the divergent wind field present
over the Southern Ocean and is retained here. As the sea ice edge
advances northward in winter, the formula predicts the associated
increase in the area with high ice concentrations observed in the P&W
model. The lead area is found in practice by iteration of eqn. 3.9
while conserving the total mass of ice at a grid point.
The total heat flux from the surface layer is computed from a
weighted average of the fluxes through the leads and through the ice,
the weighting being just the fraction of area at each grid point which
is open water and ice respectively. The precipitation minus evaporation
flux is also weighted such that snow which falls on ice increases the
snow height while that falling on the leads melts and decreases the
surface water's salinity. Rain acts to reduce the surface salinity
uniformly at a grid point.
The leads are actually introduced only in a statistical sense. No
attempt is made to look at spatial effects introduced by leads on
sub-grid scales. The temperature and salinity of the water under ice is
made the same as in the leads. Physically this may be thought of as a
parameterization of efficient lateral mixing processes on the space and
time scales of the leads.
As the surface is cooled, its density increases by thermal
contraction and increases of salinity if ice forms, until such time as
the vertical density profile is statistically unstable at the base of
the surface layer (week 22, fig. 3.3). The vertical stablility is
returned to neutral conditions by vertical overturning such that the
potential energy of the system is conserved (Kraus and Turner, 1967).
-The effects of overturning are modeled here as a mixing of the water
in the surface layer and Tmin layer with some fluid from the Tmax
layer which is entrained during the convection. The amount of entrained
fluid, AHl2, is found from a potential energy calculation
AH (P2 P) (HH2 -H )/[H2 (D P2 ) + H1 (P2 1  3.10
where p1 ,p2 and pD are the in situ densities of the surface layer,
Tmin layer and the Tmax respectively. H1  and H2 are the depths
of the layers shown in fig. 3.1. The temperature and salinity of the
surface and Tmin layers are both set equal to
ipnew =[ 1 H1 + 12 (H2-H1) + *D AH2 ]/ (H2+ 
AH2  3.11
where $ is the temperature or salinity of the surface layer ( $y ), the
T1
TMn P2 ) and the Tmax ( D ). Recall *D is specified at each
grid point.
This overturning generally warms and changes the salinity of the
surface water which requires a re-equilibration with the sea ice mass.
This equilibration takes place immediately in the model to satisfy the
condition that the surface layer is at its freezing point when ice is
present. Unrealistically rapid changes in ice layer thicknesses can
occur after overturning as are visible in fig. 3.2 (week 22). These
rapid changes are a result of the finite number of layers in the
vertical in the model. Although these rapid ice changes are not
realistic, the average behavior on a longer time scale seemed reasonable
so the ice-water equilibrium condition was retained, keeping in mind
that the rapid ice height changes were model quirks.
Cooling, ice freezing and overturning continues until winter ends,
marked by an increase in the solar input and a rise in the atmospheric
temperature (week 41). The Semtner model predicts ice ablation when the
computed air-ice (or snow) interface temperature rises above the ice (or
snow) melting point, both taken here as 00 C. This is exact for the
snow but assumes that the ice is sufficiently aged and desalinated so
that its melting point is also 00 C.
The ice and snow act as constant temperature sources while melting,
holding the interface temperature at 00 C. The heat flux equation
(eqn. 3.7) is no longer satisfied and the residual heat flux goes to
melting the snow and then the ice. The change in snow or ice height is
given by
AH = F6t 3.12
pL
with F the residual heat flux from eqn. 3.7 and pL the snow or ice
density times its heat of fusion. Ice can also be melted from below if
the heat fluxes through the leads and between the surface and Tmin
layers raise the temperature of the surface water above its freezing
point.
The melting of the snow and ice reduce the surface layer's salinity,
capping off the winter water. When all the ice has melted, the heat
flux to the surface rapidly warms the surface layer leaving the winter
water as a recognizable temperature minimum (week 42). During the
summer the Tmin slowly warms and changes salinity due to the diffusive
fluxes between the layers (weeks 42-20).
This completes a typical annual cycle of the thermodynamic model.
At each grid point there are eight independent variables: the air-ice
interface temperature, the snow and ice heights, the temperature and
salinity of the surface and Tmin layers and finally the depth of the
T min layer. Variables calculated from these include the lead area and
the densities of the surface and Tmin layers.
Lateral Balances
The model also includes lateral advection of the surface and T
layers' temperature and salinity and ice, snow and Tmin masses between
the grid points shown in fig. 3.2. The velocity fields for these
quantities are discussed in Chapter 3.4.
The integration scheme employed for the advection involves a volume
integral about each grid point (see fig. 3.4). In Cartesian
coordinates, integrating the conservation equation for a property, $
over a volume of dimension ( 6x ,6y , 6z ) centered at a grid point
located at ( X , Y , Z ) yields
6x/2 6y/2 6z/2 3.13
6x6y6zpt -[(6y6z)u$ -6x/2] - [(6x6z)v$ -6y/2 - ((6x6y)W1Pj -6z/2
where
rX+6x/2 fY+6y/2 Z+6z/2 3.14
= dx dy dz $
X-6x/2 JY-6z/2 Z-6z/2
4M - -----
provided the velocity field is non-divergent. A backwards difference
was used to estimate the terms on the RHS of eqn. 3.13 and a first order
finite difference scheme was used for the time derivative.
At each time step, the property values at a grid point are in effect
a volume average of that property over a region about the grid point.
Since it is this average value which is advected across grid boundaries
in successive time steps, the scheme is diffusive in character. This
was demonstrated with a test integration where an initial Gaussien
property distribution was advected with zonally symmetric flow for the
equivalent of one year in the Southern Ocean model fig. 3.5. As is
seen, the distribution after one year has spread out as if diffusive
effects has been present and the centroid of the distribution is
somewhat behind the correct position computed analytically.
Although this advection scheme is diffusive and induces phase lags
in the direction , of propagation, it is conservative, has no
computational modes which can occur in second order time derivative
estimators (Mesinger and Arakawa, 1976) and is computationally simple.
The velocity field in the Southern Ocean is not accurately known so the
use of higher order schemes for horizontal advection is probably not
justifiable. The velocity fields used in the model are discussed in
Chapter 3.4 and presented in Chapter 3.5.
Figure 3.4 A schematic of the lateral advection scheme
employed in the model.
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Figure 3.5 The results of a test integration of the lateral
advection scheme showing how the scheme is
diffusive and induces a horizontal phase lag into
the advected property distribution.
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3.4 Determination of Velocity Fields
The model described in the previous chapter requires knowledge of
the vertical velocity in the ocean and the lateral velocities in the
ocean layers and the ice. These fields depend in general on the wind
stress and air-sea heat and mass exchanges. A prediction of the
velocity field of the Southern Ocean was beyond the scope of the present
model and so these fields were specified. The observations and analysis
behind the determination of the specified fields is presented below.
Vertical Velocity
An upwards directed vertical velocity is believed to exist in the
Southern Ocean in response to the divergent wind stress field. Gordon,
et al. (1977b) computed the average vertical velocity for the four
seasons and the annual average velocities using the wind data of Jenne,
et al. (1971) and Ekman layer dynamics. The computed vertical
velocities ranged upwards to 3-10~4 cm/sec while the area averaged
vertical transport for the Southern Ocean was nearly 50.106 m3/sec.
These values of vertical velocity are large and conflict with the
following considerations. As mentioned in the Overview, the upwelling
transports Circumpolar Deep Water to the free surface. Circumpolar Deep
Water has North Atlantic origins (Lynn and Reid, 1968) and so this
transport must be consistent with the water mass budget for the North
Atlantic (Worthington, 1976). The existing budgets do not include
enough North Atlantic Deep Water to supply this rate of Circumpolar Deep
Water upwelling.
The upwelling of water in the Southern Ocean advects the mass of
water in the temperature minimum layer towards the free surface. In the
absence of meridional motion, the computed vertical velocity predicts
the Tmin layer would be advected 50 m over a six month period. In
large areas of the Southern Ocean this displacement would place the
fluid of the Tmin layer into the surface mixed layer. No temperature
minimum would be visible in late summer in these areas. The
hydrographic observations do not reveal a disappearance of the T min.
Vertical upwelling induces stretching of fluid columns which must be
balanced to conserve potential vorticity. Sverdrup dynamics predict a
southward velocity to balance the stretching. A southward velocity is
in the correct sense to produce the observed meridional gradient of
T depth but the total transport predicted is large. Using Gordon,
et al.'s (1977b) velocity data along 600 S, a southward transport of
280.106 m3 /sec is predicted. This volume flux is larger than the
total transport northward through the Drake Passage (Bryden and
Pillsbury, 1977). The southward volume flux predicted from the wind
stress data produces a mass imbalance in the Southern Ocean.
A final problem with vertical velocities computed from wind data
concerns sea ice. When sea ice is present, the wind stress on the ocean
must act through the ice layer. If the ice is free to move under the
action of wind and water drag, the stress on the ocean will be directed
to the left of the wind in the Southern Hemisphere. The actual angle
depends on the various drag coefficients and internal stresses in the
ice. The Ekman suction under sea ice is therefore not given simply in
terms of the wind stress.
These calculations suggest that the actual vertical velocity field
in the Southern Ocean is less than that given by Gordon, et al.
(1977b). The vertical velocity field used in the model runs of Chapter
4 was found experimentally as that required to balance the convective
deepening of the Tmin layer in winter. This field is presented in the
following section. The dynamics of the convection in the ocean likely
differ from the simple model used here. Thus the model results should
not be used to predict the vertical velocity field in the Southern Ocean.
Lateral Ocean Velocities
The circulation around Antarctica is dominated by the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current. This current has been intensively studied only in
the Drake Passage where a current meter array has been maintained for
five years. The circulation in the rest of the Southern Ocean has been
deduced from hydrographic measurements (Gordon, et al., 1978). While
this analysis neglects any barotropic component in the flow, the current
meter results suggest that this component is small compared to the
baroclinic velocity at the free surface (Bryden and Pillsbury, 1977).
It appears then that the mean surface velocity field of the Southern
Ocean may be approximated by its baroclinic component with minimal error.
The Antarctic Circumpolar Current is presumed to be driven by wind
stresses and thermohaline fluxes at the free surface- (see Gill, 1971).
A prediction of this circulation was beyond the scope of the present
model so the lateral velocities in the ocean were prescribed using the
dynamic height data from Gordon, et al. (1978). The flow in the surface
mixed layer also includes the velocities induced in the Ekman layer.
The Ekman transport computed from surface wind data was presented by
Taylor, et al. (1978). Since the wind stress is nearly zonal
everywhere, the Ekman transport is nearly meridional. The Ekman
transport in the model was strictly meridional for simplicity. The
observed transport is equatorward over most of the Southern Ocean but a
band of poleward flow is often observed near the Antarctic continent.
The dividing line between poleward and equatorward transport has been
termed the Antarctic Divergence (Koopman, 1953). The position of the
divergence in the model was made zonally symmetric. The magnitude of
the Ekman transport is related to the vertical velocity field. To be
consistent, the model transport was computed from the employed upwelling
field.
The velocity fields in the model ocean layers were steady and no
allowance was made for the transfers of momentum vertically during
convective events. ,This is rationalized by assuming the convective
events are sporadic, separated by time periods which are long with
respect to the spin up time of the near surface circulation. Thus the
effects of advection can be approximated using the mean velocity field.
Ice Velocities
The velocity field of sea ice depends on several forcing mechanisms
and internal resistance forces within the ice. P&W reviewed the
dynamics included by several authors in their models of sea ice
d,isplacement. Forcing terms which are generally employed in the models
include wind and water stresses arising from the velocity differences
between the air, ice and ocean, the gravitational force arising from
slopes of the free surface and the Coriolis acceleration. The ice field
deforms in response to these forces and any internal forces which set up.
The sea ice deformations are often modeled as a plastic or viscous
flow (e. g., Hibler, 1979). The basic feature captured by these models
is that ice acts differently under convergent forces than divergent.
Sea ice resists convergences but deforms easily under divergent forces
when leads are created. Some models which include internal forces were
discussed in Chapter 2.
Due to the added complexity of the ocean model in this analysis and
associated computing time, it was decided to specify the ice velocities
rather than predict them. For two of the model runs presented in the
following chapter, no ice motions were allowed. P&W compared the
distributions predicted by thermodynamics alone to their full model.
These results led them to suggest that because including ice motion
dynamics produced ,a relatively small effect, "it would appear
appropriate in some uses to model thermodynamics alone." This
conclusion may be due to the internal ice force parameterization used in
the P&W model. Hibler (1979) claims the P&W parameterization results
in no ice motions.
To explore the effects ice advection has on the thermohaline
characteristics of the ocean layers, a final model run was performed
where the ice was allowed to move with the surface layer in the ocean.
The results should not be used as a prediction of ice displacements
since minimal ice motion dynamics are used to predict the velocities.
The surface layer velocity field used in the model run included the
poleward directed Ekman flow south of the Antarctic Divergence. This
velocity field would induce a convergent flow in the sea ice and
advection into the Antarctic continent. To avoid this, the ice velocity
field normal to the coast is set equal to zero. As described below, to
avoid a buildup of sea ice at the coast, the convergent part of the
velocity field is reduced gradually approaching the coast. The velocity
reduction was expressed as a function of sea ice thickness to model the
increased resistance of sea ice to convergences with increasing ice
thickness.
Finally the snow thicknesses and ice-air interface temperatures were
advected laterally with the sea ice.
3.5 Specified Fields
The model for the upper waters of the Southern Ocean described above
is not interactive with the atmosphere or include deep and bottom water
formation or lateral advection. The model is closed by specifying
various quantities in the atmosphere and ocean to determine fluxes in
and out of the model domain aAd other boundary conditions. These
quantities are presented below.
Atmosphere
Atmospheric data required for the flux calculations are air
temperature and dew point, wind speed and cloudiness as functions of
position and time of year. P&W produced monthly values of these input
fields for each grid point from the climatic atlas of Taljaard, et al.
(1969) for the Southern Hemisphere. Because of the small scales in the
atmospheric input, the ice field distribution produced in the P&W model
exhibits a great deal of structure in the horizontal. Since one of the
aims of the present model was to explore the effect of the ocean and its
circulation on the sea ice, very smooth functions were used to describe
the atmospheric data. Any resulting small scale structure in the ice
field could then be attributed to the effects of oceanic circulation.
The centroid of the land distribution of Antarctica (termed the pole
of inaccessibility), as well as the air and sea surface temperature
distributions are not centered at 900 S latitude but displaced
somewhat towards East Antarctica, (see Taljaard, 1972). The input
atmospheric data for the present model were made radially symmetric
about 850 S latitude and 450 E longitude. The positions of the APF
and the Antarctic coast are approximately equidistant from this location.
The air temperature and dew point functions were taken as quadratic
functions of distance from this "thermal pole" and made to vary
sinusoidally throughout the year as shown in fig. 3.6. The cloud cover
curves presented by P&W were also used, but as a function of distance
from the thermal pole rather than latitude. Fina]ly the wind speed was
also taken as zonally symmetric about the thermal pole and varied with
radial distance as shown in fig. 3.6.
Precipitation-Evaporation
Observations of precipitation over the ocean are very difficult to
make so not much faith can be place in these data. What observations
exist (van Loon,1972) suggest that precipitation exceeds evaporation in
the Southern Ocean. This is consistent with the near surface vertical
salinity profile in the Southern Ocean which increases in salinity with
depth. Because the precipitation data is so poor, precipitation minus
evaporation (P-E) was specified in the present model rather than
calculating the evaporation with the latent heat equation. Since cloud
cover and rain are intimately related, the P-E flux was made
proportional to the cloud cover discussed above. The proportionality
factor was adjusted with the upwelling velocity so a realistic upper
layer salinity was achieved after integrating the model to steady
state. The area mean P-E over the model domain was of order 30 cm/year
for the vertical velocity fields employed. The precipitation fell as
rain when -the local air temperature was above 273.150 K, and as snow
for colder temperatures. The heat content of the rain and snow was
neglected in the thermodynamic calculations.
Figure 3.6
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T-max Properties
The thermohaline property distributions at the depth of the Tmax
vary most strongly in the meridional direction. The temperature and
salinity of this layer in the model were made to vary with distance from
the thermal pole as shown in fig. 3.6. The distributions were made
zonally symmetric so no structure would be imposed on the Tmin and
surface layer distributions.
Initial Conditions
To speed up the model convergence to its annual steady state the
model runs were initiated with nonhomogeneous thermohaline
stratification. The initial conditions for the T n layer are shown
in fig. 3.6. The surface mixed layer was made homogeneous at 20 C and
34.0 o/oo.
Velocity Data
As described in the previous chapter, the lateral and vertical
velocity fields in the ocean and the lateral velocity field of the ice
and snow are prescribed in the model. Much of -the following analysis
involves studying the effects various velocity fields have on the
properties of the surface and Tmin layers and the ice distribution.
The velocity fields for the major model runs are described below.
Upwelling
The estimates of vertical velocities were discussed in the previous
section. Several preliminary model runs were made to investigate the
sensitivity of the model to the magnitude of the vertical velocity (see
Chapter 4). The basic upwelling velocity used in the final model runs
was zonally symmetric about the "thermal pole" and decreased radially
from a value of 5-10-5 cm/sec at the coast to 2-10-5 cm/sec at
the front as shown in fig. 3.6 while the total vertical volume transport
was 17.8, 106 m3/sec.
Gordon, et al. (1977b) described how their calculated vertical
velocity field was zonally asymmetric with larger vertical velocities in
the eastern hemisphere. Because of the large uncertainties in the
upwelling discussed above, and in order to make unambiguous estimates of
the effects of lateral advection on the ice and thermohaline
distributions, no zonal structure was imposed on this velocity field.
Effects of this simplification were looked for in the model results.
Horizontal Velocity i Tmin Layer
Two main model runs are presented in Chapter 4 which investigate the
effects of advection on the ocean and ice characteristics. The first
experiment (referred to as Run 1 in Chapter 4) was basically a control
in which the Tmin layer was quiescent.
For the other model experiments discussed in Chapter 4 the
horizontal velocity field for the Tmin layer was computed from the
0/1000 db dynamic height field of Gordon, et al. (1978) fig. 3.7. The
data was adjusted so that the coast and the APF were streamlines.
The major features of this dynamic topography include a gradual
southward drift of the entire circulation from 500 W around to the
east to 900 W as well as several smaller scale meridional deflections
of the streamlines. The deflections at the Kerguelen-Gaussberg Plateau
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(800 E), over the mid-ocean ridge at the USARP fracture zone (1450 W)
and in the Drake Passage induced visible perturbations in the
distributions of several model variables discussed in Chapter 4.
This dynamic height field contains about half of the baroclinic
velocity field relative to the bottom (Gordon,. et al., 1978). The
effect of the magnitude of the horizontal advection was explored in
model runs by scaling this dynamic height data to increase the
velocities in the Tmin layer.
Horizontal Velocity in the Surface Mixed Layer
The surface mixed layer is assumed to include the wind induced Ekman
layer. The velocity field in this layer was made equal to that in the
Tmin layer plus a flow which absorbed the vertical upwelling. The
magnitude of the lateral velocities in the mixed layer were thus
determined by the velocity field in the Tmin layer and the vertical
velocity field. The wind induced velocity field was strictly
meridional, equatorward north of the divergence line and poleward to the
south absorbidg the upwelling transport to maintain continuity. At the
polar front, this transport removes heat, salt and mass from the model
domain. This flow presumably sinks at the front and may produce or
modify the Antarctic Intermediate Water in the subantarctic zone
(Deacon, 1933, 1937, Wust, 1935). At the Antarctic coast the wind
induced flOw also transports water out of the model domain. This flow
may be thought of as part of the bottom water formation process (Foster
and Carmack, 1976). For the model runs which are described in Chapter
4, 14.0 -106 m3/sec of surface water flowed northward across the APF
Figure 3.7 The dynamic height field of 0/1000 db from
Gordon et al., 1978 employed to calculate
lateral velocities in the model.
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and 3.8 '106 m3/sec were transported to the south to produce bottom
water. These mass fluxes out of the model domain are balanced by flows
of deep and bottom water not included in the present analysis.
Ice and Snow Velocities
The dynamics of ice motion were discussed in Chapter 3.4 and a
justification for using crude velocity parameterizations given. The
majority of model experiments which are presented in Chapter 4 has no
ice or snow advection. The final run allowed the ice to be advected
with the surface mixed layer except where convergences of mass occurred
(along the Antarctic continent). In these regions, the ice velocities
were reduced so no ice was transported out of the model domain to the
south. The convergent velocity field was reduced gradually approaching
the coast so as not to introduce point discontinuities in the ice height
field and to parameterize ice fields' resistance to convergences.
Chapter 4 Model Results
4.1 Introduction and Preliminary Calculations
The results of three model runs and preliminary calculations will be
used to discuss several of the questions posed in the introductory
chapter above. Specifically the calculations to be discussed will
explore the distribution of the Tm's temperature and salinity and
its relation to the annual sea ice distribution produced by the model,
the relation of the depth of the Tmin to ice cover and upwelling, the
effects of heat and salt transport by the Antarctic Circumpolar Current
on the position of the sea ice edge, and the model's global heat and
mass budget for the Southern Ocean. Model experiments will be referred
to by run number, the specific details of each run are listed in Table
4.1. The primary differences in the runs involved variations of the
velocity fields of the ocean layers and the ice.
Preliminary Calculations
Several short duration runs of the model were performed to test the
model dynamics and the prescribed forcing functions used. As stated
above, the air temperatures and dew points for the model were smooth
fits to the atmospheric data. Quadratic fits of temperature as a
function of distance from the thermal pole were used which varied
sinusoidally between the curves of January and July for simplicity. The
actual data is not perfectly sinusoidal so several test runs were made
to select coefficients in the fits which produced air temperatures which
were close to those observed and resulted in realistic ocean surface
TABLE 4.1
# Velocity Field
Vertical velocity: equals 5- 10-5
cm/sec south of Antarctic Divergence,
decaying to 2. 10-5 cm/sec at the
polar front
1 Horizontal velocity: surface layer
flow strictly meridional, absorbing
the upwelling flow Tmin layer
quiescent
Ice velocity: identically zero
Vertical velocity: as above
Horizontal velocity: surface flow as
above plus geostrophic velocity
2 from dynamic height data, geostrophic
velocity field alone for Tmin layer
Ice velocity: identically zero
Vertical velocity: as above
Horizontal velocity: as above
Ice velocity: equal to surface
3 layer flow except where reduced
in convergent regions
Purpose
test model balances
and use results as
a control to evaluate
the effects of
advection
explore how lateral
heat and salt
transport affects
the sea ice
distribution
examine how heat, salt
and ice advection
can alter the thermo-
haline structure of
the near surface water
and the air sea heat
exchanges
Run
temperatures. The model temperature data shown in fig. 3.6 met these
criteria and were used in the model runs discussed below.
The effects of varying the temperature and salinity of the Tmax
layer were examined as well. The characteristics of the water under the
T.n was found to have significant influence on the model behavior.
To warm or fresh a Tmax in the south resulted in rapid deepening of
the winter convective layer. The additional heat entrained into the
surface mixed layer inhibited the growth of the' ice and produced
unrealistic ice distributions. Conversely, a too cold or salty Tmax
in the north had the ability to block convective events. The diffusive
heat and salt fluxes between the Tmin and the Tmax waters during the
summer could make the Tmin too dense to be renewed by local
convections in winter. If convection did occur it was at a temperature
much lower than the observed Tmin temperature for that region. Also
with a too dense T the small amount of salt entrained during
convection could not balance the fresh water flux at the free surface.
The model required the meridional variations of the Tmax properties
shown in fig. 3.6 to produce realistic surface and Tmin property
values.
The magnitude of the precipitation minus evaporation (P-E) flux was
studied in conjunction with upwelling velocities. The freshwater flux
was required to balance the vertical advective and diffusive salt fluxes
into the surface layer from the Tmin. An overestimated P-E flux could
inhibit winter convection by making the surface layer much lighter than
the T n. With the steady P-E flux used here the model could not
recover from a year when convection did not occur since the salt flux to
the free surface was dominated by the convective events. When
convection was blocked for a winter, the surface layer continued to
decrease in salinity to unrealistic values. An underestimated P-E
produced a steadily increasing salinity field in the model. As the
Tmn's density approached that of the Tmax below, unrealistically
deep winter convection resulted.
Initial conditions for the model were explored with these early
runs. It seemed desirable to start the model from homogeneous initial
conditions. The lack of a vertical stability between the Tmin and
surface layer allowed convection to take place very early in the first
winter. Since the convection operated for a much longer period than
normal during this winter, the Tmn depth was depressed far below the
observed depths. 1 The model might have recovered from the first winter
but many years of integration would have been required before the T
approached realistic, depths. Thus the model was initiated with T .
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temperatures, salinities and depths close to the observed values as
shown in fig. 3.6. The surface layer was made initially homogeneous
with a temperature of 20 C and a salinity of 34.0 o/oo. The
calculations discussed below were run for several years, enough to
remove the effects of the initial conditions.
A final area examined in preliminary model runs was the balance
between convection and upwelling. Several smooth distributions of
upwelling velocity were tried with the Tmax field presented in fig.
3.6. When there was no upwelling, the Tmin depth steadily increased
each year due to the convective processes in winter. With a uniform
upwelling of 2'10-5 cm/sec, a steady state was achieved near the
latitude of the polar front but an annual deepening of the Tmin was
still observed to the south. This result depended strongly on the
presence of leads in the ice. Runs of the model assuming a solid ice
sheet when ice was present reached steady state with a vertical velocity
of only 2'10-5 cm/sec. The fluxes through leads dominate the
convections driving mechanisms in the ice covered regions as well as the
ocean-atmosphere heat exchanges. This suggests that a meridional
variations in vertical velocity could be responsible for the shallowing
of the Tmin with distance south. The insulation effect of sea ice is
not strong enough to counter the large fluxes through leads. A vertical
velocity of 5'10-5 cm/sec was found to be strong enough to balance
the convection in the southern regions of the model.
The air-sea heat exchange was also found to depend on the upwelling
magnitude. This dependence was most visible in summer. As the vertical
velocity was increased, the local surface layer's temperature decreased
due to the enhanced upwelling of cold Tmin water and the northward
Ekman transport of cold water from the south. The sensible and net
longwave radiation fluxes into the ocean increased as a result. The
heat gained by the ocean during the summer therefore increased as the
upwelling increased. The heat lost in the winter was controlled by
convective processes which did not depend strongly on the magnitude of
the upwelling so the annual heat lost by the ocean decreased in the
model with increased upwelling.
For the following calculations an upwelling velocity of 5'10-5
cm/sec was used south of the Antarctic Divergence, decaying to
2'10-5 cm/sec at the northern boundary of the model, fig. 3.6. The
total transport of the upwelling in this case was 17.8-106 m3 /sec
which is two to three times smaller than that computed by Gordon, Georgi
and Taylor (1977). A discussion of this discrepancy was made in the
introduction above.
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4.2 Run 1
The numerical model with the standard forcing discussed previously
was run for three years. Data from late winter and late summer will be
discussed to show the general character of the model.
The ice edge in week 39 of the second model year (fig. 4.1) varies
smoothly with longitude around Antarctica from 550 S latitude at
450 E to 630 S latitude at 1350 W. The ice distribution strongly
reflects the symmetry of the forcing functions about the model's thermal
pole (450 E, 850 S). The centroid of the ice distribution is
shifted to the south of the thermal pole because the shortwave radiation
is symmetrical about the geographic pole. The ice heights also vary
smoothly in the meridional direction, increasing from the ice edge to
over 100 cm along the Weddell and Ross Sea coasts.
Half a year later (week 13 of model year 3) the ice has melted
everywhere except in the southern Ross and Weddell Seas, fig. 4.2. The
surface mixed layer's temperature exhibits the same symmetry as the ice
did the previous winter, fig. 4.2a. Temperatures range from over 60 C
along the model's northern boundary to the local freezing point under
the sea ice at the coast. A minimum meridional temperature gradient is
observable near the 30 C surface isotherm. This appears to be related
to the wind speed data used in the model which has a minimum just south
of this zone. The lower wind speed produces a decreased latent heat
flux and a warmer mixed layer. The mixed layer's salinity in contrast,
fig. 4.2b, has very little structure. The salinity changes from just
under 33.9 o/oo at the front to just over 34.0 o/oo near the coast.
This trend is opposite to that observed in the Eltanin data set. Annual
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Figure 4.1 The sea ice thickness distribution predicted in
Run 1 for late winter.
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Figure 4.2a The surface mixed layer's temperature (a), and
salinity (b) distributions predicted in Run 1
for late summer. Also shown shaded, is the
sea ice coverage at that time.
103
Figure 4.2b
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variations in precipitation minus evaporation near the front not
included in the model could account for the discrepancy.- Cross frontal
salt fluxes also not included might explain why the model fails to
predict the correct gradient. Since this result appeared to depend
strongly on the precipitation which is poorly known, this result was not
considered a major model error.
The temperature and salinity of the Tmin, fig. 4.3, appear very
similar to the observed fields. The temperature falls from 20 C at
the front to below -10 C along the coast. The meridional temperature
gradient appears largest near the position of the sea ice edge the
previous winter, fig. 4.1. This is because the Tmin under the ice is
renewed at the local surface water's freezing temperature which doesn't
vary much over the model's domain. North of the ice edge, the Tmin
can be renewed over a broad temperature range depending on the stability
of the water column. The temperatures of the Tmin displayed in fig.
4.3a appear slightly warmer than the observed temperatures. This is
because the model's Tmin temperature is a mean temperature of the
layer involved in winter convection while the observed temperatures are
the values at the temperature extremum within this layer. This extremum
is produced by diffusive processes eroding the top and bottom of the
winter overturned water. The model's temperature in effect includes
this warmed water on either side of the extremum in the vertically
averaged temperature displayed in fig. 4.3a.
The Tmin' s meridional salinity gradient is the same sign as the
observed one. Note also the region of T - salinities below 34.0 o/oo
along the front. This feature is very similar to that observed in the
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Figure 4.3a The predicted distributions of Tmin temperature
(a), salinity (b), and depth (c) from Run 1 in
late summer.
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Figure 4.3b
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Figure 4.3c
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hydrographic data and appears well correlated with the sea ice edge.
Finally the depth of the Tmin, fig. 4.3c, exhibits the correct
meridional gradient as well as a change of gradient near the ice edge.
The depth contours shown in fig. 4.3c are for the depth of the base of
the Tmin layer. It is not clear how to compare these depths with the
observed ones since again the observed depth is at the temperature
extremum produced by the erosion of the winter overturned water. The
location of that extremum in the water column depends on the magnitude
of the eroding process above the layer as compared to below. One might
expect that because the temperature and salinity differences between the
Tmin and surface mixed layer in summer are greater than between the
T i and the water below it, that the temperature extremum after
summer would be found towards the bottom of the fluid column which was
convected in winter. Assuming the Tmin extremum is located in the
lower quarter of the Tmin layer, the model predicts Tmin depths
ranging from 170 m at the front to 110 m at the coast. The data shows a
bit more meridional change which may reflect the crude parameterization
of the vertical stability under the Tmin in the model or errors in the
vertical velocity field.
The annual heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean is presented
in fig. 4.4. The magnitude of the fluxes are not very large, ranging
from 5 W/m2 at the front along 00 longitude to -10 W/m2 in the
Ross and Weddell Seas. The model correctly predicts the positive heat
flux along the front discussed by Taylor, Gordon and Molinelli (1978).
The model's value of 5 W/m2 is somewhat small compared with their
quoted values. An increased mass transport towards the model perimeter
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Figure 4.4 The predicted distribution of annually averaged
heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean from
Run 1.
1-10
such as that associated with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (see Run
3) would tend to increase the model's heat flux near the front in
several regions. Taylor, et al.'s annual fluxes may be positively
biased because of the scarcity of winter data. Further south (at 600
S), the heat fluxes are comparable to those estimated by Fletcher (1969).
The meridional variation of heat flux may be described in terms of a
competition between the large winter heat losses from open water
possible in winter and the insulation effects of sea ice. The magnitude
of the annual heat flux from the ocean increases southward ' from the
front to a local maximum near the position of maximum sea ice extent.
The heat loss in this band reaches -4.5 W/m2  along 1250 W
longitude. Proceeding south, the wind speed decreases (fig. 3.6)
lowering the latent and sensible heat fluxes and the winter ice cover
(fig. 4.1) increases. These effects combine to produce the smaller
annual heat loss bythe ocean observable in fig. 4.4. Further south,
the wind speed and ice height both increase. Although the winter ice
thickness approaches 100 cm in this region it is unable to insulate the
ocean completely because of the leads. Thus the magnitude of the heat
flux from the ocean increases again to a maximum negative value of -10
W/m2.
The heat flux to the free surface in the ocean during winter can be
estimated from the dominant term, the convectively entrained heat from
the Tmax layer. The heat supplied is just the depth increase of the
Tmin layer during winter times the temperature change undergone by the
entrained fluid (TTn-TTmax). Table 4.2 presents this calculation
for data along 50 E south of the sea ice edge. If active convection
occurs for two months during winter (see fig. 3.3) the vertical heat
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TABLE 4.2
Tmin Tmax
temp. diff. OC
0.66
0.87
1.08
1.30
1.52
1.74
1.95
Heat flux
W/m2
15.2
17.4
19.3
21.5
22.8
24.5
25.6
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Latitude Tmin depth
change m
7.0
7.4
7.6
7.9
7.8
7.9
7.8
flux to the free surface is order 20 W/m2 . This is very close to the
25 W/m2 p&W selected after several test runs of their model. The P&W
parameterization of the ocean heat flux thus appears reasonable during
the time of year when convection occurs. For the remaining time of the
year, the vertical heat flux in the ocean is much smaller than this so
it is not correct to use their flux value for the entire year.
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4.3 Run 2
Run 2 was performed to study the effects of the heat and salt
transport of current fields in the Southern Ocean on the seasonal ice
distribution (see Table 4.1). The horizontal velocity fields for the
model were produced from the dynamic height data described in Chapter
3.5. For Run 2, the velocities computed from the 0/1000 db dynamic
height data were doubled to produce surface current speeds which are of
comparable magnitude to directly observed speeds. The ice and snow were
not advected laterally. The model run thus explores the effects of a
velocity shear between the ice and ocean.
The model was integrated for 2-1/4 years using Run 1 results as
initial conditions. This was considered long enough to infer the nature
of the steady state solution. The data presented is the result then, of
over five years of model integration.
The thermohaline distributions in the oceanic layers and the ice
distribution variation with season were very similar to the results of
Run 3. A discussion of these variables will therefore be postponed
until the following chapter.
The ice height distribution for Run 2, in late winter (week 39),
appears in fig. 4.5. The ice edge is located at about the same latitude
as was observed for Run 1 but there is more meridional structure.
Significant southward displacements of the ice edge of 400 km or more
are visible from 150 E to 650 E, 1550 E to 1750 W and 1450 W
to 950 W. Each of these regions correspond to zones of strong
southward directed flow in the surface and Tmin layers (see fig. 3.7).
The meridional temperature gradient in the ocean layers is such that
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Figure 4.5 The sea ice thickness distribution predicted in
Run 2 for late winter.
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southward flow advects warmer water poleward. This additional heat flux
acts to inhibit ice formation as can be seen in the three regions
mentioned above. The P&W model has only a uniform heat flux from the
ocean to the ice and thus does not include this effect. It is
interesting to note that their predicted ice edge in these three regions
exceeds the observed positions by several degrees of latitude.
South of the ice edge, the ice heights do not differ greatly between
Runs 1 and 2. This is because under the ice the surface layer is at its
local freezing temperature. This temperature varies only a few tenths
of a degree over the model domain under ice so there is little net
lateral heat transport by the ocean. The model thermodynamic balance is
dominated by vertical processes in these regions which are similar in
Runs 1 and 2.
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4.4 Run 3
Model results from Run 3 will be used to examine the effects of
advection on the thermohaline distributions of the oceanic layers and
the sea ice distribution. The velocity fields used for this experiment
are summarized in Table 4.1. As noted above, the thermohaline
distributions from Run 2 were very similar to these of Run 3 so their
discussion was postponed until now. The characteristics of each of the
model layers will be discussed including analysis of any
interrelationships which are observed.
Sea Ice
The seasonal variation of the sea ice distribution is well resolved
by this numerical model. Figure 4.6 presents maps of the sea ice
thickness and lead area at six to seven week intervals from Run 3
beginning in January.
The ice edge in week 0 is close to the continent in the Ross Sea
area but extends several grid points away from land in the Weddell Sea.
A small tongue of ice is visible along the Antarctic Peninsula which has
been advected northward by the boundary current along the peninsula (see
fig. 3.7). The lead area at this time is large, only two small regions
of sea ice are visible with lead areal percentages less than 10%.
The area covered with sea ice is small during the austral summer.
The map of week 7 shows the ice edge has retreated further south while
the high ice concentration area has not changed substantially. The ice
field advances northward in the next four time periods shown, reaching
its maximum extent in week 33. The ice involved in this extension is
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Figure 4.6 The annual cycle of the sea ice thickness
distribution predicted in Run 3. Areas where
the lead area is less than 10% have been shaded.
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Figure 4.6 cont'd.
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primarily less than 50 cm thick. The 1 m ice thickness contour exhibits
a relatively slight northward displacement during this period.
During the period of ice edge advance, the area where the sea ice
has concentrations greater than 90% also enlarges reaching its maximum
in week 26. The timing of this maximum is primarily controlled by the
lead area specification used in the model (see Chapter 3). Also during
this phase, several detached areas of ice covered regions may be seen.
The areas of open water are due to convective events which bring heat to
the free surface and melt the ice. A discussion in Chapter 3 pointed
out that the present model tends to over estimate ice thickness
variations during convection due to the finite number of model layers in
the vertical. These detached areas of ice cover are likely an example
of this model artifact.
The ice distribution in week 39 is similar to the Run 2
distribution, fig. 4.5. Although the small scale features are similar,
the ice edge in Run 3 is one grid point further north virtually
everywhere in the model. This is due to the transport of ice in Run 3
which was not permitted in Run 2. The velocity field of the sea ice in
Run 3 was identical to the surface layer velocity field north of the
Antarctic Divergence. This velocity field has divergent northward
component, representative of wind stress effects (Gordon and
Taylor,1975b). The ice is therefore advected northward in Run 3 into
areas not ice covered in Run 2. This ice acts as a heat sink in these
areas, enhancing the cooling rate of the surface waters until they reach
a temperature where local formation of sea ice can be supported.
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The remainder of the seasonal cycle involves the retreat of the sea
ice edge. As shown from week 39 to 45, the thin ice melts the fastest,
producing the rapid reduction in ice cover. This melting is due to both
ablation of the ice at the ice-air interface and melting at the
ice-water interface in response to the heat flux into the ocean through
the leads. The smaller lead areas to the south account for the slower
melting of the thick ice.
The annual cycle repeats with the week 0 distribution. Only annual
forcing was employed in these model runs and so no yearly variations in
the ice field were observed once the model was integrated to remove the
effects of initial conditions.
The sea ice distribution predicted by the model is quite similar to
the observed ice field. The location of the maximum and minimum ice
extent are close to the historic mean positions fig. 4.7. Two major
discrepancies appear. in the Ross and Weddell Seas. The Weddell Sea
often exhibits a large polynya in winter. This feature is thought to be
kept ice free by a large vertical heat flux in the ocean and a divergent
wind field (Gordon, 1978). The present model does not include dynamics
of ice motion induced by wind drag. In addition, the zonally symmetric
temperature and salinity fields of the Tmax layer used in this model
do not fit the observed fields well in 'the Weddell Sea. The actual
vertical stability in the Weddell is less than that in the model. Thus
vertical convection is inhibited in the model which reduces the
effective vertical heat flux. A polynya therefore does not form.
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Figure 4.7 The mean annual cycle of the sea ice edge from
the Atlas of the Antarctic.
WEEK NO.
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It is interesting to note that the P&W model does predict a polynya
early in winter but it becomes ice covered before the end of winter.
This demonstrates the importance of the oceanic heat flux to the
maintainance of the polynya. The divergent wind stress in the Weddell
Sea (which is included in the P&W model) can maintain a region of open
water under weak atmospheric cooling. In mid-winter, the rate of ice
production in the P&W model increases and the polynya closes because the
atmospheric cooling increases while the oceanic heat flux remains
constant. An enhanced vertical heat flux such as is induced by deep
vertical convection is required to maintain the polynya during this
period.
North of the Ross Sea, the sea ice does not extend northward as far
as it is observed to do. Two effects are responsible for this.
Firstly, the model's Tmax property distributions are not realistic in
this region as was the case above. The observed Tmax is denser than
it is in the model. Convection thus occurs more easily in the model,
bringing heat to the free surface which retards the growth of the ice.
Secondly, the true air temperature and wind field depart from the
zonally symmetric distributions used in the model. The model
discrepancy appears due to these differences.
Surface Water
The properties of the surface layer in austral summer, fig. 4.8,
show effects of the horizontal advection. The current system deflects
northward around 1500 W and in the Drake Passage (see fig. 3.6) which
advects colder water towards the model perimeter. Thus the surface
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Figure 4.8a The surface mixed layer's temperature (a), and
salinity (b) distributions predicted in Run 3
for late summer. Also shown shaded, is the sea
ice coverage at that time.
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Figure 4.8b
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temperatures in these regions (fig. 4.8a) are not anomalously warm as
they appeared in Run 1. Several other meanders of the surface isotherms
are visible which correlate well with the dynamic height field, (e. g.,
the northward deflection at 750 E and the southward deflections at
350 E, 1650 E and 1450 W). Note also the asymmetry of the
temperature distribution on either side of the Antarctic Peninsula
caused by the northward advection of cold water in the western boundary
current of the Weddell Sea.
As in Run 1, the surface salinities are the correct magnitude but
the meridional salinity gradient is opposite to that observed. This
gradient is very weak in the model predictions, salinities increase from
a low of 33.9 o/oo at the front to just over 34.0 o/oo along the sea ice
edge. This error is the result of the precipitation minus evaporation
flux in the model. While a slightly lower precipitation rate in the
northern areas of the model would likely produce the correct salinity
gradient, the poor precipitation data base did not justify a rerun of
the model.
Temperature Minimum Water
The Tmin's property distributions in summer appear more strongly
distorted by advective effects than the surface waters (fig. 4.9), since
the Tmin is insulated from heating and precipitation by the surface
layer. The T min's temperature at the model perimeter is between 10 C
and 20 C except for two regions of strong northward flow, about
1500 W and in the Drake Passage, where the 10 C contour disappears.
The hydrographic data in these regions, fig. 1.3, show
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Figure 4.9a The predicted distributions of Tmin temperature
(a), salinity (b), and depth (c) from Run 3 in
late summer.
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Figure 4.9b
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Figure 4.9c
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small distances between the front and the 10 C contour, below the
resolution of the model grid.
The meridional temperature gradient in the Tmin layer is largest
about the 00 C to 10 C contours as was the case in Run 1. The
correlation between the high gradient region and the northern extent of
the sea ice is not as large in Run 3 because of the advection. The
Tmi property distributions are altered during the six 
months
following the end of wintertime convection. A high correlation still
exists in regions where the current is weak.
The salinity distribution of the Tmin layer is presented in fig.
4.9b. Here again the effects of advection are visible where the
isohalines have been distorted in regions of large current velocities.
T min salinities above 34.3 o/oo may be seen in the Ross and Weddell
Sea regions as is observed (see fig. 1.3). Also as observed, a region
of Tmin salinities below 34.0 o/oo may be seen between 350 E
longitude and 1650 E. The largest discrepancy between the observed
and model salinity distributions appears about 1800 longitude. The
observed salinity distribution (fig. 1.3) exhibits a large region of
salinity greater than 34.2 o/oo extending from the continent towards the
front. This feature in the model appears at salinities of 34.1 o/oo.
The difference is likely due to the poor representation of the salinity
of the Tmax water in the model. The observed distribution has an
intrusion of cold saline water in this region which is not reproduced in
the model field. As discussed in Chapter 2, a warm-fresh Tmax layer
can inhibit ice formation by allowing a large heat transport to the free
surface during convection. A reduced ice mass in turn results in a
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lower salinity at the Tmin when winter ends.
The depth of the base of the Tmin layer is shown in fig. 4.9c.
This depth ranges from nearly 250 m along the front to just over 100 m
in the Weddell Sea. The observed depth has a comparable range but the
observed depths are about 25 m less. This discrepancy is primarily the
difference between the model depth, which is the deepest level affected
by wintertime convection and the observed depth of a temperature
extremum as discussed for Run 1.
Air-Sea Heat Flux
The annual average of heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean for
this run is displayed in fig. 4.10. The scale mismatch between the
atmospheric forcing and the ocean current field is easily visible here.
The ocean currents distorted the equilibrium surface temperature field
of Run 1 which induced large values of air-sea exchange rates. The flux
is so sensitive to the surface temperature distribution that the flux
map virtually mirrors the zonal gradient of the dynamic height map. The
ocean gains more heat than during Run 1 in regions of northward
advection, 1500 E and Drake Passage, and loses more heat where the
velocity field is directed southward, 350 E and 900 W. The ocean
gains over 25 W/m2 along the front where the current deflects
northward. These values are in fair agreement with those of Taylor, et
al. (1978) for 00 E to 100 E and 1150 E to 1400 E. Recall that
the Run 1 results estimated a much smaller heat flux at the front.
Several patches of positive heat flux are also visible in the model
interior. The equilibrium heat flux distribution of Run 1 was only
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Figure 4.10 The predicted distribution of annually averaged
heat flux from the atmosphere to the ocean from
Run 3.
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weakly negative south of the sea ice maximum extent. The advection
effects are apparently strong enough to dominate this weak heat loss by
distorting the equilibrium surface temperature field. The actual
air-sea heat flux likely does not exhibit quite this much structure
since the atmosphere can interact with the ocean to modify its
temperature. The sense of this process would be to reduce the extremes
of positive and negative heat flux. The present model does not allow
for these atmospheric modifications.
The model area annual air-sea heat flux for this run was
-7.5'1013 W or an average ocean heat loss of only 1.7 W/m2 . This
is much smaller than the estimate by Trenberth (1979) of nearly
-1015 W. This feature is discussed in the following chapter.
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4.5 Discussion
The model results presented above were obtained after making several
assumptions about the dynamics of the near surface waters and the sea
ice. These assumptions are assessed below.
Vertical Velocity and Convection
The vertical velocity field was specified in the model. This
velocity was obtained experimentally as that which was required to
balance the entrainment of deep water which occurred during winter
convection. The convection process was synthesized as well and so the
results of the model may not be physically meaningful.
It is troublesome that the vertical transport determined here was
only 40% of that calculated by Gordon, et al. (1977b). The convection
model employed was rather crude because of the finite number of layers
in the model. A more sophisticated model with a better estimate of .the
meridional circulation might produce results more compatible with the
calculated Ekman suction velocities.
The model results were compared with the observations to see if the
simplification of using a zonally symmetric vertical velocity field
induced any observable discrepancies. While variations in the Tmin
depth were produced, they appeared to be due to lateral advection rather
than upwelling. This model is probably incapable of resolving subtle
effects of a zonally varying upwelling transport.
Precipitation and Evaporation
Since precipitation data is unreliable over the ocean, the fresh
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water flux to the free surface was specified. This flux was simply made
proportional to the cloud cover. This approximation appears to be in
error since the meridional salinity gradient predicted for the surface
mixed layer had the opposite sign of the observed layer.
Even though this error did not greatly influence any conclusions,
the lack of precipitation data precluded an additional check of the
model thermohaline balances. Several oceanographic and atmospheric
models exist which could be tested if precipitation data was available.
The measurement of rain over the ocean remains a challenge to
observationalists which should be addressed in the near future.
Atmospheric and Tax Data
The forcing of the model by the atmosphere and the Tmax layer was
made zonally symmetric to allow for unambiguous assessment of the
effects of lateral 'heat and salt advection. The sea ice field and
thermohaline characteristics of the ocean were quite successfully
predicted using these" smoothed boundary conditions. Specific features
of the observed distributions appear predictable using atmospheric and
oceanic data which more realistically approximate the observations.
The. atmospheric data used here was further simplified since the data
repeated exactly after a yearly cycle. Large annual variations are
observed in the sea ice distribution (Budd, 1975). These could be
modeled using atmospheric forcing which was not cyclic.
Large magnitude air-sea heat exchanges were observed in regions with
large meridional velocities. As noted above, this effect was due in
part because the atmospheric temperatures were not allowed to be
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modified by ocean interactions. The coupled ocean-atmosphere models
such as that of Manabe, et al. (1979) are better suited to study these
interactions.
Sea Ice Dynamics
The lateral displacements of the sea ice field were poorly modeled
here. The lateral displacement of sea ice was able to influence the
thermohaline characteristics of the water near the sea ice edge in the
model as well as the position of that edge. Equatorward export of sea
ice acted to enhance the cooling rate of the surface waters adjacent to
the ice. The ice edge advanced further north as a result. Because of
this feedback mechanism, accurate predictions of the location of the ice
edge requires good estimates of the initial ice displacements.
A second crucial parameterization made here involved the lead area
in the sea ice field. This area was specified as a function of local
mean ice thicknesses and time of year rather than predicted from the
forces acting on the ice. Since the leads dominate the air-sea heat
exchanges in winter, this parameterization strongly controls this
model's annual heat budget. The annual oceanic heat loss predicted in
ice covered regions was not large, contrasting with the estimate of
Trenberth (1979). It is not clear now if this lead specification is
grossly in error or if the Southern Ocean does not lose much heat away
from the continental margins. A better lead prediction should be
included in any second generation model.
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Vertical Diffusive Fluxes
The vertical diffusive fluxes were included to account for any
nonadvective property fluxes which might occur. The eddy diffusion
parameterization of mixing betweeen the surface and T in layers is an
extreme simplification of the physics of the surface mixed layer in
austral summer. This step was necessitated by the use of a fixed mixed
layer depth in the model. These fluxes become important only in the
summer since the wintertime transfers are dominated by the convective
events. The diffusion slowly decreases the thermohaline differences
between the Tmin and the surface layer during summer. These fluxes
partially removed the preconditioning of future convective events by the
preceeding winter such as occurred in Warren's (1971) model for
example. Convection in the Warren model could not occur until the
surface mixed layer temperature fell below the coldest temperature
attained the previotis winter. Because of the diffusive fluxes here,
convection could take place at different temperatures.
The magnitude of these fluxes averaged over a yearly cycle were
small in comparison to the convective transfers. The final model
results were therfore not sensitive to these fluxes.
Lateral Transports
The present model demonstrated that lateral advection of temperature
and salinity in the ocean can induce large responses in the distribution
of the sea ice field, the thermohaline characteristics of the near
surface waters and the air-sea heat flux. This model used only a
representative velocity field for the Southern Ocean which was steady
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and so did not react to sea ice formation or convective events. The
oceanic circulation is driven by wind stress and thermohaline fluxes at
the free surface. These forces are likely sensitive to changes in free
surface conditions such as the ice cover predicted here. The dependence
of the circulation around Antarctica on sea ice and winter convection
could be assessed in a dynamical model of the ocean using upper boundary
conditions derived in part from the present model.
Nonadvective lateral heat and salt transports are also possible in
the ocean. The ice distribution was found to be sensitive to lateral
heat fluxes and so nonadvective transports may influence the ice edge
position. Near surface estimates of these fluxes in the ocean will be
required to determine their importance.
The present problem was narrowly defined to determine the importance
of ice-ocean interactions in the Southern Ocean. This crude model was
quite successful at describing several features of the thermohaline
distribution of the near surface waters and the ice fi.eld distribution.
Future models which address specific features of the ocean-ice-atmosphere
interaction problem in the Southern Ocean can be built on this
preliminary work.
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Chapter 5 Conclusions
The Southern Ocean is believed to experience large heat losses in
winter which drives vertical convection. One signature of this process
is the Tmin layer which Mosby (1934) hypothesized was the remnant of
the deep surface mixed layer formed in winter. The numerical model
presented here found that the observed Tmin characteristics could be
produced by winter convection if the effects of sea ice were also
included.
The sea ice distribution depends in a complex fashion on the
atmosphere and the ocean. Ice is produced in response to air-sea heat
exchanges when the water at the free surface is cooled to its local
freezing point. The future growth of the ice is inhibited by processes
directly associated with the ice. Since the ice is an effective
insulator, once ice forms the air-sea heat flux which initially
supported the ice growth is greatly reduced. In addition the process of
ice formation increases the salinity of the water under the ice. This
density source can drive vertical convection which brings heat to the
free surface, inhibiting ice growth.
The sea-ice-ocean interactions were concentrated upon in the present
analysis. In contrast to the majority of ice models presented in the
literature, the sea ice field was assumed to be in thermodynamic
equilibrium with the surface mixed layer. The temperature and salinity
of this layer changed with time under the actions of air-sea exchanges
and lateral and vertical oceanic processes. The sea ice field expanded
or decayed in response to these changes.
Deep vertical convection was also modeled here. The overturning,
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occuring when the vertical density profile became statically unstable,
brought heat to the free surface which influenced the rate of ice
formation. This feature is significantly different from the other sea
ice models which parameterize these effects in terms of a constant
vertical heat flux in the ocean. The local sea ice thickness attained
in winter was found to depend strongly on the local vertical stability
of the water column. Convection occurred easily in regions with weak
vertical stability, effecting large vertical heat transports which
inhibited ice formation. The observed meridional gradients of
temperature and salinity of the Tmax layer were required by the model
to produce the observed sea ice distribution.
The rate of ice growth also depends on the rate heat is given up by
the ocean to the atmosphere. The model results demonstrated that the
insulation capability of sea ice can greatly reduce this flux and so
inhibit ice growth and haline driven convection. The presence of leads
in the ice alters this. The heat lost by the ocean through leads is
large enough to overcome the insulation effects and can support further
ice growth and convection.
The characteristics of the near surface waters were in turn found to
be sensitive to the sea ice. As suggested by Gordon, et al. (1977b),
large salinity differences between the surface mixed layer and the
Tmin layer in summer were induced in the model where sea ice was
formed. Only weak vertical salinity differences due to precipitation
were observed in the ice free regions of the model. The maginitude of
these thermohaline anomalies were comparable to those observed in the
Southern Ocean.
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The distributions of ocean thermohaline characteristics and sea ice
were found to be sensitive to the lateral advection of heat and salt by
the ocean. For example, sea ice growth was inhibited in regions where
heat was transported laterally towards the ice edge. Numerous sea ice
models have parameterized the effects of ocean circulation on the ice
only in terms of a constant vertical heat flux. This model has
demonstrated that lateral transports of heat in the Southern Ocean not
treated by these models can induce large variations in the sea ice
distribution.
Since the vertical flux of heat from the ocean to the free surface
is not specified in this model, the annual air-sea heat flux is an
independent variable. This is not the case in the sea flux models where
the oceanic heat flux is specified. The present model reproduces the
observed distribution of heat gained by the ocean near the polar front
and heat lost.further to the south. The magnitude of these fluxes was
found to be highly sensitive to the lateral velocity field in the
surface mixed layer and the lead area in the sea ice field.
The velocity field of the surface mixed layer in the model was the
sum of a horizontally non-divergent flow along dynamic topography
contours plus a meridional flow which modeled the Ekman circulation.
The velocity field distorts the surface isotherms with respect to those
in the atmosphere inducing large air-sea heat exchanges. The heat
exchange near the polar front was found to depend on the magnitude of
the Ekman flow. This velocity field transports water equatorward in the
Southern Ocean which reduces the surface temperatures along the front.
Since the atmospheric temperatures in the model were fixed, as the mean
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surface temperature decreased, the annual heat gained by the ocean
increased. The annual average of the heat flux estimated in the model
along the front agreed well with the values quoted by Taylor, et al.
(1978) but because the magnitude of the Ekman flow was found
experimentally in the model, this result may be fortuitous.
The calculations of Maykut (1976) suggested the fluxes through leads
can dominate air-sea exchanges when sea ice is present. This was
observed in the present model during preliminary calculations to
determine a lead area parameterization. If the ice field, when formed,
contained no leads, the annual heat flux from the ocean in that area was
nearly zero. The heat loss increased as the lead area was permitted to
increase.
'The lead area specification employed in the model was a fit of the
predictions of P&W for the Southern Ocean. The annual heat losses from
the ocean in regions where sea ice was formed were small, typically of
order 15 W/m2. This flux is considerably less than that estimated by
Trenberth (1979) from satellite and atmospheric data. This discrepancy
may be due to two factors. Firstly, the lead area in the model is only
specified. Since the air-sea heat flux depends so strongly on the
leads, small underestimations of the lead areas could produce large flux
errors. Secondly, the model does not include any deep or bottom water
formation. The model is therefore not applicable near the Antarctic
coast where these water masses are believed to be formed or modified and
where large oceanic heat losses occur.
While the area averaged heat loss estimates by the model likely
differs from the true heat loss, the model results do suggest the
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Southern Ocean does not lose vast amounts of heat. If a significantly
greater heat loss occurred in the ice covered regions, sea ice
thicknesses, or convection depths would be much larger than observed. A
smaller heat gain in the ice free regions along the front could only be
accomplished by a weaker Ekman transport (the model's transport was only
40% of that estimated by Gordon, et al., 1977b), air temperatures colder
than those observed, or a lateral heat transport across the polar
front. Part II deals with interleaving in the front which appears
capable of transporting heat laterally.
The major errors which occur in the model appear to be related to
simplifications employed in the mechanics of the sea ice motion and the
specified atm'ospheric data. The model demonstrates that ice-ocean
interactions produce significant responses in both the sea ice
distributions and the thermohaline characteristics of the near surface
waters of the Southern Ocean. Future ice modeling in this region should
include these interactions while concentrating on predicting lead area
statistics. In addition, feedback mechanisms which modify the
atmosphere need to be included before unbiased air-sea heat flux
predictions can be made.
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Appendix I
Model Fluxes
The thermodynamic calculations in the model of the upper waters of
the Southern Ocean involve computing the air-sea heat fluxes from
specified atmospheric data. The heat fluxes considered in the model are
the solar radiation, FSW, the long wave radiation from the atmosphere,
F LW and the back radiation from the sea surface, FBR, the sensible
heat flux, FSN, and finally the latent heat, FL. These fluxes are
computed from formulas presented in Parkinson and Washington (1979)
(hereafter referred to as P&W) and are reproduced here for reference.
Short Wave Radiation
The solar short wave heat flux Q0 was computed from the formula of
Z illman. (1 972a) 2S ZCos
(cos Z + 2.7)e x 10 + 1.085 cos Z + 0.10
where S is the solar constant, Z the solar zenith angle and e is the
vapor pressure in pascals. The solar constant of 1353 W/m2 selected
by P&W was also employed in the present model. The vapor pressure is
computed with a formula presented below. The cosine of the zenith angle
is defined by
cos Z = sin~sind + cosocos6cos HA AI.2
with $ being the latitude, 6 the declination and HA the hour angle.
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The declination and hour angle are given by
6 = 23.44* X cos(172 - day of year)X 7T/180] Al.3
HA = (12 hr - solar time) x 7/12 Al.4
The Zillman equation yields the instantaneous value of the short wave
radiation for cloudless skies. The model time step (8 hrs) did not
resolve the diurnal variability so an average solar heat flux was
computed by integrating equation AI-1 over one day in time. The solar
radiation per iteration was just one-third this value.
Cloud cover can greatly decrease the amount of solar radiation
reaching the sea surface. The flux to the free surface, Q, was adjusted
for the cloud cover using Eg. A1.5 from Laevastu, 1960,
Q = Q (1 - 0.6C 3) Al.5
where C is the fractional cloud cover. Parkinson (1978) fit 4th order
Lagrangian interpolating polynomials to the zonally averaged cloud cover
for January and July in the southern hemisphere from van Loon (1972).
The present model employed a cloud cover which varied sinusoidally over
the year between the two curves of Parkinson. Since the polar front
changes latitude around Antarctica but remains fairly equidistant from
the "thermal pole," (see Chapter 3) the cloud cover was computed as a
function of distance from the thermal pole rather than of latitude. Van
Loon's data is a zonal average so it is not strictly correct to use
Parkinson's polynomials is this manner. Using distance from the thermal
pole as the independent variable does retain the feature of maximum
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cloudiness just south of the polar front (van Loon, 1972). This feature
justified the choice of the independent variable for calculating
cloudiness.
Finally, the short wave radiation actually penetrating the free
surface, F, depends on the albedo of the free surface, a
F = (1-a)F SWA.6
Over open water, the albedo was set to 0.1. Consistent with the Semtner
ice model, the effective albedo over ice, which includes the fraction of
short wave radiation penetrating the ice, was set at .466.
For simpicity this albedo was also used if a snow cover was present.
Long Wave Radiation
The long wave radiation from the atmosphere to the sea surface was
computed from the formula of Idso and Jackson (1969)
4 -4 2
F = E OT {1-0.261 exp[-7.77 X 10 (273-T ) ] Al.7
LW W aa
where Ta is the specified air temperature and C is the
Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67-10-8 W/m2OK4 ) and the E W
the surface emissivity (set equal to 1. here). This flux was increased
to account for cloudy skies by a factor of (1. + 0.275C) as in P&W.
Long Wave Back Radiation
The long wave radiation emitted at the free surface was found from
F = - 4 T A.8LW W S
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Here also the emissivity was set equal to 1.
Sensible Heat Flux
The sensible heat flux was found from the bulk aerodynamic formula
F =pC C V (T -T) A1.9SN a p x w a s
where pa is the air density, with a specific heat of CP, C, an
exchange coefficient, Vw the wind speed, and Ts the free surface
temperature. The air temperature Ta and wind speed are specified.
Air density is computed from the ideal gas equation of state
P = -- Al.10a RT
a
with P the air pressure (constant at 98800 Pa) and R equal to 287
J/kg0K. Note that the free surface temperature, TS is an
independent variable' in the model so the sensible heat flux is not
strongly determined by specifying Ta'
Latent Heat Flux
The latent heat flux is also computed from a bulk formula
Al. 11F =p L C V (q -q )LA a x w 1 2
where L is the latent heat of vaporization. Over open water the heat of
vaporation (2.5'106 J/kg) is used while over ice the heat of
sublimation (2.834'106 J/kg) is chosen. The specific humidities at
10m and at the surface (ql, q2 ) are computed from
q = e = 1,2Al12P - (1-6)e.
I-
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with the ratio of molecular weight of water vapor to dry air, E , set at
0.622. The vapor pressure in the atmosphere, el , is found from the dew
point temperature, TD, while the surface air is assumed to be
saturated. The formulas of Murray (1967) are used to compute these
vapor pressures
611.0 x 109.5(Ti - 273.16)/(Ti - 7.66)
over ice
e.=
A1.13
611.0 x 10 7.5(Ti - 273.16)/(Ti - 35.86)
over open water
i= 1,2
where T E and1 ::TD adT 2 =TS.
Heat Fluxes Through Ice and Snow
The Semtner ice model (1976) employed in the calculations assumes
the air-ice, (or snow) interface temperature is in equilibrium with the
atmospheric heat fluxes discussed above and the heat flux from the ocean
through the ice and, if present, snow. The flux through both ice and
snow is given by Semtner as
k (T - T ) A1.14
F = s 0 s
s h + (h.k /k )
and through ice alone by
k. (T - T ) A1.15
s h i
The heat conductivity of ice and snow, ki, k s are 2.03 W/mOC and
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0.31 W/m0 C respectively. The ice and snow heights, hi, hs are
independent variables in the model as well as the interface
temperature. The temperature of the ocean, T , is also an independent
variable but it is fixed at the freezing point of the surface water when
ice is present.
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Part II
Intrusions in the Antarctic Polar Front
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Chapter 1 Introduction
Fronts may be found in all of the world's oceans. Because of the
enhanced lateral water mass property gradients and velocity shears often
observed in frontal zones, fronts are considered important to the
dynamic and thermodynamic balances of the world's oceans (Moores, et
al., 1978). Before an understanding may be developed of the effects
fronts have on these global balances, the dynamic-al balance of the
fronts themselves must be understood.
Fronts occur over a broad range of space and time scales ranging
from localized events associated -with tidal -mixing to quasi-permanent
features which are traceable for thousands of kilometers. The basic
premise which is common to our understanding of these features is that
fronts grow or are maintained in the face of dissipation. As a
consequence of this fact, research on oceanic fronts has developed in
two veins. Firstly,; a great deal of effort has been directed towards
understanding the production of fronts or frontogenic mechanisms. To a
lesser extent, processes which destroy fronts, frontolic mechanisms,
have also been studied. This section is concerned with a possible
frontolic mechanism in oceanic fronts.
Two classes of frontogenic mechanisms have been examined:
differential stirring and deformation velocity fields. Tidal mixing is
often invoked to explain sharp frontal features in shallow seas which
experience strong tidal currents (Pingree et al., 1974). Fronts are
often associated with continental shelf breaks, (e. g., Flagg, 1977).
These may be a response to the different mixing processes on and off the
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shelf. Spatial variations of deep winter convection events can also
produce large lateral gradients as were observed in the Medoc experiment
(Medoc Group, 1970).
It is generally thought that open ocean fronts are driven by
deformation velocity fields. Theoretical examinations of these fronts
usually involve time evolution studies of systems with weak -lateral
gradients under the effects of externally imposed deformation fields
(Stone, 1966, Hoskins and Bretherton, 1972). This second class of
frontogenic mechanisms encompasses numerous types of velocity fields.
Motivated by the study of weather, Stone (1966) studied a horizontal
deformation field which might be set up by a series of high and low
pressure centers. Leetmaa and Voorhis (1978) have observed a
frontogenic event in the Sargasso Sea, supposedly generated by
velocities associated with the mesoscale eddy field.
Localized wind stresses, acting through Ekman layer dynamics are
also invoked to set up the external velocity field. Pedlosky (1978)
obtained a solution for the oceanic response to an upwelling event along
a western coast. This solution developed a frontlike discontinuity in a
finite amount of time. The Antarctic Polar Front, (APF) is generally
located near the position of maximum zonal wind stress (Zillman, 1972b).
This front has been variously termed a convergent or divergent zone
(Wexler, 1959) depending on the wind stress and hydrographic data used
and the geographic region studied. The dynamics of the APF itself are
not well known since most of the work in this region has been concerned
with the problem of Antarctic Intermediate Water formation and sinking
of Antarctic surface waters at the front. The present examination of
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frontal dynamics is sited in a study of the APF.
Additional velocity fields which can produce or maintain lateral
gradients are those of large oceanic currents or river outflows. The
transport of warm water northward by the Florida Current, for example,
helps maintain the large lateral temperature gradient at the Gulf Stream
front.
Weaker, secondary circulations within frontal zones may act to
maintain fronts. Wyrtki (1960) invoked frictional effects with Ekman
flow to induce a convergent meridional circulation in the Antarctic
Circumpolar Current (ACC). A mechanism such as this, he felt, could
produce and maintain the APF. More recently the velocity field induced
by caballing within the frontal zone was explored by Garrett and Horne
(1978). The analysis predicted that a vertical velocity of 1 m/day
could be produced in the slope water front off Nova Scotia. They
concluded that this, flow was weak and probably was not of primary
importance to the dynamics of this front.
The theoretical inviscid models of the evolution of a system under
the effects of a steady, convergent velocity field develop lateral
discontinuities after a finite length of time. Clearly before these
discontinuities are produced, dissipative effects must become
important. The second vein of frontal research is concerned with the
specific mechanisms which dissipate fronts.
The decay of an oceanic front can occur by numerous processes. Most
simply, a divergent velocity field operating on a front will tend to
weaken the lateral gradients. A mesoscale eddy field can produce both
convergent and divergent deformation fields. Oceanic fronts generally
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have lateral density gradients and associated thermal wind. This
velocity field may become unstable and lead to the break up of the
front. It is suspected that the ACC is baroclinically unstable (Bryden,
1979). This instability releases potential energy stored in the lateral
density gradients, decreasing the frontal strength. Smaller scale shear
instabilities are also possible in fronts. The effects of these
processes, attributed primarily to internal waves, has been estimated in
terms of mixing coefficients (Garrett, 1977, Briscoe and Gregg, 1979).
Ocean average values of these mixing coefficients are small but much of
the data used in the estimates come from "quiet" regions of the ocean,
away from fronts. Larger dissipation rates have been measured in
frontal regions (see Gregg and Briscoe, 1979) but the effect of tnese
processes on the frontal characteristics is not certain.
Frontal zones also exhibit small scale thermohaline finestructure.
The existence of finestructure at water mass boundaries might be
expected from the following simple kinematic model. Assuming the
velocities in the sea are turbulent, any water parcel might be expected
to be displaced in space by a random distance over a given time period.
The degree to which that parcel will be distinguishable from its new
environment will depend on the local water mass property gradients and
the relative displacement undergone by the parcel. A vertical
stratification of water mass properties is a common feature of most
profiles taken in the ocean. Some of the structure in these profiles
has been'irfterpreted as vertical displacements by internal waves
(Garrett and Munk, 1975). An important characteristic of frontal zones
is that some of the horizontal water mass property gradients are often
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comparable to the vertical gradients. Horizontal displacements also
tend to be larger than vertical ones since the small aspect ratio of
the ocean -and vertical stability tend to inhibit vertical
displacements. For many thermohaline features in frontal zones, lateral
motions must be invoked since their water mass anomalies can't arise
from vertical straining. The finestructure in frontal zones has been
termed intrusions or interleaving to emphasize the importance of lateral
processes in the fimestructure dynamics (Stommel and Federov, 1967).
Interest developed in oceanic finestructure following the
technological advances made in profiling instrumentation. The early
observations of Stommel and Federov (1967), and Tait and Howe (1968)
demonstrated that the ocean was not smoothly stratified in the
vertical. There are no present day data sets which are free of sone
form of finestructure.
The finestructure may be classified as reversible (straining of a
mean profile) or irreversible (involving mixing). Reversible
finestructure has been interpreted as a signature of internal waves
(Garrett and Munk, 1975). Two mechanisms have been proposed for tne
production of irreversible finestructure away from frontal zones.
Internal wave induced shear instabilities and wave breaking are thought
to lead to mixing and finestructure (Garrett and Munk, 1972). Secondly,
the series of steps and layers observed in regions of the ocean where
the vertical temperature and salinity gradients have the same sign (Tait
and Howe, 1968, Molcard and Williams, 1975, Williams, 1975, Lambert and
Sturges, 1977) have been interpreted as finite amplitude signatures of
double diffusion (Turner, 1973).
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The dynamics of intrusive finestructure now considered applicable
was basically outlined by Stommel and Federov in 1967. They presented
several methods of producing laminae of differing water types by
selective stirring and advection of adjacent water masses. - They
observed that the resulting finestructure has vertical thermohaline
gradients which can support double diffusion. The vertical density
fluxes produced by these processes, they suggested, would induce
vertical motions of the laminae. The lateral motion of the intrusions
were thought to be driven by lateral pressure gradients and opposed by
viscous processes. In addition, for weak viscosity, they predicted a
geostrophically balanced current would develop in response to the
density anomalies produced by the double diffusion.
Stern (1967) developed a linear stability model which incorporated
these ideas. His model envisioned intrusions in a front being driven
across the front by a geostrophic velocity field in balance with along
front pressure gradients set up by salt finger induced vertical density
fluxes. While this model suggested the salt finger fluxes were
important to intrusion dynamics, no dominant scales for the
finestructure were predicted. This model is discussed more fully in
Chapter 5 where an extension to the model is presented.
More recently, Horne (1978a) presented the results of a two
dimensional model in which growing intrusions were found. In contrast
to Stern (1967), this model disallowed along front gradients. The
intrusions initially accelerated across the front in response to the
density fluxes between the intrusions. The density anomalies eventually
came into geostrophic adjustment with along front currents on the
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inertial time scale. Horne introduced interfacial Ekman layers to allow
the intrusion to accelerate further across the front.
Several types 'of laboratory experiments have been performed which
investigate the stability of a system with lateral thermohaline
gradients (Thorpe, et al., 1969, Turner and Chen, 1974, Linden and
Weber, 1976, Turner, 1978). In- these experiments, intrusions of fluid
were found to develop in regions of large lateral thermohaline
gradients. Turner's (1978) non-rotating experiments demonstrated that
the propagation of these features was influenced by double diffusion.
The layers moved vertically in response to the double diffusive density
fluxes as suggested by Stommel and Federov and Stern.
Stommel and Federov interpreted the existence of intrusive
finestructure as a signature of mixing. Estimates of the vertical and
horizontal mixing induced by the intrusions have been made. Horne
(1978b) applied the -laboratory derived flux laws for double diffusive
mixing to the observed vertical gradients between intrusions in the
slope water front off Nova Scotia. The effective mixing of the large
scale fields was estimated in terms of a vertical eddy coefficient.
Horne computed coefficient values of order 5-10~4 m2 /sec.
Joyce (1977) formulated a statistical model of finestructure where
the production of intrusive variance balances a diffusive decay. This
model may be used to estimate an effective lateral eddy coefficient.
Joyce estimated a coefficient of 10 to 100 m2 /sec using data from the
Antarctic Polar Front. Further results of this model are discussed in
Chapter 6.
In this section, the intrusive finestructure in the Antarctic Polar
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Front is examined. Data from two cruises is presented to determine the
space-time scales of the intrusions, their thermohaline characteristics
and their possible effects on the frontal scale fields. The instruments
employed and observations made on the two cruises along with the data
processing techniques are described in Chapter 2. The data sets provide
a fairly complete picture of (a) the geographic and hydrographic
structure of the polar front in two locations and its evolution with
time, and (b) intrusions in the frontal zone.
The characteristics of the intrusions depend strongly on the local
properties of the front. For this reason, Chapter 3 is devoted to a
short description of the frontal fields where the finestructure
measurements were made. Chapter 4 investigates the intrusions
themselves.
Sections, T/S diagrams and synoptic maps will be used to study the
large scale field. ,Vertical motions, primarily internal waves on the
time scale of interest here, greatly distort the interleaving field.
Therefore, in addition to viewing profiles versus pressure or depth, the
method of Montgomery (1938) of studying features along density surfaces
will also be employed. Vertical wavenumber spectra will be employed to
study the interleaving intensity and its relation to the large scale
fields. Coherence calculations facilitate the understanding of the
interrelationships of temperature, salinity and density on the
finestructure scale. Finally, dropped lagged coherence calculations
will explore the temporal and spatial behavior of the finestructure. A
majority of the data manipulations and spectral calculations were
performed on an HP 21 mx computer for which the above routines were
developed.
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Several pieces of evidence are presented to support the hypothesis
that double diffusion is active in the frontal zones. Possible
dynamical balances present in intrusions driven by double diffusive
fluxes are explored in Chapter 5. The linear stability analysis of
Chapter 5 predicts intrusion scales not unlike those observed in the
APF. The behavior of these intrusions as they approach finite amplitude
is speculated upon in Chapter 6. In addition, the effects the
intrusions found in Chapter 5 have on the frontal scale fields are
estimated.
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Chapter 2 Instruments, Observations and Data Manipulation
2.1 Introduction
Two cruises have been made to study the dynamics of the Antarctic
Polar Front on scales down to a half kilometer in the horizontal, a
meter or less in the vertical and a few minutes in time. As part of the
International Southern Ocean Studies FDRAKE 76 study, a 30-day cruise in
the Drake Passage was made aboard the THOMAS G. THOMPSON (TT 107) in
March 1976. More recently, field work was carried out aboard the R/V
KNORR south of New Zealand in December, 1978 (KN 73). Details of each
of these cruises can be found in Joyce (1976) and Bryden and Joyce (1979)
respectively.
The data base from the cruises which will be discussed here includes
temperature and salinity versus pressure from a WHOI/Brown conductivity
temperature depth (CTD) microprofiler, temperature versus depth from
expendable bathythermographs (XBT's), horizontal velocity and
temperature versus pressure from a profiling current meter (PCM) and
vertical displacement and temperature from vertical current meters (VCM).
A brief description of these instruments follows in Chapter 2.2.
Raw data from any instrument has inherent errors due to calibration
techniques and the finite size and response time of its sensors. Much
of the data analysis in this work is sensitive to these errors and so
Chapters 2.3 and 2.4 are devoted to discussions of the data return of
the CTD and VCM and the calibration and response correction techniques
applied to the data.
A variety of experiments were performed on the two cruises to
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investigate the frontal scale fields and the finestructure in the
frontal zone. These experiments are reviewed in Chapter 2.5.
High frequency vertical displacements of the interleaving field
greatly complicated analysis of the finestructure variability. A method
to remove these effects from the CTD data was developed. Chapter 2.6
presents this method and discusses some of the errors associated with it.
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2.2 Instruments
The CTD has become a standard tool for physical oceanographers in
recent years. The instruments employed in this work sampled
conductivity, temperature and pressure at a digitization rate of 32 Hz
(TT 107 data set) and 28.5 Hz (KN 73). The instrument has a resolution
of .001 mmho, .0005 CO and .1 dbar.
The Drake Passage data was taken with a standard CTD which combines
the analog platinum thermometer signal, with the fast response thermistor
signal in the hope of producing a well calibrated temperature signal
which responds rapidly. The Drake Passage data was a severe test of
this system since intrusions in the front are characterized by large
vertical gradients. It was found (Millard, Toole and Swartz, 1980) that
the standard temperature measurement system was unsatisfactory since the
resulting temperature signal did not behave simply and was difficult to
correct for its lag, in time behind the conductivity sensor. A CTD,
modified to digitize the platinum thermometer and thermistor signals
separately was used so.uth of New Zealand.
Several hundred XBT's were used on each cruise. Besides the
standard XBT system, 200 XBT's were taken aboard the THOMPSON with an
expanded scale system (Joyce, et al., 1976). The XBT's taken aboard the
KNORR were digitized in real time and recorded on audio tape compatible
with the CTD format.
Vertical profiles of horizontal currents were made on the THOMPSON
under the supervision of Walter Zenk of IfM, Kiel. The PCM is a
modified Aanderraa current meter which guides down the CTD conducting
cable. Sampling is such that the data set has a vertical resolution of
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8 dbars with velocity accurancy of 0.5 cm/sec. Details can be found in
Joyce, et al. (1976).
Vertical current meters were deployed on both cruises. VCM's must
be considered as relatively new instruments even though they were
developed some ten years ago (Webb and Worthington, 1968) since they
have been used infrequently. The VCM (fig. 2.1) js designed to be less
compressible than sea water so, by accurate ballasting with reference to
in situ water properties, the float can be deployed at a specific depth.
Balllasting is accomplished by simply applying Archimedes' principle
including float pompressibility and thermal expansion. The instrument
is equipped with a pressure sensor, compass and thermistor, all of which
record internally on magnetic cassettes. Since the float is less
compressible than sea water it is generally unable to follow water
parcels through their complete vertical excursions. This relative
motion is measured by the float with an array of vanes which cause the
float to rotate as water flows past the instrument. This rotation is
sensed by the compass.
The float, in addition to recording data internally, sends acoustic
pulses every 4 seconds and telemeters pressure data every 7-1/2
minutes. Ranging is accomplished with a synchronized clock aboard ship
which gives the time delay of the float pulse, proportional to float
range. Tracking from ship is done with a four hydrophone (ship's screws
permitting) towed array, where relative arrival time of the float pulse
between the; various hydrophones can be inverted to give float direction
with respect to the ship's heading as well as range. Finally, telemetry
from ship can fire a release on the VCM to drop a ballast weight for
float recovery.
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Figure 2.1 A scaled side view of the VCM which is 1.2 m
from the recovery bail (top) to the transducer
(bottom). The vanes are located at the midpoint
of the instrument while the thermistor is located
on the lower end cap.
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2.3 CTD Data
Raw CTD data was collected on 101 stations in the Drake Passage and
fifty stations south of New Zealand. The raw data is manipulated into
vertical profiles of temperature and salinity versus pressure. The
three or four sensors which produce the raw data require careful
calibrations to insure accurate absolute data. Laboratory calibrations
before and after cruises are meshed with in situ water sample data to
develop the final sensor calibrations. The calibrations generally
result in data which is accurate to .005 Co, .003 o/oo and 1.5 db
(Fofonoff, Hayes and Millard, 1974, hereafter FHM).
Since salinity is derived from the conductivity, temperature and
pressure data, dissimilar sensor response characteristics can introduce
noise into the salinity data. A major source of error may be attributed
to the lag in time of the temperature sensor behind the conductivity
sensor (FHM). The observed temperature, To, may be expressed in terms
of a convolution of the sensor response function, f, and the true
temperature, Tt,
T =f * T 2.1
0 t
Salinity is, in general, a function of temperature, conductivity and
pressure. Expanding this function over a small pressure range yields
as- as 2 2 2.2dS )dT + (-)dC + O(dP, dT , dC
where T equals T for the observed salinity and Tt for the true
salinity.
The vertical wavenumber spectra of the true and observed salinity
A A A A
(<Cs *>,<s 0 *> ) may be written as
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Also, the phase angle between the observed temperature and salinity, ,
is given by (a )sin 6
a C
tan# ^ AA 2.4as <T T*><ff*>[ (- t taT <+ (C) cos0]
<CC*>
In deriving equations 2.3 and 2.4, it was assumed that the conductivity
was perfectly coherent with both temperatures, in phase with the true
temperature but out of phase by an angle, 0 , with the observed
temperature. The spectral amplitude of the temperature repsonse
function is written above as <ff*>. The sense of these errors is to
overestimate the salinity variance for an underestimation of the
temperature amplitude response and to overestimate salinity variance and
the temperature salinity phase angles for phase errors in the temperature
response.
Table 2.1 presents several examples of errors introduced into the
observed temperature and salinity spectra and phase angle for small
response mismatches between the temperature and conductivity sensors.
For this table the ratio of true temperature energy density to that for
conductivity, ( <T T*>/<CC*> ) was taken as 1.0
t t
(mmho/cmoC)2 as observed in the polar front data sets. The salinity
spectral amplitude and temperature-salinity phase angle appear very
sensitive to the temperature response function. Errors in the salinity
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TABLE 2.1
Temperature
Amplitude
Error Factor
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.01
0.995
0.990
0.99
0.99
0.90
Temperature
Phase Error
(degrees)
0.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
2.5
5.0
5.0
Salinity
Spectra
Error
Factor
1.0
0.99
0.97
0.94
0.90
0.85
1.04
0.98
0.96
0.92
0.82
0.60
T-S Phase
Error
(degrees)
0.0
5.3
10.6
15.8
20.7
25.4
0.0
0.0
0.0
12.9
21.2
25.0
Mixing Ratio
Error Factor
1.0
0.99
0.97
0.94
0.90
0.85
1.06
0.97
0.95
0.91
0.81
0.54
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spectral energy density of 10% or more are produced by these small
response mismatches. Note that this same analysis applies to any
residual temperature errors left in the data after correcting for the
response mismatch.
The standard Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution/Neil Brown
Instrument System's CTD, used in the Drake Passage, utilizes a two
sensor temperature measurement scheme to reduce the response mismatch
with the conductivity signals (Brown and Morrison, 1978). In this
scheme, the signal from a high speed thermistor is combined with the
output from a platinum thermometer which has stable calibration
charateristics. This data still lags the conductivity signal. The
THOMPSON data was operated on to correct this response mismatch by
assuming a single pole filter response behavior for the temperature
measurement system (FHM). Millard, Toole and Swartz (1980) demonstrated
this technique was deficient on vertical scales as large as 20 m.
Temperature spectral amplitude errors as large -as 10% might be expected
on these scales. As is seen in Table 2.1, errors of this magnitude have
a large effect on the calculated salinity. Observational results
derived from the THOMPSON data set which depend strongly on the
magnitude of the salinity spectral energy density level must be treated
with caution.
The CTD used on the KNORR cruise had been modified to separately
digitize the platinum thermometer and thermistor data (Millard, Toole
and Swartz, 1980). The thermistor calibration is not stable in time so
an in situ calibration of this data is required as well as the response
correction.
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The thermistor data from the To-Yo experiment was calibrated with
the platinum thermometer data by low pass filtering both data sets to
remove the effects of response mismatches and making a point by point
temperature correction. A single pole filter correction was then
applied to the thermistor data to remove the response mismatch with the
conductivity data. This procedure was only partially successful at
removing the mismatch. Errors in temperature phase of 10 to 20
remained on scales larger than 1 m. These phase errors translate into
50 to 100 phase angles between the observed temperature and salinity
as described above. A phase angle of this magnitude is observed in the
temperature-salinity data from the To-Yo (see Chapter 4). The salinity
data from the To-Yo thus appears contaminated by residual temperature
errors after the lag correction.
These results strongly warn against using CTD data to compare
temperature and salinity spectral energy density levels or to estimate
temperature-salinity phase angles. The errors depend on how well the
temperature data is corrected for its response mismatch with the
conductivity signal. These errors are generally small at low
frequencies but significant errors appear likely on vertical scales of
20 m. Since the temperature and salinity vertical wavenumber spectra
from the polar front are red (see Chapter 4) estimates of the
temperature and salinity of particular features in physical space are
probably accurate provided the feature's vertical scale is greater than
20 m.
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2.4 VCM Data
VCM data yields time series of water temperature and absolute
vertical displacement. The absolute vertical displacement is computed
from the VCM pressure and rotation data. Float rotation is generated by
relative vertical motion past the array of vanes on the float, (fig.
2.1). Calibration of float rotation to relative vertical displacement
is made during descent of the instrument to its deployment depth when
the pressure record gives a reasonable measure of vertical
displacement. Figure 2.2 shows the results of one of these calibrations
where relative displacement is plotted versus pressure. The small
oscillations superimposed on the uniform sinking rate are likely due to
internal wave vertical velocities. The end of the fall exhibits
circular oscillations when the pressure and relative velocity are not in
phase.
The VCM itself is not symmetrical and some questions have arisen
whether the response characteristics are the same for upwards and
downwards directed relative velocities. An asymmetry would produce a
mean vertical displacement over the record length. Several oceanic
tests have been performed to test the symmetry of the rotation
measurement (J. Dean, personal communication). The method used is to
deploy a VCM with part of the ballast weight secured to the float with a
corrosive magnesium link. The instrument sinks to its deployment depth
and rests there until the link corrodes. At this time, the instrument
is ballasted to be neutral at a near surface depth so the float rises to
that depth at a rate comparable to the sinking speed. The calibrations
of float rotation to relative displacement for the sinking and rising
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A plot of relative displacement versus pressure
from a VCM record during instrument deployment.
This data is used to calibrate the instrument.
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Figure 2.2
phases of the experiment are the same. Thus for steady flow, the VCM
rotation response is symmetrical. Laboratory tests are required to
determine if this is true in oscillatory flow.
Temperature is measured by the VCM by sensing the resistance of a
thermistor. The resistance value recorded in the instrument is actually
an average over the digitization period. The thermistor is potted in a
fairly massive fitting and mounted on the lower end cap of the VCM, fig.
2.1. Since the thermistor assembly has a large thermal mass, the
response time of the sensor is quite long and caused difficulties in
data interpretation.
The signature of the response time of the thermistor is apparent in
fig. 2.3 where the VCM temperature is plotted with respect to relative
displacement over one internal buoyancy period. The relative vertical
displacement between the float and the water results in the float's
oscillation between intrusions. Figure 2.3 is, in effect, an upward and
downward profile over a small vertical section of the interleaving field.
The large loops in the plot are due to the long response time of the
temperature sensor. A lag correction (Fofonoff, Hayes and Millard, 1974)
was applied to the data which improved the data slightly (fig. 2.3) but
loops are still observed. The lag time estimated from this analysis of
five minutes was much larger than that calculated by J. Dean (personal
communication) in a laboratory calibration. Dean estimated the lag by
shifting the instrument between baths of different temperature. The
response of the temperature sensor also depends on the fluid boundary
layer about the sensor. Since Dean's experiment involved no relative
flow past the instrument, it is not surprising to see the large
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Figure 2.3
80
VCM temperature data plotted versus relative
displacement over one buoyancy period (solid
curve). The lag corrected temperature data
is also shown for the same period (dashed curve).
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discrepancy in estimated response times.
Variations in the boundary layer around the temperature sensor might
be the cause of the failure of the lag correction scheme to remove the
loops in the temperature-relative displacement plot. The thermistor is
located on the end cap of the VCM (fig. 2.1). It appears the sensor may
be shadowed during upward relative displacement of the VCM if the
boundary layer on the instrument separates at the end cap. This implies
the simple lag correction scheme assuming a fixed lag constant is
inadequate to correct the temperature data. It may be possible to
correct the data with a variable lag parameter but the 112 second
averaging period employed for the Drake Passage data was quite long with
respect to the time of passage through some of the intrusions so this
was not attempted. The VCM's deployed south of New Zealand had a 16
second averaging period. In addition, an instrument was prepared with a
second temperature sensor deployed on a spar extending some 20 cm out
from the VCM body. Unfortunately, this instrument was lost before any
data was recovered and the compass failed on another instrument deployed
in the interleaving zone so this analysis was not done on the New
Zealand data.
Since the VCM is still a new instrument, the data return from the
two cruises was not high. Each sensor of the VCM's had problems. A
characteristic behavior of all pressure records recovered was a slow
increase in pressure with time. This was originally attributed to creep
of the instrument housing (Joyce, et al., 1976) but severe temperature
sensitivity in the pressure circuitry makes this conclusion less sure.
There were several occurrences of compass sticking and skipping in the
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records. One record from Drake Passage is likely irrecoverable because
of this. That particular instrument also developed a slow leak causing
the instrument to sink from its deployed depth of 400 m to over 750 m
before it was recovered. The New Zealand data was plagued with compass
sticking, a 4-1/2 day VCM record has no turns data. Finally, the large
thermistor time constant has made interpretation of the temperature
records difficult. Despite this rather pessimistic paragraph, the VCM's
did provide interesting data on the large scale circulation and
interleaving in the polar front.
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2.5 Review of Experiments Performed
Several experiments were performed in two geographic areas to
investigate the structure of the Antarctic Polar Front and the nature of
the finestructure imbedded in it. The observed characteristics of the
finestructure strongly depend on the frontal gradients and the location
of the measurements within the frontal zone (see Chapter 4). Thus the
time on these cruises was divided between determining the frontal
orientation and strength, and finestructure measurements.
Large scale XBT and CTD sections were made to measure the frontal
gradients. These measurements in the Drake Passage were greatly
augmented by data from a second ship devoted exclusively to XBT
observations (Patterson and Sievers, 1976). The presence of the second
ship was fortunate since during the study period a large meander
developed in the front. This feature evolved rapidly into a cyclonic
ring (Joyce and Patterson, 1977), and a two ship operation was required
to document its development. In contrast, the experiments south of New
Zealand involved only one ship but the front exhibited no tendencies for
meandering or eddy formation. The measurements of the frontal scale
fields presented in Chapter 3 are sufficient to determine the positions
of finestructure measurement sites within the frontal zone and to
estimate local frontal gradients.
The finestructure observations with the CTD, PCM and XBT's may be
classed as either time series experiments or small scale surveys.
Several time series experiments were performed in the Drake Passage.
During one experiment, the ship maintained its position relative to a
moored surface navigation buoy. A second time series occurred while the
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ship held station over a VCM at 400 m. Both of these series spanned two
local inertial periods ( Ti 'v 14 hrs). Additional time series,.
discussed in Chapter 4 were composited from various CTD stations made
over drifting VCM's.
The time series relative to the surface buoy had CTD and PCM
stations every 2 to 2-1/2 hrs during the experiment. This data is
strongly convoluted in space and time since the ACC flowed past the
observation point with a mean speed of 38 cm/sec (Joyce, Zenk and Toole,
1978). The other time series (CTD stations only) are better suited to
study the temporal behavior of the flow in a vicinity close to the float.
Shear in the velocity field introduces spatial variability on larger
vertical scales in this data also.
VCM's were deployed twice during the THOMPSON cruise and once south
of New Zealand. During the first THOMPSON experiment, up to four floats
were in the water at one time and several days were spent steaming
between the floats, taking fixes and making CTD casts over them. Since
the floats dispersed fairly rapidly (Joyce and Patterson, 1977) and ship
time was limited, the longest recovered record was 4 days, 4 hours. In
contrast only two floats were used during the second deployment in Drake
Passage. They were initially located one over the other at depths of
400 and 640 m. During this period the second formal CTD time series was
performed, along with various XBT experiments (Georgi, 1978). South of
New Zealand, two VCM's were deployed, initially located one over the
other. The shallower float, at 217 m, remained in the water for 4-1/2
days while the deeper float was deployed twice, first at 640 m and then
at 400 m. South of New Zealand, several CTD experiments were carried
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out to map the horizontal extent of the intrusions. The experiments
involved towing the CTD with the ship while cycling the instrument
vertically over a 500 dbar range. It was estimated (P. Clay, personal
communication) that the CTD could be towed at 1 to 2 knots with a maximum
wire angle of 560 from the vertical. This estimate proved accurate
and ship's speed was maintained at 1 to 2 knots for the duration of the
5-hour experiments. The experiments were made relative to VCM's so
horizontal separations between lowerings could be computed from VCM
range data. The range data was the distance from the VCM to the
hydrophone array and no attempt was made to track the CTD package itself
as was done by Armi and D'Asaro (1980). The CTD's maximum depth was
only 500 m and with the small wire angle and wireout-CTD depth
difference the CTD package location can be taken as directly below the
ship with minimal error.
These towed "Yo-Yo's" or "To-Yo's" as they will be referred to here,
are greatly freed from space time convolutions since the duration of the
experiments is small compared to the finestructure evolution time (see
Chapter 4) and they are made relative to VCM's drifting with the current.
Data from one of the five To-Yo's performed during the cruise will be
discussed in Chapter 4.
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2.6 Removal of Internal Wave Distortions of CTD Profiles
The observations to be discussed in Chapter 4 deal with the study of
the temporal evolution and spatial structure of frontal interleaving
fields. CTD stations separated in space by less than a kilometer and
time by less than an hour are used to study individual features as well
as the average behavior of the finestructure. Individual features were
difficult to identify in successive profiles because they appeared at
different pressures. This manifested itself in dropped lagged coherence
calculations as high coherences between pairs of stations at a certain
lag but a small averaged coherence at that lag. It was postulated
(Joyce, Zenk and Toole, 1978) that vertical displacements by high
frequency internal waves produced the observed variations in the depths
of features. A method was developed, termed pressure stretching here,
to remove these displacements from the data. This method is described
below, followed by an analysis of errors due to assumptions in the
method and noise in the data, and how the method was implemented.
Pressure Stretching
The method of pressure stretching to remove the effects of high
frequency vertical displacements in the CTD data is similar to that
which has been used in the study of internal waves (e. g., Millard, 1972,
Hayes, et al., 1975, Hayes, 1978, Johnson, et al., 1978) in that
differences between instantaneous and mean vertical profiles are
interpreted as vertical displacements of the mean profile. If $ is a
water mass property which in conserved during adiabatic motions and z is
the vertical coordinate then
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(z= i(z+C) 2.5
where i (z) is the mean $ profile and C is the vertical
displacement. This technique to compute vertical displacements has been
applied in two ways in the past. The first involves inverting eqn. 2.5
and finding the difference between the depth of a water parcel z1 ,
with a property value of $p , and that depth where the mean $ profile
equals $1
2.6
= Z(4i
To avoid ambiguities, the mean $ profile must be monotonic with depth.
The second method comes from a Taylor expansion of eqn. 2.5 for
small displacements
= [(Z ) - T(Z 2.71 1 1 BZ
If the mean $ profile is linear these two methods are identical.
Since the first of these methods does not require a linear mean profile,
it was employed in the present analysis.
Johnson, Cox and Gallagher (1978) studied internal wave variability
in a region with monotonic potential temperature and salinity profiles.
They were thus able to compute vertical displacements from both profiles
and comment on the relative amount of dissipative and nondissipative
finestructure in their study region. In the frontal zone under
examination here, the only variable which is monotonic with depth and
conserved during adiabatic displacements is the potential density. The
potential density, p , , is defined here as the density a fluid parcel
has after it is moved adiabatically to a reference pressure, Pref
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pP = p (S,T,P) + f) dP 2.8
pp
P '
where p (S, T; P) is the in situ density of the parcel and n is the
enthalpy. Rather than integrate the adiabatic compressibility, a second
form of potential density p0 was used. The p0 of a fluid parcel is its
density computed with in situ salinity, reference pressure and potential
temperature, o , referenced to that pressure
2.9
p = p(S, O(TS,PPref ' ref*
The potential temperature is given by an integration of the adiabatic
lapse rate between the in situ and reference pressure. Since S and 6
are conserved during adiabatic displacements, p0 is also conserved and
may be used to compute vertical displacements.
Much of the analysis in Chapter 4 involves comparing thermohaline
features from successive CTD profiles. Features are observed to have
lateral thermohaline gradients and to slope relative to the p0 surfaces.
Since the compressibility of sea water is a function of temperature and
salinity, large potential density differences may be observed between
fluid parcels with the same in situ. density. The magnitude of these
differences is investigated below.
Method Approximations
Two approximations were made in the pressure stretching method
outlined above. All density anomalies were assumed to be produced by
vertical displacements of . the mean vertical density profile and p0
surfaces were assumed to be dynamically relevant. The first assumption
involves the neglection of all lateral advections. The error, E,
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induced by neglecting horizontal advections of the mean field may be
estimated from ap
3Z
where E and c are horizontal and vertical displacements induced by the
wave field, p0 is the mean potential density fiqld and x is directed
across the front, z upwards. Using high frequency velocity data from
the polar front in the Drake Passage where E / C was at most order 20 and
the slope- of the density surfaces was 7.10-3, E is order 0.15.
Overall errors in the vertical displacements by internal waves of 15%
must then be expected. This data appears unsuitable to estimate the
vertical internal wave energy as was done by Millard (1972) and others
away from fronts. Because the error is dominated by long vertical
wavelengths (vertical spectra of horizontal velocity is red, JZT). The
data may still be used to study the slopes of the finestructure with
respect to the mean density field if the locations of the measurements
relative to the water parcel under study are known.
An estimation of intrusion slopes involves computing the potential
density of features from CTD casts separated by small distances in the
horizontal. There are spatial variations in the intrusions so the
temperature and salinity of features will be seen to change slightly
between adjacent casts. It is assumed in this analysis that the slopes
of features across p0 surfaces are dynamically important.
Dynamidally unrelevant potential density differences between two
features can be produced, as shown below, if the reference pressure of
the calculation is greatly different than the in situ pressures of the
features. From eqn. 2.8, the potential density difference between the
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two features is
A+ ref 3p2 | I ref (3p 2.11
Ap (p2~ + ( )P -P 1 n
- 2
where P1 and P2 are the pressures of the two features. Assuming for
this example, that the potential densities of the two features
referenced to P2 are the same, Ap becomes
Api = ref I ) la2ap1 ] p 2 1f2 p2I I
Expanding eqn. 2.12 for small temperature, salinity and pressure
differences yields
Ap ~ [- (a- )AO + (-)SI )As )AP Pref 2- 2.13P ao DPI PSa3P (PI APP e 2
3n %-- 3 k- T 3
3x10-8 gm/cm3  -9-10 gm/cm
3
*C dbar 5x10 *4.dbar 2x10 dbar2
where the magnitude of each of the coefficients has been given (Georgi,
1977). The temperature, salinity and pressure of adjacent observations
of intrusions used to estimate slopes never differed by more than 0.3
oC, 0.1 o/oo and 50.0 dbars, while the reference pressure was within
250 dbars of the in situ pressures. For all three terms acting to
increase the p, difference, eqn. 2.13 estimates a density error of
5-10-6 gm/cm 3, comparable to the instrumental noise from the CTD
circuitry (see below). To the accuracy of the CTD data, potential
density can be used provided the reference pressure is sufficiently
close to the in situ pressure of the interleaving.
Noise Considerations
A typical density anomaly profile from one of the stations in the
Drake Passage appears in fig. 2.4 along with the associated potential
temperature profile., The density anomaly profile exhibits structure on
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Figure 2.4 Vertical profiles of potential temperature and
density anomaly from the interleaving zone in
the Drake Passage.
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a number of vertical scales. The anomaly is generally positive above
900 dbars, implying the water column had been displaced upward relative
to its mean position. The anomaly profile contains high wavenumber
variability on the scale of the temperature features. Finally the data
is much noisier at small scales than the temperature profile. (The
density data in fig. 2.4 was boxcar averaged over 1 dbar and still
appears noisier than the unaveraged' temperature data.) When the CTD
data was pressure stretched with the raw density data the resulting
vertical displacements contained numerous inversions in the vertical
which cannot be produced by pure vertical straining. In addition the
intrusive features were asynmetrically distorted in the vertical
depending on the sign of the local vertical temperature gradient.
Clearly the density anomaly profiles as in fig. 2.4 contained features
which were not induced by vertical displacements of the mean profile.
This point is further verified by the high coherence between the
temperature and density anomalies, fig. 2.5. The coherence is
significantly different from zero at 95% confidence on vertical scales
smaller than 100 m, where the temperature variability is dominated by
the intrusive finestructure (see Chapter 4). The coherence between the
temperature and density finestructure, assuming part of the temperature
anomaly field was produced by vertical straining, was estimated and
found to be indistinguishable from zero at this confidence level.
Sources of density anomalies which are not produced by vertical
straining include
1. lateral wave advection across the mean horizontal density
gradient
2. instrumental noise (quantization, circuit noise, sensor
response)
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Figure 2.5
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3. noise in the mean density profile
4. density finestructure associated with the intrusions.
These points will be addressed separately.
1. Lateral Wave Advection
As discussed above, the neglection of lateral advections across the
mean horizontal gradients can produce vertical displacement errors as
large as 15%. This error was predicted for large vertical wavelengths.
If lateral advection is responsible for the density structure on smaller
scales, the magnitude of these density anomalies should be given by
magnitude of the across front wave displacements at these wavenumbers.
The magnitudes of the anomalies predicted with the velocity data from
JZT were significantly smaller than these observed. This suggests that
the density anomalies on the scale of the temperature finestructure do
not result from lateral wave advections.
2. Instrumental Noise
Noise in the CTD temperature and salinity data can produce density
noise on several scales. The variance of temperature and salinity
noise, estimated from vertical spectra are 5.10-7oC 2 and 2-10-6
o/oo 2, both about 20 times the quantization error. Based on a
temperature and salinity of 2.50 C and 34.2 o/oo, these errors produce
rms density noise of order 1-10- 6 gm/cm3 . This value agrees well
with that estimated from the vertical spectrum of the density
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anomalies. The high frequency density anomalies should not therefore be
interpreted as vertical displacements.
The mismatch response characteristics of the sensors on the CTD can
introduce errors in the temperature and salinity which produce a density
signal. Chapter 2.3 discussed these errors and suggested that the CTD
data from the Drake Passage and likely south of New Zealand was
contaminated by this error. The error can result in a phase lag between
the temperature and salinity data and an overestimation of the salinity
variance. The characteristics of the density signal produced by these
errors can be estimated if a linear equation of state is assumed
p = p (1-aT+aS) 2.14
The coefficient of thermal and salt expansion are a and 6 and p is a
reference density. Assuming the temperature and salinity anomalies are
perfectly coherent, t:he spectral amplitude of the density anomalies, <pp*>,
calculated with the CTD data, may be written as
22 ^^ 2 2.15
<pp*>= p <SS*> [1 + R - 2R cose]
<ss*>is the calculated salinity spectral amplitude, # is the measured
phase angle between the temperature and salinity and R is the mixing
ratio, (ca T <SS*> )1/2, referred to in Chapter 4.
Likewise the phase- angle between the temperature and density anomalies,F,
may be predicted if the temperature and density anomalies are coherent,
r =t-1 sin$ 2.16
cos$ - R
Using the observed phase angle between temperature and salinity and
mixing ratio, eqn. 2.15 predicts a density anomaly spectral energy
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density which is 20% of that observed at 100 m vertical scales
increasing to over 30% at scales below 25 m, (Table 2.2). In addition,
the phase angle computed from eqn. 2.16 is close to that observed as
shown in the table and exhibits the same trend with decreasing
wavelength.
These results demonstrate that a nontrivial amount of the density
finestructure measured on scales below 100 m is due to nondensity
compensating temperature and salinity data with a non-zero phase angle.
Chapter 2.3 showed that response errors in the temperature data produced
these characteristics in the final CTD data. Response correction errors
cannot be ruled out as the source of at least some of the density
finestructure.
3. Mean Profile Errors
The method of : pressure stretching employed here required a
continuous mean potential density profile. Because of space limitations
in the computer, the mean profile was represented by .a series of equally
spaced points in pressure with linear interpolation between them. The
data points in this profile were found from an ensemble average of the
density profiles from the set of measurements under study. The
magnitude of the noise introduced into the density anomaly profiles may
be seen in fig. 2.5 below 800 dbars where most of the small scale
variability is due to this error. The density noise introduced by the
mean profile is limited to scales smaller than the spacings of the data
points representing the mean profile, (5 dbars in fig. 2.4).
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TABLE 2.2
wave <TT*> <SS*> R T/S <pp*> X T/p 1
length C , /o2) phase (gm/i ) phase
(meters) (cpmeter) (degrees) (cpmeter) (degrees)
-----------------------------------------------------------------
410-137 .153E1 .344E-1 .821 8.8 .193E-2 .576 22.7* 42.5
103-51 .287E0 .507E-2 .926 -4.9 .225E-3 .173 -24.3 -50.5
46-26 .387E-1 .736E-3 .892 -9.7 .616E-4 .279 -38.5 -60.9
24-10 .453E-2 .110E-3 .790 -11.6 .191E-4 .276 -40.9 -46.7
10-5 .462E-3 .189E-4 .608 -7.4 .636E-5 .306 -14.5 -18.6
5-1 .245E-4 .144E-5 .508 8.5 .995E-6 .230 41.6* 17.1
410-137 .907E0 .202E-1 .825 3.3 .220E-2 .193 -15.2* 18.4
103-51 .942E-1 .197E-2 .851 -12.5 .284E-3 .273 -88.9 -59.9
46-26 .240E-1 .553E-3 .826 -10.7 .707E-4 .280 -65.2 -49.9
24-10 .357E-2 .100E-3 .735 -11.5 .170E-4 .369 -50.5 -39.1
10-5 .337E-3 .157E-4 .572 -5.7 .440E-5 .421 -20.5 -13.2
5-1 .174E-4 .135E-5 .442 9.9 .709E-6 .388 108.6* 17.6
* phase estimate not significant
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4. Intrusion Related Density Finestructure
The thermohaline vertical gradients at intrusion interfaces are
capable of supporting double diffusive mixing (Turner, 1973). These
mixing mechanisms transport heat and salt at different rates which
results in vertical density fluxes across the interfaces. The density
anomaly signal which is produced in an intrusion can appear at the scale
of the intrusion if the double diffusive mixing permeates the intrusion.
The magnitude of the anomaly depends on the -length of time the double
diffusive fluxes have been operating. The nature of these processes
will be discussed in Chapter 4.
Pressure Stretching Implementation
There are several processes which produce density anomalies in
addition to vertical straining. These mechansims, whether real or
instrumental artifacts can produce anomalies which are a significant
fraction of the observed features on vertical scales of 100 m and less.
So as not to include these features in. the computed vertical
displacements, a 100 m vertical filter was applied to the density data
before computing the anomaly. This removed all the inversions in the
vertical and asymmetrical stretching of the intrusive features noted
when the raw density data was used.
This technique also filters any real vertical displacements on scales
below 100 m. The rms vertical displacement on scales below 400 m
assuming all the density structure is wave induced is only 2.4 m. Thus,
this filtering of the high wave number internal wave displacements does
not produce large displacement errors in the stretched profiles. Since
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this error is associated with internal waves, it will tend to be random
in space and time and will not influence slope estimates which involve
averages over many stations.
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Chapter 3 Large Scale Fields
3.1 Introduction
The Antarctic Polar Front is a water mass boundary separating the
cold and fresh surface waters of the Southern Ocean and the warmer, more
saline subantarctic waters. This may be seen in a composite T/S diagram
using data which spans the water mass transition, fig. 3.1. Besides
being colder and fresher, the water on the southern side of the frontal
zone is characterized by a temperature minimum layer (see Part I) whose
strength erodes moving towards warmer water. The lateral water mass
gradients decrease with depth and virtually disappear for salinities
greater than 34.65 o/oo in the Circumpolar Deep Water.
The mean structure of this boundary on 100 km horizontal scales has
been documented by numerous authors (see Gordon, 1971a). More recently,
the variability of the front in time and space has been investigated
with long-term current meter mooring arrays (Bryden and Pillsbury, 1977)
and satellite imagery (Legeckis, 1977). These experiments have
demonstrated that the frontal variability is rich in scales of motion
but that the nature of the observations limits these discussions to
scales greater than 10 km in the horizontal, hundreds of meters in the
vertical, and a few days in time. This section is concerned with the
intrusive finestructure in' the Antarctic Polar Front which has smaller
space and time scales. As will be shown later, the characteristics of
the intrusions are closely related to the frontal scale gradients.
Since the frontal structure is time dependent, this chapter endeavors to
document the frontal behavior during the periods when measurements of
the finestructure were taking place.
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3.2 Drake Passage
The time evolution of the polar front during the THOMPSON cruise was
well documented since there were two ships involved in the experiment
(Joyce, 1976, Patterson and Sievers, 1976). This was fortunate since
the front deformed rapidly during the study period and formed a cyclonic
ring (Joyce and Patterson, 1977). Finestructure observations were made
before and after the ring formation.
Measurements made prior to the ring formation were described by
Joyce, Zenk and Toole, 1978 (hereafter JZT). During this period, the
horizontal frontal gradients were relatively large and the mean velocity
of the circumpolar current was .38 m/sec to the northeast. Fig. 3.2
presents the closely-spaced CTD section from JZT which spanned the water
mass transition of the front. This section includes several classical
signatures of the Antarctic Polar Front including the termination of the
temperature minimum 'layer at the 20 C isotherm (Botnikov, 1963) and
the appearance of a salinity minimum in the vertical towards the
northern end of the section (Gordon, 1971b). The largest horizontal
gradient of temperature occurs near the region where the temperature
minimum terminates as well. The horizontal temperature gradient was
estimated from this data by JZT to be 10 C/30 km. The frontal zone
was rather weakly stratified in density. Brunt-Vaisala period in the
interleaving range was 1 hour.
The finestructure measurements of JZT were made just before the
section was taken. The thermal field in this data is most consistent
with the region between stations 31 and 34 in fig. 3.2, although
geographically it was taken close to station 38. The actual water
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Figure 3.2 A cross front- section (right panel) of temperature,
salinity, sigma-T, and oxygen from JZT. The
left column are along front sections.
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column sampled had been advected downstream at the time of the section.
Several intruding filaments are shown contoured in fig. 3.2. Some of
these are contouring artifacts since the band-averaged coherence between
the finestructure in adjacent CTD casts was not significantly different
from zero. This is not surprising since the stations were separated in
space by 3 km and in time by 3 hours (see Chapter 4).
Several VCM's were deployed in the frontal zone and the majority
were entrained in the ring which had just formed (Joyce and Patterson,
1977). These floats were eventually recovered and re-deployed in the
front which had established itself further south, fig. 3.3. Additional
finestructure measurements were made in this region.
An XBT section and a large-scale CTD section, figs. 3.4 a, b and c,
spanned this second experiment site. The data from this study was
consistent with the thermal field near XBT 262 in fig. 3.4b and CTD 80
in fig. 3.4c. Note the appearance of a large pool of relatively cold
water just north of this site which is detached from both the front and
the eddy. This feature is commented on again in Chapter 4.
The horizontal temperature gradient in the second finestructure
experiment area was a factor of 4 weaker than that observed during the
first experiment and at depths below 250 m was the opposite sign. The
horizontal velocity of the current inferred from float drifts was below
.10 M/sec but still towards the northeast. The maximum frontal
gradients were located to the south of the experimental site, again near
the termination of the temperature minimum. These sections suggest the
finestructure measurements near station 80 may be in a far-field regime
for the interleaving, away from the large horizontal gradients.
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Figure 3.3 Float tracks of the VCM's during the Drake Passage
experiments.
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Figure 3.4a The station map for an XBT section and the
large scale CTD section in the Drake Passage.
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The XBT section across the front prior to the
second CTD time series in the Drake Passage.
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3.3 South of New Zealand
Finestructure measurements were also made in the Antarctic Polar
Front south of New Zealand. This region differs from the Drake Passage
in that the termination of the temperature minimum layer does not always
coincide with the region of largest horizontal gradient (Burling, 1961).
Large horizontal gradients may be associated with temperatures anywhere
from 30 C to 70 C. The frontal features in this region have been
termed the primary and secondary polar front zones (Gordon, 1971a) and
the Australasian subantarctic front (Burling, 1961). Although the polar
and subantarctic fronts are often distinct, much of the structure in the
front is probably due to frontal meanders and rings poorly resolved by
the data (Georgi, 1977).
A preliminary XBT section was run on the KNORR cruise to locate the
front, fig. 3.5a. This section, fig. 3.5a, exhibits the complicated
frontal structure described above. A small enhancement of lateral
gradients is visible about the 6.50 C isotherm at the southern border
of a large pool of nearly isothermal water. McCartney (1977) would term
this pool the local version of Subantarctic Mode Water. The largest
horizontal temperature gradient occurs between XBT's 647 and 650 about
the 40 C isotherm. This lateral gradient is nearly twice that
observed in the Drake Passage before the eddy formed. Further south the
temperature minimum termination at the 20 C isotherm can be seen. The
detached pool of water below 10 C is likely a meander in the front
crossed obliquely by the XBT section. Vertical stability in the
interleaving zone was much higher than in the Drake Passage. The
buoyancy period was 1/2 hour.
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After and XBT survey and CTD section were completed, VCM's were
deployed in the frontal zone at depths of 217, 400 and 630 m near XBT
651 in fig. 3.5b. The shallower float, VCM 5, was in the water for
4-1/2 days while a second float was deployed twice. Vertical shear in
the horizontal current necessitated the re-deployment of the deeper
float to minimize the horizontal distance between the two floats. Early
in the experiment the front was oriented in a meridional direction, fig.
3.6. The floats drifted nearly due south for a day and a half when
first deployed. The speed of the float at 217 m depth was nearly .30
m/sec during this phase while the float at 630 m had a speed of .20
m/sec. The floats then turned abruptly and drifted for the remainder of
the experiment nearly due east. The speed of the shallow float
accelerated during this phase to .50 m/sec while the second float,
re-deployed at 400 m, drifted at a speed of .35 m/sec.
As shown in fig. 3.6, the float trajectories were very smooth and
exhibited no meandering or eddy generation as was observed in the Drake
Passage. The rapid turning of the current and smooth float trajectories
may be due to topographic effects. The local bathymetry exhibits a
small ridge system paralleling the float track which could have produced
the deflection in the current. In addition, one would expect a smoother
flow in a current confined by smooth topography than in a free jet or
flow over rough topography. The bathymetric data in this area is not
good enough to be more conclusive.
Finestructure measurements discussed in Chapter 4 were taken near
the shallow float before it turned to the east. The floats were
deployed on the cold side of the large horizontal gradient at 40 C.
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The float tracks of the VCM's during the
experiment south of New Zealand.
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Figure 3.6
The finestructure experiment was designed with the expectation of a
strong finestructure signal in association with this large horizontal
gradient. Careful ship-float ranging produced accurate knowledge of the
measurement positions with respect to the front, locally. The sharp
turn of the current just after the finestructure measurements introduces
some ambiguity on a larger scale, however.
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3.4 Region Comparisons
Finestructure measurements in three different frontal regimes;
before and after the eddy formation event in the Drake Passage and south
of New Zealand, will be discussed in Chapter 4. The nature of the front
and location of the measurements with respect to it differ in several
ways:
1. Temperature and magnitude of the largest horizontal gradient.
The largest lateral gradients in the Drake Passage were associated with
the termination of the temperature minimum layer at the 20 C
isotherm. Maximum gradients south of New Zealand were located near the
40 C isotherm. The magnitude of the maximum gradient south of New
Zealand was nearly twice that observed in the Drake Passage.
2. Vertical stability. The vertical stability south of New
Zealand was much higher than in the Drake Passage. A factor of two
difference in buoyancy period existed between the two areas.
3. Location of measurements with respect to the largest horizontal
gradient. None of the experiments were located in the region of maximum
lateral gradients. Measurements made prior to the ring event in the
Drake Passage and south of New Zealand were close to this area. The
data taken after the ring formed in the Drake Passage was well away from
the strong lateral gradients.
4. Frontal evolution. The front evolved rapidly in time in the
Drake Passage, casting off a cold core ring during the measurement
period. The front south of New Zealand was better behaved, exhibiting
no tendencies towards meandering or eddy generation. Topographic
features may have constrained the flow in this area.
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Chapter 4 Intrusion Characteristics in the Antarctic Polar Front
4.1 Review of Previous Work
Several experiments have been performed to investigate the nature of
the intrusions in the Antarctic Polar Front. Gordon, Georgi and Taylor
(1977), (hereafter GGT), presented a series of STD profiles from the
frontal zone in the western Scotia Sea. Georgi (1978) discussed several
XBT experiments designed to sample the intrusion length scales along
with STD and XBT observations to determine the time scales of the
intrusions. Joyce, Zenk and Toole (1978) discussed CTD and PCM data
taken in the Drake Passage.
The thermohaline finestructure in the Antarctic Polar Front is
characterized by numerous inversions of temperature and salinity in the
vertical, likely the product of lateral advection across the frontal zone
(GGT). These features dominate the thermohaline variability on vertical
scales smaller than 100 m at depths from 100 to 1000 m in the frontal
zone (GGT, JZT). The vertical spectra of temperature and salinity
anomalies are red (JZT); a slope with vertical wavenumber between -2
and -3. Vertical gradient spectra exhibit a range of wavelengths, 100
to 30 m. with enhanced energy density.
Horizontal length scales for the intrusive finestructure were first
estimated by GGT from a series of STD casts made from a drifting ship.
The range of along front length scales quoted was 0.3 to 0.7 km for an
aspect ratio (intrusion height divided by length) of 0.1. Georgi (1978)
estimated both along and across front length scales from a set of
closely spaced XBT's. He found an anisotropy in the intrusion field
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with longer scales in the along front direction. Along and across front
aspect ratios found in this study for features with 100 m vertical
wavelengths were 0.03 and 0.10 respectively. Along front intrusion
length scales were also estimated by JZT with data from a 28 hour CTD
time series. An along front aspect ratio computed from this data is
order 0.01.
Experiments to determine the time scale for the intrusion
variability are difficult since spatial gradients are also present in
the intrusion field. Individual intrusions were observed for 5 hours by
GGT during their ship drift. JZT also computed a coherence time scale
of 5 hours with their data. These results were interpreted as spatial
variability as described above, not intrusion variations with time.
Georgi (1978) computed the loss of coherence of the finestructure with
time using STD and XBT time series data. These results displayed a
rapid fall off of coherence with time and vertical wavenumber. The
coherence between features with 100 to 250 m vertical wavelengths was
significantly different 'from zero for periods longer than 1 hour. At
smaller wavelengths, 50 to 100 m, this period fell to just over 15
minutes. Phase randomization by internal wave vertical advections and
spatial gradients in the intrusion field acted to reduce the coherence
calculated by Georgi.
The thermohaline characteristics of the intrusions were also
investigated in these studies. Since the temperature and salinity
anomalies are correlated in the finestructure, there is little density
signal associated with the features. A regression between temperature
and salinity anomalies by GGT yielded a value for the non-dimensionalized
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ratio of the anomalies which was indistinguishable from 1.0. This led
GGT to use the term "density compensating" to describe the temperature
and salinity anomalies of the finestructure. The density compensating
nature of the finestructure was investigated by JZT. A plot of the
non-dimensionalized ratio of the vertical temperature gradient spectra
to that for salinity versus vertical wavenumber showed that on scales
larger than 20 m the finestructure appeared density compensating (the
above ratio equal to 1.0). On smaller scales, this ratio fell below 1.0
due to an excess of salinity gradient variance. This data suggested the
finestructure was not density compensating on small vertical scales. A
calculation of vertical stability found marginally weaker stratification
where the vertical temperature and salinity gradients were positive.
The intrusions observed in the CTD time series discussed by JZT were
seen to appear on slightly different potential density surfaces in
succesive casts, fig. 4.1. This was interpreted by JZT as the advection
of sloping features past the observation site. The slope of the
intrusions relative to the density surfaces in the across front
direction was estimated to be between 0.02 and 0.04, with features
deepening towards warmer water. The sense of this slope (warm
intrusions rising and cold ones sinking) is consistant with the
hypothesis that the intrusions are driven by vertical salt finger fluxes.
The previous observations in or near the Drake Passage presented a
picture of the thermohaline structure of the intrusions which suggested
they have dominant scales in the vertical and horizontal and that they
slope across density surfaces. Since these observations were so
strongly convolved in space and time, several additional experiments
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Figure 4.1 The vertical profiles of potential temperature
versus stretched pressure from the first time
series in the Drake Passage. The temperature
scale is correct for the first profile and each
successive profile has been offset by 0.5 0 C.
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were performed to try and separate the temporal behavior of the
intrusions from their spatial structure. This data includes CTD time
series made relative to VCM's in the interleaving zone, VCM temperature
data and a CTD To-Yo made south of New Zealand. The data will first be
discussed with emphasis on determining persistence followed by an
analysis of spatial structure.
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4.2 Intrusion Time Scales
Several experiments were performed to attempt to measure the decay
time scale for the intrusions. Ideally, one would like measurements of
an isolated parcel with anomalous thermohaline properties in a quiescent
homogenous water mass. The data has none of these characteristics.
First, the mean horizontal flow in the polar front is strong and has
shear in the vertical (JZT). Superimposed on the mean flow are high
wavenumber high frequency fluctuations due to internal waves. The
effects of advection have been partially circumvented in this analysis
since all measurements were made by, or relative to, neutrally buoyant
floats deployed in the interleaving zone. Secondly, the intrusions
sampled were located in the frontal zone which is capable of supporting
growing intrusions (see Chapter 5). Some of the data below exhibits
intrusion growth, not decay. These effects are combined in the
following, which makes interpretation of the data difficult.
The second CTD time series in Drake Passage was made while the ship
maintained position relative to a VCM at 400 m depth. Since this time
series is Lagrangian in nature, it is better suited to study the
persistence of features than the other time series. This experiment was
performed after the formation of the cyclonic ring (Joyce and Patterson,
1977) in the re-formed front. The only sections made in this region
were an XBT section (fig. 3.4b) made prior to the time series and the
large scale CTD section made afterwards. As described in Chapter 3 the
horizontal gradients in this region were a factor of four smaller than
those measured before the ring event.
Two floats were deployed during this phase, one at 400 db and
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another at 650 db. Geographically the floats were deployed nearest XBT
#263 as shown on the figure but the thermal structure at the time of the
CTD time series is more consistent with the float located further to the
north where the cross front temperature gradient changed sign. The
front may have moved south between the time of the XBT section and the
float deployments or the front was not oriented east-west since the
floats were deployed 12 km east of the section.
The potential temperature profiles from the series appear in fig. 4.2
after pressure stretching. The intrusions in this region seem to be of
a much different character than those observed during the first time
series, fig. 4.1.
Individual intrusions have smaller thermohaline anomalies than
observed in the first time series and they appear on a smaller scale in
the vertical. The vertical temperature gradient changes rapidly in
cusp-like features at the centers of the intrusions. Temperature and
salinity spectra in the interleaving range (250-550 db) are again red
with a wavenumber slope between -2 and -3 (fig. 4.3). The level of the
spectra is significantly below that of the previous time series (fig.
4.3) on scales greater than 60 m but they are indistinguishable at the
95% confidence level on smaller scales. Plots of the temperature and
salinity gradient spectra (fig. 4.4) show a dominant wavelength of order
60 m which is significantly smaller than the 100 m wavelength scale of
the first series.
The difference in temperature variance may also be seen in the
individual vertical profiles (figs. 4.1 and 4.2). The vertical structure
of the profiles from the first time series appear dominated by intrusions
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Figure 4.2 The vertical profiles of potential temperature
versus stretched pressure from the second time
series in the Drake Passage. The temperature
scale is correct for the first profile and each
successive profile has been offset by 0.5 0 C.
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Figure 4.3 Ensemble averaged vertical spectra of temperature
and salinity using data from the first
(solid line) and second (dotted line) time series
in the Drake Passage.
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with 50-100 m vertical scales. Features on thsse scales are not visible
in the data from the second time series. On smaller scales, both data
sets exhibit cusp-like intrusions with comparably sized thermohaline
anomalies.
The common way to study temporal persistence is to compute the
averaged dropped lagged coherence. It is not correct to do this
straightforwardly in this case because there is some spatial variability
in the profiles. During each CTD station, one hydrophone was left in
the water to obtain range data to the float. No directional information
was obtained so a station's location with respect to the float and the
front is unknown. The float ranges which appear below each temperature
profile in fig. 4.2, vary from 0 to 1.1 km with a mean of .52 km. This
station keeping was actually quite good considering that during the
series we encountered the most severe weather on the cruise with winds
upwards to 20 mfsec.- These station ranges appear to be a significant
fraction of the horizontal dimension of the intrusions during this
phase. Observe the variation of the thermal structure between stations
63 and 65. The thermal structure is very coherent over the 4.6 hrs
separating these stations made directly over the float. Station 64 made
just 800 m away from these stations but between them in time, shows
virtually no coherent thermal structure around 400 m. This is quite
unlike the results of the first time series when the estimated intrusion
length scales were order 8 km in the along front direction.
To -quantify the observed persistence of features in the time series,
coherences and phases, averaged over four wavenumber bands, between all
pairs of temperature anomaly profiles in the series were calculated.
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Since this involves both temporal and spatial variability, interpretation
of the results is difficult. Figure 4.5 is a scatter plot of the band
averaged coherence between all pairs of stretched potential temperature
profiles in the time series versus the time lag between the stations.
Data between 250 and 650 db on vertical scales from 68.3 to 41.0 m were
used to produce the figure. There is no significant loss of coherence
with time as shown by the percent of points above the 95% confidence
level. This apparent retention of high coherence with time may be
misleading since the intrusions do change with time.
Stations 63, 65, 72 and 73 were made nearest to the float and should
have the least amount of contamination due to spatial variability. Some
features about the float depth do appear to decay over the 4.6 hrs
separating stations 63 and 65 and 1.9 hrs between stations 72 and 73.
Comparisons on larger vertical scales or horizontal ranges are dangerous
because shear in the water column can advect different intrusions into
the observation area. Although a cold intrusion is visible throughout
the experiment near the float depth, shear and spatial variability mask
any signature of a steady decay of the intrusion. The nature of the
data even precludes knowing if the same intrusion is sampled each time.
Several additional CTD time series were made relative to VCM's
during their first deployment in Drake Passage. Four floats were
deployed in the frontal zone. Three of these became entrained in a cold
core ring (Joyce and Patterson, 1977), while the remaining float (VCM 1)
was advected steadily to the northeast. CTD stations over individual
floats were separated in time by a day or more.
The potential temperatures from three of the four sets are plotted
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Figure 4.5 A scatter plot of band averaged coherence between
all station pairs in the second time series versus
time difference between the stations in each pair.
Also shown is the fraction of coherence estimates
significantly different from zero in four hour bins.
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versus potential density in fig. 4.6. The fourth developed a slow leak
and sank 200 m during its deployment. Since this float did not follow a
fluid parcel the set of measurements relative to it were not used. Also
shown in the figure are approximate pressure scales and float depths for
each station.
VCM 1 was the northern most float deployed during this phase and was
not entrained in the cold core ring. The intrusions about the float
depth in station 44 are highly correlated with features in station 46
but bear little resemblance to those in station 52. Similarly for VCM
2, several features appear to persist from station 47 to 51 but not
throughout the experiment. The intrusions about VCM 5's depth do not
persist between casts. A cold feature below the float depth is visible
in all three stations but the temperature of that feature decreases
during the experiment.
The CTD data does not yield a consistent estimate of the intrusion
decay time. Some intrusions which are observed in succesive casts do
appear to decay but the amplitudes of other features increase with
time. Spatial variability in the intrusive field on the scale of CTD
station position differences contribute a great deal to the observed
station to station variability.
The VCM's also yielded data on the time scale of the intrusions
directly from their temperature records. Figure 4.7 displays the data
time series from one of the floats from the Drake Passage deployment.
The temperature data from all the VCM's appeared strongly bimodal, with
the range of temperature exhibited strongly dependent on the depth of
deployment. To understand the temperature data, the behavior of the VCM
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Figure 4.6 Potential temperature profiles plotted versus
potential density for stations made over VCM's.
Shown also are approximate float depths (x's)
and pressure scales about the float depth.
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Time series of pressure, absolute vertical
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Figure 4.7
in a time varying vertical velocity field must be examined.
Voorhis (1971) modeled the response of the VCM including forcing due
to buoyancy variations and drag. He found the amplitudes of the
relative displacement of the float with respect to the water and the
float displacement itself depended on the float expansion
characteristics, the vertical temperature and density gradients in the
water column and the frequency of the forcing. Thus the dominant
contribution to the absolute displacement (relative displacement minus
float displacement) varies with deployment. This has been observed in
the various float deployments made to date (J. Dean, personal
communication). The dominant term in the Drake Passage work was the
relative displacement, as can be seen in fig. 4.7. Since the VCM's
tended to remain on isobars, the VCM's profiled a small region of the
water column about their mean depths as the internal waves displaced the
fluid past them. Since the Brunt-Vaisala period in the front was about
an hour, the VCM's produced vertical profiles of temperature every half
hour or so. The floats were deployed in the interleaving zone so this
relative displacement resulted in the float's oscillation between
intrusions which produced the bimodal temperature record. Floats
deployed in regions of strong interleaving will have larger temperature
oscillations than those in weaker interleaving zones.
The VCM records both temperature and relative displacement so it is
possible to produce plots of the vertical profile of temperature about
the float depth and to observe their change with time. This is
difficult to do in practice, as was discussed in Chapter 2.4, because of
the long response time of the VCM thermistor. A lag correction routine
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(Fofonoff, Hayes and Millard, 1974) was only partially successful at
removing errors from the data.
The lag corrected temperature data from one VCM was plotted versus
relative displacement in 10-12 hour bins. Because of the lag correction
problem, only the outline of the traces including some 90% of the data
are shown in fig. 4.8. The time series of temperature from this float
deployment (fig. 4.7) showed a reduction in the amplitude of the
temperature signal around March 26. This is also observed in this data
as a reduction in the amplitude of the thermal features around the float
depth. Thus the reduction of the temperature signal visible in the time
series appears due to a decay of the finestructure amplitude rather than
a reduction of the relative float displacements. This amplitude change
at the float depth is also visible in the CTD stations made over this
float between stations 46 and 49, fig. 4.6.
It is tempting to interpret this amplitude change as intrusion decay
but spatial variability could again be responsible. Since VCM's do not
follow fluid parcels through their vertical excursions, any curvature in
the vertical gradient of horizontal velocity can produce displacements
between a fluid parcel and a VCM. It is likely that a decay rate
estimate using this data would also be contaminated by spatial
variability.
The decay rate of intrusions is required by the models developed in
Chapter 5. The time series discussed here found both growing and
decaying intrusions. Space-time convolutions present in the data did
not permit direct calculations of the decay rate for those intrusions
which appeared to decay. The values used in the model will be estimated
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from bulk flux calculations.
These data may be used for an upper bound estimate of intrusion
lifetime. A feature is assumed to be persistent between two
observations if a comparably sized thermohaline anomaly appears near the
same density level in both measurements. Using this criteria, the large
intrusions (typically 50 m in height) have a lifetime of several days to
a week.
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4.3 Spatial Structure of Intrusions
It was noted that there was a great deal of spatial variation in the
intrusion field during the second time series. The horizontal length
scale of the intrusions appeared to be of the same order as the
ship-float ranges during the CTD casts. Average coherences over time
bands was not done because there was no consistent phase estimate within
each band or consistent phase change with increasing time lag. The high
coherence estimates between pairs of stations and the visual similarity
between profiles suggested the fine structure was persistent for periods
longer than the duration of the time series. Careful examination of the
profiles revealed station-to-station variations of the depths of the
persistent features. These depth variations would produce the phase
variations observed in the coherence calculations. The vertical
coordinate in fig. 4.2 is related to the vertical density profile so
depth variations in features implies a density change of the features.
Since there is no steady trend to the phase angle versus lag time, the
data must be interpreted as a random sampling of features sloping in
space rather than the observation of features propagating across density
surfaces with time.
While studying the temperature profiles from this experiment, it was
noted that below 250 db the vertical 400 m scale temperature gradient
varied significantly even changing sign occasionally. This was observed
in the data from Georgi's (1978) small scale XBT survey over the float
taken just after the CTD time series. In the region around the float,
the vertical temperature gradient changed sign, moving in the cross
front direction while it remained fairly constant along the front. One
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might expect this sign change on a large scale in the front since to the
south the Tmin layer is centered around 200 m depth so the temperature
increases with pressure to the depth of the Tmax (around 600 m just
south of the PFZ in the Drake Passage, Gordon and Molinelli, 1975). To
the north, the temperature decreases uniformly with depth. To estimate
the cross front distance between profiles, the mean cross front gradient
of vertical temperature gradient was estimated from Georgi's data.
Surprisingly the value obtained of 2.7'10~4 0 C/dbar-km is of
opposite sign from that predicted from the argument above. The
horizontal temperature gradient is difficult to measure on these small
scales since the range in temperature expected is the same order as the
error in individual XBT temperatures. No bucket temperatures were made
during the XBT survey since variations in surface temperatures over
these horizontal scales will not be observable with the bucket
thermometers. Georgi "calibrated" his profiles by forcing the
temperature at 50 m' (in the surface mixed layer) to be the same. This
data and the raw XBT data was used to try and calculate the. cross front
temperature gradient. This estimate is quite noisy but tended to
suggest that the mean temperature between 250 and 500 m was colder to
the north than to the south. A region of reversed meridional
temperature gradient was observed during the preliminary XBT survey and
the CTD section which followed this experiment so it appears the floats
were deployed in some small meander of the front. Satellite photographs
of the surface thermal expression of the PFZ (Legeckis, 1977) shows
meanders such as this are quite common in the Drake Passage.
The estimate of the lateral gradient of the vertical temperature
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gradient made around the float made it possible to determine the cross
front distance between CTD profiles. No comparable variation in the
structure of Georgi's XBT profiles was observed in the along front
direction so vector station separation could not be determined. The
result of this calculation was a set of cross front displacements
between CTD casts comparable to those calculated from the velocity
profiler data set in JZT. Following JZT, the phase angle between
profiles was plotted against the cross front separation inferred from
the mean vertical temperature gradient calculations fig. 4.9. Although
the data scatter is worse than that of the first time series, a
significant non-zero correlation exists between the cross front station
separation and the phase angle. Interpreting this as a slope of
intrusions with respect to density surfaces gives a slope estimate
bounded by
s= .0052, .0107, .0215
again downward to the north. The estimates of the frontal orientation
from the XBT data suggested that the front was "backwards" locally with
cold water to the north. So although the slopes of the intrusions are
downward to the north, they are also downward moving towards colder
water.
These results cannot be directly compared with those of the first
yo-yo since that thermal field was dominated by the large intrusions,
absent in this experiment. It appears that the smaller intrusions do
not follow the simple rule found in the first yo-yo, that cold (warm)
intrusions slope down (up) moving across the front.
The hypothesis that intrusion slope and the frontal orientation are
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Figure 4.9
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related is further muddled when five CTD casts made in the cross frontal
direction just after the first time series are examined. These stations
to 1000 db, were 45 minutes apart in time and spaced by about .9 km.
Navigation was done with respect to the surface buoy used throughout the
first time series. It was attempted to orient this short section
perpendicular to the front but the final station map showed some
curvature towards alignment downstream. The five temperature profiles,
stretched so they have the same vertical density profile, appear in fig.
4.10. The profiles are very similar. Features are traceable across all
stations with a slight deepening of the features. Coherences between
all pairs of temperature profiles in the interleaving range show a
slight loss of coherence with separation in space and time. Plotting
phase angle against cross front displacement showed the features
consistently sloping downward to the south. This is in opposition to
the results in JZT which were derived from measurements made just prior
to taking these data.
Although these five CTD stations were made in the same location as
the first time series and the first station was made just three hours
after the end of the CTD time series, there was very little similarity
between the profiles. The only common feature to both data sets was the
large cold intrusion at 2.50 C and 375 db in #24, the southern most
station. It appears that stations 20-23 were north of the area where
the first time series measurements were made and that this finestructure
was not strongly related to the frontal orientation as was the
finestructure further south.
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The results of the Drake Passage work suggested that intrusions do
slope relative to density surfaces but the direction of that slope with
respect to the large scale density field could not be consistently
estimated. These large slope estimates were also contaminated by
temporal variations since the experiments used to estimate the slopes
included data separated in time by many hours. Several To-Yo experiments
were performed during the KNORR cruise to directly measure the intrusion
length scales and their slopes across density surfaces on a time scale
where intrusion decay could be neglected.
The To-Yo data to be discussed here was taken one day after the
VCM's were deployed. Working from the float tracks (fig. 3.6) and XBT's
taken in the area it was determined the front was oriented in a
north-south direction with warmer water to the east. The Drake Passage
results suggested intrusions sloped across the front so the To-Yo was
directed perpendicular to.the front. The experimental site south of New
Zealand differed from that in the Drake Passage as was discussed above,
in that the gradients across the Australasian or subantarctic front were
comparable to those across the polar front and the two fronts were
separated by only 100 km as shown in fig. 3.5b. The stronger
interleaving appeared to be associated with the warmer front. Thus the
ship was headed initially along course 0900. As the experiment
proceeded, vertical shear in the horizontal velocity field resulted in a
course relative to the VCM which was south of 0900. Ship's heading
was altered to 0850 but the southward drift of the ship relative to
the VCM continued. It was decided not to complicate the ship track with
further maneuvering so the course was held steady. Figure 4.11 presents
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Figure 4.11b The ship track relative to the VCM (large solid
circle) during the To-Yo experiment. Ship positions
when the CTD was at 50 db. are the closed circles
and open circles are where the CTD was at 500 db.
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the ship and float tracks in absolute coordinates and in a frame fixed
with respect to the VCM. The effect of the shear is observable in the
relative position map as a course angle of 50 south of local cross
front. Several satellite fixes (the only method of navigation in this
area) arrived during the experiment and these were used to plot the
absolute position map. One to two kilometer position errors are present
in these data so a smooth curve was drawn through the various fixes to
approximate the ship track. The VCM position was then computed using
the ship-float range and bearing. Some of the noise in the float
position is likely due to errors of ship's position. These position
maps suggested the To-Yo was made within 150 of local cross front.
The map of the entire float track (fig. 3.6), shows the To-Yo was made
just north of a region where the current turned sharply to the east.
This makes it unclear how the To-Yo was oriented with respect to the
front on a large scale.
The CTD To-Yo data was calibrated as discussed in Chapter 2.3 and
broken up into down and up traces. The fifteen down and up profiles
were processed into a set of 29 traces with uniformly increasing
pressure with .1 db spacing and stretched so all had the same vertical
density profile. The potential temperature profiles (relative to 275 db)
for the down traces shown in fig. 4.12 , extend for about 10 km across
the front with average profile separation of .75 km. Several features
can be observed in the profiles extending a significant distance along
the To-Yo track. In addition, the features are seen to slope in the
vertical which in these coordinates means they cross density surfaces.
The duration of the To-Yo (5 hrs) was only a third of the local inertial
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Figure 4.12 Vertical profiles of potential temperature versus
stretched pressure from the To-Yo experiment.
The temperature axis is correct for the first
profile and each successive profile has been
offset by 1.0 0C.
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period and small compared to an intrusion lifetime (see above) so this
data may be viewed as a snapshot of intrusions sloping across density
surfaces.
The average temperature and salinity gradient spectra, computed from
409.6 db pieces (fig. 4.13) show structure similar to the Drake Passage
data. The spectra show two peaks at 82 and 46 db wavelength which
appear distinguishable. These scales are similar to those observed in
the first time series in the Drake Passage discussed in JZT. The energy
density of the dominant scale is almost ten times larger in this data,
fig. 4.14. The temperature-salinity coherence is high down to scales of
around a meter (fig. 4.15). The non-zero phase angle between the
temperature and salinity is likely a result of the correction scheme
applied to the temperature data to correct for its lag in time behind
the conductivity data.
The dropped lagged coherence was computed to estimate the horizontal
scales of the intrusions by averaging over .5 km bands of horizontal
separation and four wavenumber bands (.002-.005, .005-.010, .010-.020,
.020-.039 cpd bar). The down and up traces are physically different
since they slope through space in opposite directions. The coherences
between down and up traces were only computed for the shortest space
lag. Figure 4.16 presents the coherence versus separation for the four
wavenumber bands above. The average coherence between successive traces
on scales smaller than 25 m was not significantly different from zero in
general. The coherence is seen to fall with increasing separation but
the fall-off is not ordered in wavelength. The 100-50 meter wavelength
features extend much further across the section than the
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Figure 4.13 Ensemble averaged temperature and salinity
gradient spectra from the To-Yo experiment.
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Figure 4.14 Ensemble averaged vertical temperature gradient
spectra from south of New Zealand, and from the
first (solid line), and second (dotted line)
time series in the Drake Passage.
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Figure 4.16 Band averaged coherence between station pairs
versus horizontal separation using data from the
To-Yo experiment. The dashed line was used to
estimate the length scale given by eqn. 4.1.
Band 1 includes wavelengths from 400-200 m,
Band 2: 200-100 m, Band 3: 100-50 m, and
Band 4: 50-25 m.
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larger or smaller features. This band contains the energy peak at 82 m
wavelength in the temperature and salinity gradient spectra.
A length scale for the intrusions can be estimated from the coherence
as a function of lag as the separation where the coherence is
indistinguishable from zero at the 95% confidence level. Because
succesive profiles are coherent though, the number of degrees of freedom
in the spatial and wavenumber band averages is difficult to estimate.
Overestimated length scales estimated by assuming all pairs of profiles
are independent are 4.2 km, 5.7 km, 8.4 km and 1.8 km for the four
wavenumber bands respectively.
A second method to calculate a length scale, similar to an integral
scale, was applied. This length scale is defined as
= coh(S)dS 
4.1
0
where coh (s) is the averaged coherence between pairs of profiles at a
separation s and L is the lag where the coherence falls below the 95%
confidence level assuming all profiles are independent. The length
scales estimated in this manner are relatively insensitive to L and
appear more reasonable than those above. Table 4.1 gives the length
scales estimated by this method for the four wavenumber bands and the
resultant aspect ratios of the features (height divided by length). The
intrusions are much longer than previouly observed. Georgi (1978)
estimated aspect ratios from XBT survey data with a horizontal length
scale chosen where the squared DLC equaled .5. Using this length scale
the aspect ratios of this data are still smaller. Georgi's average
coherence data is decreased because internal wave displacements were not
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TABLE 4.1
Cross front
Wavelength (m) length scale (km) Aspect ratio
409.6 - 204.8
204.8 - 102.4
102.4 - 51.2
51.2 - 25.6
3.9
4.2
5.8
1.3
0.11
0.05
0.02
0.04
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removed but also the intrusions in his survey area do appear to be
smaller as the second CTD time series in the Drake Passage suggested.
The intrusions pictured in fig. 4.12 generally slope downwards from
left to right. This is consistent with the idea forwarded in JZT that
the intrusions are driven by salt fingering thermohaline fluxes. The
major exception to this observation is the cold leaf appearing at the
end of the To-Yo around 175 dbar. If we are to retain the idea of these
double diffusive fluxes driving the intrusions then this cold leaf must
be thought of as propagating to the left in the figure towards colder
water. It appears this may be an isolated cold leaf which has been
advected into the To-Yo path since it cannot be connected to the cold
water across the front along the To-Yo path. The other major intrusions
can be connected across the front along the To-Yo path to their apparent
sources.
The intrusions sampled in the first ten drops all seemed to slope in
a similar direction so these data were used to estimate the cross
density slope of the intrusions. The dropped lagged coherence including
all station pairs in this group was again calculated for the three
wavenumber bands containing most of the temperature finestructure (bands
2, 3 and 4). Figure 4.17 has plotted the phase angle versus horizontal
separation from this calculation along with least square regression
lines for each wavenumber band. The intrusion slopes determined from
the regression lines are
band 2 s = 4.58E-3
band 3 s = 6.65E-3
band 4 s = 9.02E-3
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Note that the intrusions with the smaller vertical scale slope the
steepest across density surfaces. This can be observed in the profiles
themselves in fig. 4.12 where the small intrusion at 175 dbars in the
fourth profiles appears to slope more steeply than the larger intrusion
at 230 dbars. The behavior of intrusions appears to depend on the
vertical scale of the feature.
Four experiments have been discussed in which the finestructure was
observed to slope across density surfaces. The date from the first CTD
time series in the Drake Passage and the To-Yo suggested intrusions
sloped across the front so that cold (warm) intrusions sank (rose) as
they moved across the front. The data from the second time series and
the five closely spaced stations in the Drake Passage also showed
finestructure which crossed density surfaces but these slopes could not
be consistently related to the large scale frontal gradients. The
finestructure in these last two data sets differ from those observed in
the other two experiments in that it appears more like detached leaves
of fluid as opposed to intrusive extensions of fluid across the front.
This distinction may resolve the discrepancy in the observed intrusion
slopes.
Consider two initial states; the first a smooth water mass front
with cross front temperature and salinity gradients but no along front
variation and the second and isolated leaf of fluid with a temperature
and salinity anomaly. A perturbation on the smooth front will tend to
grow due to the salt finger fluxes across the perturbation interfaces as
discussed by Turner (1978). The initial growth will be directed across
the front drawing on the potential energy stored in the cross frontal
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thermohaline gradients. These intrusions will be observed to slope
across the front in the manner discussed by JZT. The leaf on the other
hand has lateral boundaries all around it. Double diffusive fluxes
acting across the leaf interfaces will produce a density change in the
leaf. The resulting buoyancy force will drive the leaf up or down
depending on its thermohaline anomaly. Any gradient of the density flux
along the leaf would produce a slope of the leaf across density
surfaces. Such a gradient could be produced by local thermohaline
anomalies in the leaf or its environment which have no dependence on the
large scale field. Thus an isolated leaf of fluid might slope in any
direction while an intrusion from a smooth front initially slopes across
the frontal gradient field. The finestructure in the first time series
and the To-Yo experiment was dominated by intruding layers moving across
the front which sloped across the frontal gradients. The slopes of the
isolated leaves observed - in the second time series and the five CTD
stations could not be related to the frontal structure.
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4.4 Evidence for Salt Fingering
The vertical thermohaline gradients at intrusion interfaces should
be able to support both types of double diffusive phenomena. There are
several pieces of circumstantial evidence which suggest these processes
are active in the Antarctic Polar Front.
Linden (1974) has demonstrated that salt fingering (or salt
sheeting) will be present in a region where temperature and salinity
increased upwards even if a steady vertical shear is applied to the
fluid. Only a continuous highly turbulent velocity field was able to
disrupt the fingers in the laboratory (Linden, 1971). Since the ocean
is only rarely turbulent on these scales ( see Gregg and Briscoe, 1979),
and the growth rate of the fingers is fast with respect to the time
scale of the oceanic shear (Schmitt, 1979a), salt fingers should be
present in the ocean where the thermohaline gradients can support them.
The salt fingers themselves are subject to instabilities (Stern,
1969) which produce a series of convectively stirred layers separated by
thin interfaces which support salt fingering. Sheets and layers have
been observed in the ocean where the stability ratio ( OtTz/Sz )
approaches 1.0 (Tait and Howe, 1968, Lambert and Sturges, 1977).
In addition to salt fingering, a diffusive instability is possible
on intrusion interfaces where the temperature and salinity decrease
upwards (Turner, 1973). This instability is also characterized by a
series of convectively stirred layers separated by thin interfaces.
These interfaces tend to be sharper than those subject to salt fingering.
The CTD is unable to resolve features on the scale of the salt
fingers (see Chapter 2). It can resove the finite amplitude effects of
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the double diffusion: the sheets and layers. Figure 4.18 is a small
piece of a CTD profile showing a warm salty intrusion. The top interface
of the intrusion has thermohaline gradients which can support the
diffusive instability. This interface in fig. 4.18 may be seen to be
made up of a series of four to five well mixed layers approximately 0.5 m
high separated by very sharp interfaces. The residual mismatch in
sensor response characteristics is visible here in the salinity noise at
these features. The lower interface is also modulated by a series of
high and low vertical gradient layers. These high gradient layers are
not as sharp as those on the upper interface. The sheets and layers on
the interfaces of this intrusion are suggestive of the finite amplitude
signatures of double diffusion.
The double diffusive mechanisms flux heat and salt vertically at
different rates, Stern (1960), Turner (1967) and more recently Schmitt
(1979b) have studied the salt fingering instability. Their laboratory
measurements yield a relation between the nondimensional heat ( F )
T
and salt ( SFg ) fluxes of (ciF /SF ) 'U .56. This result is in good
agreement with the flux ratio calculated by Schmitt (1979a) for the
fastest growing disturbance. Turner also measured the vertical heat and
salt fluxes through a diffusive interface and found them to be related.
Huppert (1971) fit this data to give the relation
- = 1.85 - 0.85 ( ) for 1 < - < 2 42
aaT(AT - ctAT 4.
SAS
.15 for. 2 < --
- aAT
where T and S are the temperature and salinity jumps across the
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Figure 4.18
10 dbI
An enlarged vertical section of temperature and
salinity through an intrusion showing sheets and
layers characteristic of double diffusive processes.
.1%o .2*C
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interface in the laboratory tank. The total vertical flux of heat and
salt into an intrusion thus depends on the vertical gradients of
temperature and salinity at the upper and lower interfaces of the
intrusion. From the above relations, the flux ratio is bounded by
0.56 < < 6.67 4-3
-- S
For comparable gradients above and below an intrusion the total flux
into the intrusion will be dominated by the salt fingering interface,
thus the flux ratio into an intrusion should be only slightly larger
than 0.56 and cold intrusions should sink while warm intrusions rise
(Turner, 1978). The sign of the intrusion slopes relative to density
surfaces observed by JZT and south of New Zealand is consistent with the
assumption that salt fingering is driving the intrusions.
If double diffusion is active in the intrusions then one expects a
relation between the vertical fluxes of heat and salt across intrusion
boundaries. Direct calculations of the fluxes using CTD data is not
possible since the formulas for these fluxes are in terms of the
temperature and salinity jumps across an interface. The profile in fig.
4.18 demonstrates that individual steps are difficult to identify and
the salinity jump across the step is masked with noise.
The flux ratio may be estimated if the intrusions are assumed to be
locally steady. The nondimensional heat and salt conservation equations
are then
U = FT91. 9 Z 
4.4
U S 3 sF
at aZ S
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where U is the speed of intrusion advance and Y is directed along the
intrusion. Vertically integrating over an intrusion assuming U is
constant and dividing the two resulting expressions, yields
SF D 4.5
____T T
_SF D
(s) S(FS - F )
where superscripts SF refer to the salt fingering interface and D to tne
diffusive interface and the overbar is a vertical average. The flux
ratio for an intrusion is then given in terms of the temperature and
salinity gradients along the intrusion.
The heat and salt content of four of the most persistent ,features in
the To-Yo were computed at each drop by vertically averaging the
temperature and salinity over a fixed vertical distance centered at the
temperature extremum of the feature. The stretched profiles were used
for this calculation so internal wave straining of the features was not
a problem. The temperature and salinity differences between adjacent
observations of the same feature were computed and plotted on a scatter
diagram (fig. 4.19) after normalizing by the local coefficients of heat
and salt expansion. The data is noisy since there are large vertical
gradients above and below the features. Small variations in the
location of the averaging window could result in large differences of
the calculated means. Nevertheless, the temperature and salinity
difference data appear well correlated, especially for large differences.
The flux ratio, estimated from the ratio of the standard deviations of
the two data sets is 0.66 while the least square slope estimates which
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Figure 4.19
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A scatter plot of nondimensional lateral temperature
gradient to that for salinity along selected
intrusions observed in the To-Yo experiment.
Reference lines are given for density compensating
aAG
temperature and salinity changes ( =AS 1.0), and
for pure salt fingering ( aAe. = 0.56). The line
SAS
whose slope is given by the ratio of the variance
of the two variables is shown dashed.
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bound this value are 0.84 and 0.53. A line with a slope of 0.66 is
shown in fig. 4.19 along with lines for pure salt fingering, a slope of
0.56, and for no density flux, a slope of 1.0. The flux ratio of 0.66
for these four intrusions appears consistent with double diffusive
mixing which is dominated by salt fingering. This is strong evidence
for salt fingering as the driving mechanism for the intrusions observed
in the To-Yo.
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Chapter 5 Intrusion Dynamics
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 presented several interesting characteristics of
intrusions in the Antarctic Polar Front. The observations suggest that
salt finger fluxes of heat and salt may be important to the behavior of
the intrusions. In this section a hierarchy of problems is discussed
which investigate possible dynamical balances of intrusions driven by
double diffusive density fluxes. The discussion will draw upon the
theoretical work of Stern (1967) and the laboratory experiments of
Turner (1978) and Ruddick and Turner (1979) concerning the stability of
a thermohaline front to intrusive disturbances. The basic approach to
the problem will be a linear stability analysis of a thermohaline front
with no horizontal density gradients. While this seems valid for the
laboratory experiments, oceanic fronts generally have horizontal density
gradients and associated thermal wind. This velocity field is neglected
for the present time by rotating the coordinate system and neglecting
the components of the gravity and earth's rotation vectors along the
isopycnals. Some possible instabilities of the front involving shear of
the horizontal velocity will be investigated later.
The driving mechanism for the intrusions is assumed to be double
diffusive density fluxes in the vertical as in Stern (1967). Analogous
to Stommel and Federov (1967) a parameterization of small scale vertical
fluxes of momentum is also included in the analysis. The magnitude of
this momentum flux defines a fastest growing mode for the instability
with a characteristic vertical scale and slope across density surfaces,
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but growth is possible at all vertical scales in the model. The
dependence of the fastest growing mode to the various external
parameters is investigated and compared to the observations of intrusions
in the laboratory and ocean. Of course some danger exists in
extrapolating the results of the linear stability analysis to the
measurements of finite amplitude disturbances. It is hoped that while
the predicted intrusion slopes may not agree well with the observations
because of finite amplitude effects, the vertical scale predicted by the
analysis would persist to finite amplitude.
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5.2 - Basic Equations
The coordinate system is aligned so that the ic direction points
across the front and the z direction is upwards. The front is defined
to be two dimensional so there are no property gradients in the y
direction initially. As in Stern (1967) we hypothesize three scales of
motion; the large or frontal scale, the intrusive scale and the small
or salt finger scale. The linearized equations of motion for the
intrusive scale on an f plane are
a) u' - fv' = -1/p P' + V-(F )t 0 x x
b) v' + fu' = -1/p P' + V-(F )t ox y
c) w' = -1/p P' + V.(F)- gp'/p 5.1
t 0 z z o
d) u' + v' + w'= 0
x y z
e) T' + u'T + w'T = V-(F )t x z T
f) S' + u'S + w.'S V-(F )t x z S
u', v' and w' are the velocity fields in the t, y and z directions with
T' and S' the temperature and salinity, respectively. The.frontal scale
gradients are assumed to be constant. The small scale fluxes of
momentum in the i, y and E directions and those of heat and salt have
been written above as FX, Fy, Fz, FT and FS respectively.
Following Stern, the small scale fluxes of heat and salt are assumed to
be dominated by vertical double diffusive fluxes. This implies that the
vertical temperature and salinity gradients have the correct signs
required by the double diffusive mechanisms (Turner, 1973). For very
small initial perturbations, this restricts the model to regions where
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the mean vertical temperature and salinity profiles can support do.uble
diffusion. Rather than impose so severe a restriction on the model
applicability, it is assumed that some external mechanism can produce
initial perturbations in the front with interfaces which can support
double diffusion. The subsequent behavior of these features is studied
in the following. Mechanisms which can produce these initial
perturbations are discussed in Chapter 5.8.
Laboratory experiments have demonstrated that the vertical heat and
salt fluxes due to double diffusive mixing mechanisms are related by
aFT 5.2
aFS
The value of y in general depends both on the type of double
diffusion: diffusive or salt fingering and the magnitude of the vertical
tenperature and salinity gradients (see Turner, 1973). For simplicity,
the vertical salt flux due. to the double diffusion is written as
F = As,(1, , ) 5.3
S z
The value of As also depends on the type of double diffusion.
Writing y and As as functions of the vertical salinity gradient
introduces nonlinear terms into the equations of motion. Numerical
integration must then be used to obtain solutions (Horne, 1978). To
retain constant coefficients in equation set 5.1 and permit some
analytic progress, Y and As were taken as constant. The
parameterization of the double diffusive fluxes is then only strictly
valid when the vertical temperature and salinity gradients are single
signed so the double diffusive mixing is either purely salt fingering or
diffusive.
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For conditions where the model is strictly valid, intrusions are
found to grow due to convergences and divergences of the vertical mass
flux resulting from the double diffusion. These divergent fluxes also
exist in a series of alternating warm salty and cold fresh layers in the
vertical which have both diffusive and salt fingering interfaces. For
comparably sized vertical gradients, the vertical density flux at a salt
finger interface dominates that at a diffusive interface (Turner, 1973)
so the convergences and divergences of mass are determined by the salt
finger fluxes. It appears valid then to apply the model with constant Y
and As to intrusions which have both salt fingering and diffusive
interfaces by choosing a Y close to that for pure salt fingering.
From eqns. 5.2 and 5.3 the small scale heat flux is
F = s 6 S, 5.4T a z
A linear equation of state is employed;
5.5
pp 0 (1 - aT +S)
where p is a reference density. The coefficients of thermal and salt
expansion, a and 6, are taken constant.
Stern presented a study of intrusion dynamics in 1967 using a
modified form of equation set 5.1. He assumed at the outset that the
motions were inviscid and hydrostatic. Equation set 5.1 has solutions
proportioned to exp[kt + i( kx+ ty+ mz) ] provided the determinant of the
coefficient matrix vanishes. This determinant leads to a quartic
dispersion relation in A which after nondimensionalizing appears below.
X4 + m2X3 + (w2 + s2+ r2)X2 + [(W2 + s2 + r2)m2 - C m2s + 5.6
C m2 (s2 + r2)]X -E o(Im2 r = 0
zx
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The equation has been nondimensionalized by
2 m2 s kA = , m =- -A , s =- , r=-
N N
m m
with
f (1 - y)gS
f (1 -y)gSS anz= N
where N2
N2 = -g/p a = -g(-aT + SS ).
oaz z x
The nondimensional horizontal wavenumbers r and s may be thought of as
the slopes of the intrusions in the along and cross front directions
respectively.
Stern noted that two of the roots to eqn. 5.6 were high frequency
internal gravity waves and filtered these roots from the dispersion
relation by assuming X was- much smaller than w. A further assumption
that m2 is large leads to the following quadratic relation
2 +m2X _ eX m 2 r 5.7
Growth is possible (X>0) provided the term independent of X is negative
or
c r 5.8
- > 0
Lines of constant phase in the y-z plane must slope downward to the left
looking up the mean horizontal salinity gradient in the northern
hemisphere. This growth condition was pointed out by Stern for the
northern hemisphere, w>O.
Equation 5.7 was derived by Stern from the original equation set
after making the assumption that the perturbations were strictly
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geostrophic (w'E O). The dynamical balance of these intrusions is thus
between along front pressure gradients set up by vertical double
diffusive density fluxes and cross front velocities.
An exact solution to eqn. 5.7 may be written down using the quadratic
formula.
2r 
5.9
This solution (or that for eqn. 5.6) has no preferred scale of growth,
that is, no set of wavenumbers which maximize A . 'A increases with
increasing m to an asymtotic value of
5.10
and increases without bound as r increases. This is in contrast to the
results of Chapter 4 where a dominant vertical scale of interleaving was
observed in the Antarctic Polar Front.
This observation motivated the inclusion of small scale momentum
fluxes in equation set 5.1. It was felt that these fluxes must become
important with decreasing vertical scale of the finestructure and
perhaps help define a preferred intrusions scale by damping the growth
rate of the small features.
The small scale momentum fluxes are parameterized with a Fickian
diffusion process
5.11
(F, F , F ) = AV (Vu', Vv', Vw')
x y z
This step is not particularly satisfying since little is known about
small scale momentum transfers in the ocean. An often quoted value for
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the effective vertical eddy coefficient is 1 cm2 /sec (Munk, 1966).
Internal wave breaking and shear instabilities (Garrett and Munk, 1972)
or wave-mean flow interactions (Ruddick and Joyce, 1979) are usually
invoked to produce the effective Austausch coefficient. These
calculations are not directly applicable in this instance since the
waves are on the same vertical scale as the intrusions. Direct
measurements of dissipation are rarely large enough to yield an eddy
coefficient of 1 cm2/sec (Garrett, 1977, Gregg and Briscoe, 1979).
These measurements come for the most part from open ocean sites away
from fronts . The few observations that have been made in interleaving
zones do show more activity (Gregg and Cox, 1972, Gregg, 1975) which
V
might justify use of a large A
An important assumption in this momentum flux parameterization is
that the process which transfers the momentum does not disrupt the
double diffusive heat and salt fluxes. A scenario as described by
Williams (1979) for "triple diffusion" satisfies the model assumptions.
Wil'liams hypothesizes that occasional small scale 'roll instabilities
develop in the fluid which transfer momentum. These instabilities are
short lived but leave residual patches of fluid with enhanced vertical
thermohaline gradients. Double diffusion of heat and salt is then free
to act across these gradients.
In the following analysis a value of 1 cm2 /sec will be used for A V
in the ocean despite the small amount of physical evidence. When
laboratory experiments are modeled though, the molecular value for A v is
applied. A series of four approximations to equation set 5.1 are
examined below to study the effect small scale momentum fluxes have on
the dynamics of intrusions.
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5.3 Model 1 f = 0, Velocity Accelerations Unimportant
We first examine the laboratory experiments of Ruddick and Turner
(1979) by setting f to zero in equation set 5.1. The equation
formulation is not well suited to Turner's experiment since the
horizontal heat and salt (actually salt and sugar) gradients in the
laboratory are delta functions not constant as in equation set 5.1. The
equations are applied to the small region around the interface between
the two fluids which experiences some turbulent mixing when the barrier
separating the fluids during the tank filling is removed. The
intrusions observed in the lab are not infinitesimal, thus only the
vertical length scale predicted from the linear stability analysis will
be compared to the observations.
The laboratory growth times are long compared to the natural period
of oscillation in the tank. Thus the first problem examined neglects
the horizontal velocity accelerations and assumes the vertical balance
is hydrostatic. The validity of neglecting the acceleration terms is
discussed in the second model. It may also be shown that the fastest
growing mode for this case has no along front derivatives so terms
involving 9/ay are neglected as well. The reduced set of equations is
then
0 = -1/p P' + AV(u' + u' )
o x xx zz
0 = -1/p P' - gp'/p
o z o
o= u' + w'
x z 5.12
T' + u'T + w'T = S,
t x z a zz
St + u'IS + w'S = ASS,
t x z zz
p/pO = -aT' + aS'
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An equation for the perturbation density,p', may be formed from the last
three equations above
p 5.13
p' - N 2w' = p (1 - y)AS S't g 0 zz
where N2  = -g/po (-z + Sz )and the assumption of no large scale
horizontal density gradients has been used to simplify the equation.
Equation 5.13 shows how the salt fingering produces a vertical density
flux which can drive the intrusions. Further elimination of pressure
and density in equation set 5.12 results in the following two equations
for the velocity stream function, T and the salinity;
v O a 32 2  s a33 S0 = A - ( gA (1- y)
at z 3x2  az2ax 5.14
as' s -0 =-- As, + T S - T Sat z x x z
Equations 5.14 have solutions proportional to exp [X t+i(kx+mz)]
provided the determinate of the coefficient matrix vanishes.
[Avm2(k2+M2)X + N2k2] [_gs(Y)^2k]i
=0 5.15
[S m -S k]i [X + A m
The resulting dispersion relation is nondimensionalized with =A N,
V U~(-Y)gSS (1-Y)gasS
s = k/m, a = A V/As, m2 = m2 As/N, E x N2 and z NZ
aX2 (1+s2 )m2 + A[s 2 + am4(1+s2 )] - m2s[s -s(1+ z)] = 0 5.16
A sufficient condition for growth is that the term independent of X is
less than zero.
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s[e - s(1+ z)] > 0. 5.17
Since (1+ E) is generally positive, growing intrusions must slope such
that salty intrusions rise and fresh ones sink.
se > 0 5.18
x
The curves in the s, m2 plane given by s = 0 and m2 = 0 are
neutral curves. The line, s = smax =Cx/(l+ %) is also a neutral curve
with only decaying or oscillatory solutions possible for s > s max.
The intrusions are driven by a Fickian density diffusivity so the curve
m2 = 0 is a neutral curve since the driving term goes to zero there.
No growth is possible along the line s = 0 because the horizontal
pressure gradient vanishes there. Finally, the neutral curve at s =
smax arises from the vertical density stratitfication which inhibits
sinking. Intrusion growth is disallowed for slopes greater than s
because the time scale for the intrusion's density to equilibrate with
its environment, ASm 2, is longer than the rate at which the
intrusion attempts to cross the mean isopycnals. A buoyant restoring
force is thus set up opposing the intrusion's advance. Figure 5.1
presents a schematic of permitted intrusion slopes in the cross front
direction.
The intrusions are driven by the vertical density flux of the salt
fingers which is modeled here as a Fickian diffusion process. Thus as
the vertical scale of the intrusions decrease, the density flux
increases as m2 . From eqn. 5.14 the vorticity- flux due to the eddy
diffusion is seen to go like m4 , so as m goes to infinity the growth
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Figure 5.1 A cross section of a front, with isohalines shown
dashed, showing the regions where intrusion and
internal wave growth is permitted.
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rate of the disturbance goes to zero. We thus expect a critical m2
and s; 0 < s smax, 0 < mcrit < , which maximizes the
growth rate.
Taking a / 3m2 of eqn. 5.16 and setting 3,X /a m2 to zero yields the
relation
am4 = s 2 5.191+s2
and eqn. 5.16 becomes
X2 + 2|s s X [C -s (1+)= 0 5.20
V /1 +sz a G(1+s) x z
Equation 5.20 may be solved for X in terms of s and the environmental
parameters
S= -s + [s(s -ns ) 5.21
I C(1+s2) x z
Assuming s << 1 and maximizing with respect to s gives
C 5.22
8( )s2 4(1+ )s+E = 0.
S z x
x
The slope which maximizes the growth rate is then
x E =0
4 z 5.23
scrit
[(1+C )-/ 1+ET] C 0 04e z z zZ
with the growth rate and associated vertical wavenumber given by eqns.
5.20 and 5.19. These results are displayed in fig. 5.2 in terms of C
and Ez. For the range of parameters displayed, the approximation that
s2 << 1 is valid provided e < 1. Note that the very simple
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Figure 5.2 The cross front slope, vertical wavenumber, and
growth rate of the fastest growing mode as a function
of E and EZ from model 1 (open circles) and the
results from model 2 for four values of a
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dependence of scrit on e is the same as that given by maximizing the
term independent of X in eqn. 5.16.
s C
s P max x 5.242 2(1+c )
z
Also scrit decreases with Cz but not exactly as (1+ 2z
The growth rate's dependence on cz may be understood by considering
the rate of change of salinity in a warm salty intrusion. The salt
finger fluxes acting on the intrusion remove its salt anomaly faster
than its heat anomaly so the fluid in the intrusion becomes less dense
and rises. The rate of change of the intrusion's salinity anomaly is
given by the conservation of salt equation in set 5.1
as', s 5.25
= -u'S - w'S + A S'
at x z zz
If the mean salinity field increases upward, the vertical advection in
the intrusion tends to reduce the salinity differences across its
interfaces and the rate at which the intrusion's salinity and buoyancy
decrease. Allowing all variables to be proportional to exp[Xt+imz] and
solving eqn. 5.25 for the growth rate gives
u'S z s^2 5.26
X=- x - A, -Am
S'
For the growing warm salty intrusion where S> 0, u' is negative
while w' is positive
u'S , I
s= - w IS As^2 5.27S' S' z'
Clearly X is decreased in a region where Sz is positive. In contrast,
if the mean salinity field decreases upward, the rising warm salty water
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in the intrusion enhances the salinity difference between the intrusion
and its environment so the growth rate is larger.
Substituting values for the external parameters for the sugar-salt
laboratory experiments of Cx= .5, Cz = -. 1, N = .17 rad/sec with a = 10
yields an intrusion slope estimate of .13, a growth time scale of 25
buoyancy periods and a nondimensional vertical wavenumber of .20. If A
is selected as its molecular value (0(10-2 cm2 /sec)), the resulting
dimensional wavelength for the fastest growing intrusion is 2.4 cm. The
growth rate and wavelength are reasonably similar to those observed in
the laboratory. Since very little is known about the flux of momentum
between intrusions, even in the laboratory, the above values should not
be compared too closely with the laboratory observations. Yet the
vertical wavenumber dependence on AV and As is weak, varying as the
one fourth power. Thus large errors in the values of AV and As do not
greatly alter the wavelength estimate.
Although the exact value of the critical wavelength is uncertain due
to the poor estimates of Av and As, the dependence of this vertical
wavelength to the external parameters e and e may be compared to the
x z
laboratory work. One of the major observations in the laboratory
experiments is that a direct relation exists between the vertical
wavelength, H, and C (Turner and Ruddick, 1979). Equation 5.19
x
predicts an inverse dependence
1 15.28
x
This discrepancy arises because of the simplified physics used in the
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model to describe the effects of the salt fingers. The model neglects
the energetics of the fingers themselves, parameterizing only their
effects on the intrusion scale temperature and salinity distributions.
The intrusions observed in the laboratory experiments appear to be the
height of the salt finger columns, suggesting the intrusion scale is
determined by the energy in the fingering. The fact that Turner and
Ruddick (1979) could predict the vertical wavelength using salt finger
potential energy arguments supports this conclusion.
The oceanic intrusions are on a much different scale than the salt
finger columns; they are not one salt finger tall and are density
stratified in the vertical. It is not correct to extrapolate the
laboratory results to the ocean. Since it was felt the kinetic energy
of the salt fingers in the ocean with a vertical scale of order 1 m
(Williams, 1975) was unimportant to the behavior of 50 m high
intrusions, the parameterization of the salt finger physics was retained
and more complex models of oceanic intrusions were examined.
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5.3 Model 2 f = 0, Velocity Acceleration Term Retained
The previous model was developed assuming the velocity accelerations
were negligible. Although the model did not describe the laboratory
observations well, the model could be applied to oceanic situations
where the Coriolis acceleration terms were negligible. The validity of
neglecting the acceleration terms may be examined by studying the full
dispersion relation, retaining the acceleration terms.
X3 (1+s2 ) + X2m2 [1+G(1+s 2)] + X[am'(1+s2)+s2]-
m2s[e -s(1+e )] = 0 5.29
x z
Model 1 is valid provided the new terms underlined above are negligible.
This is true provided a >> 1 (thus the choice of a rather large a above).
The behavior of this system for small a was examined using a method
of steepest ascent (Carnahan and Wilkes, 1973) to find the vertical
wavenumber and slope' which maximized the growth rate. Figure 5.2 gives
these estimates as functions of the external parameters E and Ez for
three values of a . As a increases, the slope, wavenumber and growth
rate all decrease to the result obtained above for large a. The term
independent of X is unchanged in this model and the inverse relation
between the vertical wavelength and e is retained. Substituting
oceanic scale parameters for E (.005), z(-.2) with a .1 yield a slope
estimate of 2-10-3, a growth time of 100 buoyancy periods and for
As = 10 cm2/sec and N = 3.5-10-3 rad/sec, a vertical wavelength
of 40 m. These are oceanographically relevant scales but again caution
must be exercised since the value of the momentum diffusivity is not
known.
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The nature of this maximum in the growth rate may be seen in a
contour plot of X as a function of m2 and s for fixed E , Ez , and a
, Fig. 5.3. Although the extremum is quite tightly defined in terms of
s, it is broad with respect to m2 . A rather flat vertical wavenumber
spectrum is predicted about the fastest growing mode. The vertical
gradient spectra of temperature and salinity observed in the polar front
do show a broad maximum in energy density similar to this.
This system predicts vertical scales for intrusions which are
routinely observed in frontal zones but the model is only applicable
where the growth time for the disturbance is small compared to the local
inertial period since the terms involving the Coriolis acceleration have
been neglected. The growth rate predicted above is several days, thus
this model may be applied only near the equator where f goes to zero.
For regions away from the equator, the equations must be rederived
retaining the Coriolis terms.
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Figure 5.3
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A contour plot of the nondimensionalized intrusion
growth rate in the intrusion wavenumber plane
showing the broad extremum in X .
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5.5 Model 3 f # 0, Acceleration Terms Neglected
As in Model 1, solutions to equation set 5.1 are examined in which
the velocity acceleration terms are negligible. This solution
corresponds to the second order dispersion relation derived by Stern
(1967) which is strictly geostrophic. The nondimensionalized second
order dispersion equation which results from equation set 5.1 for
disturbances proportional to exp [Xt+i (kx+2Zy+mz) ] is
[w2+a2m 4(1+s2+r2 ))X2 + m2 [w2+ 2m4 (1+s2+r2 ) + a(s2+r2)]X + 5.30
cam4(s2+r2)(1+e) - m2E (am2s+wr) = 0
where w = f/N and r = /m. For w = r = 0, this equation reduces to the
quadratic dispersion relation derived in Model 1 for large a .
Growth is again assured if the term independent of A is negative
which is possible only if
5.31
E (am2s + wr) > O
x
This term is more complicated than it was in Models 1 and 2 since two
possible modes of growth exist. The first mode of growth is identical
to that discussed above and requires s e >0. Recall, this implied
x
salty intrusions rise and fresh ones sink moving across the front. The
second mode of growth depends on the Coriolis acceleration. A necessary
condition for growth of this mode is that
5.32
c wr > 0
x
That is, lines of constant phase in the y-z plane slope downward to the
left looking up the mean horizontal salinity gradient in the northern
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hemisphere. This condition was quoted by Stern (1967) assuming f > 0.
The existence of along front gradients are critical to the growth of
this mode. Horne (1978) studied the growth of finite amplitude
intrusions with infinite extent in the along front direction.
Initially, he found the intrusions were driven across the front by cross
front pressure gradients set up by the salt fingering. After an
inertial period this pressure gradient came into geostrophic adjustment
with along front flow. The cross frontal advance of the intrusions was
insufficient to produce the amplitude of the finestructure observed and
Horne had to resort to interfacial Ekman layers to advance the
intrusions further across the front. If along front gradients are
allowed, the intrusions' advance cross front may be balanced
geostrophically with along front pressure gradients and the limit on the
on the distance the intrusion may propagate is given now by the reserve
of salinity anomaly in the intrusion.
The term independent of X may be written as follows
am4(s2+r2 )(1+Ez) 
- m2E (om2s+wr) = 5.33
E E W E2 (W2+o~m4)
rm2(1+E ) [S - x ]2 [r - 1
2
_ 
)
z 2(1+)] 2am2 (1+e ) 4m2 a2 (1+E)Z21cz 2m 16z Z)
A neutral curve, defined where the above term is zero, is seen to be a
circle in the r, s plane, fig. 5.4, with growth possible inside the
circle. The existence of the two modes of growth permit the small
regions of negative r or s visible in fig. 5.4, where growth due to one
mode overcomes decay due to the other.
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Figure 5.4 A schematic of the neutral curve in the horizontal
wavenumber plane. Modes with positive growth rates
exist inside the circle.
S=
S 2 (+_z)
we)xr =
2 o- m2 (I + z
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neutral
curve
This term also has a maximum in the r, s plane at the center of the
circle;
x x 5.34
r = 2am 2 (1+c) S 2(1+e)z z
Since the environmental parameters E and E appear only in this term it
x z
might be expected that the behavior of the slopes which maximize X
reflect this dependence on e and E as was the case above.
x z
The solution derived by Stern (1967) (if viscosity is included) lies
along the line s = 0. Conversely, Horne's (1978) numerical model
solutions lie along the line r = 0. Figure 5.4 demonstrates that modes
with non-zero across and along front slopes exist and could have growth
rates faster than those predicted by Stern or Horne.
The method of steepest ascent was again applied to find the vertical
wavenumber and slopes which maximize the growth rate. Figure 5.5
presents the results of this analysis. The dependence of the cross
front slope on ex predicted from the final term above is retained in
this solution. The vertical wavenumber is seen to be related to ex
and a as it was in the non-rotating problem. Finally, the dependence of
r on w and Ex predicted above (with m2 n, Ex/rg) is repeated in this
solution.
The extremum in X is rather broad in m2 space as is shown in fig.
5.6 where the two slopes which maximize X for a given m2 are plotted
versus m2 along with the associated growth rate. Assuming Ex= .005,
ez = -. 1 with a= .1 and w = .035, the model predicts cross and along
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Figure 5.5 The intrusion wavenumbers and growth rate of the
fastest growing mode from model 3 as functions of
the external parameters.
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front slopes of 1.5-10-3 and 1.1-10-1 respectively. With N =
3.5-10-3 and A s= 10 cm2/sec the vertical wavelength predicted for
this case is 50 m. The band of wavelengths with growth rates within 10%
of the maximum growth rate is between 90 and 30 m. Figure 5.6 also
shows that the cross frontal slope increases as the vertical scale of
the intrusions decreases as was observed in the To-Yo data south of New
Zealand.
The growth time for these disturbances is quite short, 55 hours,
which suggests the approximation of neglecting the velocity acceleration
terms may not be valid. The along front slope for these intrusions is
also very large due in part because vertical accelerations were
neglected as will be seen. The dispersion relation was rederived from
equation set 5.1 retaining all the terms.
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5.6 Model 4 f 0 0 Acceleration Terms Retained
The dispersion relation was rederived retaining all velocity
acceleration terms. For use later, the equations were reduced to three
equations in terms of u', w' and S'.
[a (V2w' +f2w' +N2V2w') + AV (-2V2w' +AVV2w' -V2N2w' )] +t 3 tt zz H 3 zztt 3 zzzzt H zz
[g(1-y)AsaV2SI - Avg(1-y)AS V2S' ] = 0
H zzt H zzzz
5.35
(S w') + (S'-A-s ) + (Su') = 0
z t zz x
[w' + fw' -Avw' ] + [V2(u' - Au' )] =0.
xzt yz xzzz Ht zz
Note that the first equation above contains the linear internal wave
equation along with frictional terms and a forcing term due to the salt
finger 'density flux. The implications of this equation will be
discussed shortly.
Setting all variables proportional to exp[X t + i (kx+jy+mz)] yields
a solution provided the determinate if the coefficient matrix vanishes.
A dispersion relation results which is 4th order in ;
(1+s2+r2)X4 + (1+s2+r2)m2 (1+2a)X 3 + [w2+om4 (1+s2+r2)(2+a)
+ (s2+r2)]X2 + [w2m2+a2 (1+s2+r 2)m6 + (s2+r 2)m2 (1+a) -E snm2  5.36
+ e (s2+r2)m2 ]X + [-s m2 (wr+sm2 ) + a(s2+r 2)m4(1+E )] = 0
Some interesting comparisons between this dispersion relation and that
derived in Model 3 above may be made. Although eqn. 5.36 above has two
higher order terms in X , for the parameter range under study, these
terms are small compared with the remaining terms. The term independent
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of X is identical to that derived above but the other two terms are
slightly different. Specifically, the environmental parameters E and E
x z
now appear in the coefficient of X2 and the remaining coefficient is
larger by a term 2 c m4  (l+s2+r2 ) + (s2+r2), not necessarily
negligible with respect to the original term. These features combined
to alter the solution's dependence on aobserved previously and to shift
the extremum in r, s, m2 space.
The vertical wavenumber, across and along front slopes which
maximize the growth rate are plotted in fig. 5.7 for values of a = 0.1
and 1.0. Although the solution's a dependence is more complicated, the
simple dependence on s is retained. For a given c , the extremum has
moved to smaller vertical scale, steeper cross front slope and less
steep along front slope. The mode of growth which depends on the
sinking, or rising, of features as they propagate across the front was
partially filtered in Model 3 by neglecting the acceleration terms.
Modes which have nonzero accelerations are permitted in Model 4 and they
appear as the fastest growing disturbances.
Substituting the above values of the environmental parameters yields
cross and along front slope estimates for the fastest growing mode of
2.6'10-3 and 3.0'10-2 respectively. The vertical wavelength
estimate is 34 m with a growth period of 43 hours. The extremum is
again broad in m2 space (fig. 5.8) with a range of wavelengths growing
at least 90% as fast as the 34 m intrusion of 56 to 22 m.
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Figure 5.7 The dependence of the wavenumbers and growth rate
of the fastest growing mode on the external
parameters from model 4.
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5.7 Comparisons to Field Observations
The results of the quartic dispersion relation were selected to
compare with the observations of intrusions in the Antarctic Polar Front
discussed above and other intrusion observations in frontal zones. This
model was selected since it involved no assumptions about the relative
importance of along front versus cross front slopes. Primary attention
is paid to the vertical scale selected by the model but slope estimates
will be discussed for the Antarctic work.
The frontal scale fields in the Drake Passage and south of New
Zealand were discussed in Chapter 3. Taking these estimates of the
frontal gradients and buoyancy period yield the values for the
nondimensional numbers in the theory presented in Table 5.1 using the
flux ratio, y , of 0.66 calculated from the To-Yo data. The model
predictions for the vertical scale in the two cases, Table 5.1, are
identical despite the large differences in environmental parameters.
The effects of a larger horizontal salinity gradient south of New
Zealand are compensated by the larger vertical stability there. The
vertical temperature gradient spectra from the two regions presented in
fig. 4.14 show a band of enhanced energy density between wavelengths of
100 m to 30 m. These scales 'lie on either side of the calculated
wavelength for the fastest growing mode of 60 m. In addition, the
stability analysis predicts a rather broad range of wavelengths which
grow nearly as fast as the fastest mode which could produce spectra
similar to those in fig. 4.14.
The slope estimates do not compare as well. Measurements of a cross
and along front slope in the ocean are difficult since the location of
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O-i (m-1)
S-z (m~)
N (rad/sec)
f (rad/sec)
As (m2 /sec)
AV (m2 /sec)
TABLE 5.1
Drake Passage
2.3 -10-9
-3.1 10- 7
1.8 -10-3
1.2 .10-4
1.0 -10- 3
1.0 -10- 4
South of New Zealand
5.7 -10-9
-3.3 .10- 7
3.5 -10- 3
1.2 .10-4
1.0 .10-3
1.0 .10-4
2.6 -10-3
-3.4 -10-1
6.9 .10-2
1.0 .10-1
1.6 -10-3
-9.0 .10-2
3.4 .10-2
1.0 .10-1
2ff/m calculated (m)
27r/m observed (m)
s calculated
s observed
r calculated
r observed
61.0
100. - 30.
1.6 -10-3
2. .10-2
6.2.10-2
0 (10-2)
62.0
100. - 30.
7.2 -10-4
5. .10- 3
2.9.10-3
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individual observations with respect to the front is never well known.
The To-Yo section was oriented perpendicular to the frontal boundary to
within 150 as can best be estimated. Slope estimates in JZT were made
using time integrated horizontal velocity profiles to compute
measurement separations which involved both across and along front
displacements. The slope estimates in JZT assumed negligible slopes in
the along front direction. The cross front model slopes presented in
Table 5.1 appear to be a factor of 10 smaller than those observed in the
frontal zone. Recall this slope is bounded in the model by the rate at
which an intrusion can diffusively equilibrate its density to that of
its environment as it sinks or rises. This time scale is given by
Asm 2 . The vertical gradients at intrusion interfaces observed in
the polar front are often larger than those given by a simple sinusoid
in the vertical. Thus the vertical diffusive fluxes into the actual
intrusions are -likely underestimated by the model which in turn causes
an underestimate of the across front intrusion slopes. The dependence
of the across front slope on c predicted by the model is consistent
with the observations of steeper slopes in the Drake Passage than south
of New Zealand. Finally, the intrusion slope increase with decreasing
vertical scale predicted by the model was observed in the To-Yo data.
The along front slope estimates predicted above are large compared
to the across front slopes which implies that these intrusions propagate
nearly perpendicularly to the frontal boundary. An estimate of r may be
made from an along front aspect ratio which was calculated for the Drake
Passage data by Georgi (1978) and above. These aspect ratios are order
1-10-2, comparable to the estimated values of r presented in the
table.
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Several other investigators have reported on the observations of
intrusions in frontal zones. The model was applied to the observations
of Gregg (1975) in the California Current, Voorhis, et al. (1976) in the
shelf/slope water front south of New England, and Horne (1978) in the
slope water front off Nova Scotia. Values for the frontal gradients
were taken as quoted by the authors or estimated from figures presented
in their papers, Table 5.2. Gregg presented several vertical profiles
which exhibited interleaving. Using data from the CCFOI Cruise where
the horizontal salinity gradient could be estimated, the model predicts
the vertical wavelength listed in Table 5.2 of 25 m. This scale, not
unlike that observed in Gregg's figure 17a, is much smaller than that
observed in the polar front because of the larger horizontal salnity
gradient in the California Current. Smaller intrusions are better able
to overcome viscous effects in this case because the driving force of
the vertical salt finger density flux is larger.
Voorhis, et al. and Horne observed even smaller intrusion heights in
coastal fronts. The horizontal salin'ity gradients in these fronts are
very large (Table 5.2) but the vertical stability is also larger than in
the cases above. The model predicts vertical wavelengths for these two
regions of just under 20 m, again in good agreement with the intrusion
heights observed.
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Observer
gx (m-1)
N (rad/sec)
c
x
c
z
2//m (m)
Gregg
3.0 .10-8
-8.4 -10-7
3.1 .10-3
1.0 -10-2
-2.9 -10-1
25.
TABLE 5.2
Voorhis et al.
1.9 -10-7
-2.6 -10-4
1.8 .10-2
2.0 -10-3
-3.4 .10-1
19.
Horne
1.3 -10-7
-1.1 .10-5
9.8 -10-3
4.6 -10-3
-4.0 .10-1
18.
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5.8 External Scale Imposition
Although the analysis above predicts a scale for the fastest growing
intrusion, the model permits growth for any vertical scale. It is
possible, therefore, for the vertical scale of the intrusions to be
imposed by an external forcing by providing a large initial
disturbance. High mode internal wave advection across the frontal
gradients was ruled out as the direct source of the interleaving by
Georgi (1978) and JZT. The possibility that these waves provide initial
disturbances for growing intrusions is investigated below.
The linear internal wave equation appeared in the derivation of the
dispersion relation for Model 4 above. Neglecting friction and allowing
all variables to be wavelike in space simplifies equation set 5.35 to
t + 02w' = g(1-y)A5  k 2 3 r2 S'
(k 2 +k 2 +m2 )
5.37
S' +As2S' [-S + mk ]w'+ mk fSw'
tt t z (E2+I 2 ) x t (k2+Q2) x
where 1 is the frequency of a linear internal wave with wavenumbers (k,
, ). These are the equations for an oscillator driven by a
complicated feedback which depends on the phasing of the salinity
anomaly with the velocity field. The behavior of these waves may be
seen by solving for the complex roots of eqn. 5.36 (done in conjunction
with D. Georgi). For a given along front wavenumber, growth or decay of
the wave is determined by the orientation of its constant phase lines in
the across front direction, fig. 5.4. Only a narrow range of slopes
exist for which internal wave growth is permitted.
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The wave decay or growth may be understood by examining the velocity
field and pressure gradients along a constant phase line over half a
wave period, beginning when the velocity field is a maximum. For this
example, assume the across front slope, s in fig. 5.4, lies between 0
and + . As time increases, the wave advects fluid across the frontal
zone along the constant phase line. The wave components of the velocity
and pressure fields are 900 out of phase so no work is done. The salt
finger diffusive fluxes act on this intrusion of fluid though, setting
up a pressure force directed along the constant phase line in the
direction of initial fluid displacement. Work is thus done on the wave
over the first quarter wave period. The wave velocity field then
reverses, but the pressure force set up by the salt fingering does not
so the wave is decelerated over the second quarter wave period. The
stability analysis above showed that the pressure field due to the salt
finger fluxes increases with time so the work done in the second quarter
wave period which decelerates the wave, is greater than that which
accelerated the wave earlier and the wave decays. Wave growth occurs in
the wedge shown in fig. 5.4 because the phasing between the wave
velocity field and the salt finger induced pressure field is the
opposite of that discussed above.
If the wave decay occurred rapidly, a decay time on the order of a
quarter wave period say, the waves would be highly effective at imposing
a vertical scale on the intrusion field. The actual decay time
calculated from the quartic dispersion relation is 10 to 100 wave
periods for typical internal wave frequencies. The wave-intrusion
interaction is weak because of a mismatch of time scales. The wave's
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frequency is bounded below by the Coriolis frequency, f, while the
intrusion growth rate is controlled by the saltfinger flux rate,
Asm 2. For oceanic intrusions away from the equator, Asm 2/f is
small so there is little wave-intrusion interaction. It appears that an
internal wave cannot impose a scale on the intrusion field.
It may be possible for the intrusion scale to be imposed by an
instability of the front involving shear of the mean flow. Recall, this
mode of instability was neglected in the linear stability analysis by
assuming the mean density field was flat. Calman (1975) investigated a
high vertical mode instability which produced intrusive looking
disturbances on the mean density field. If these features could persist
long enough for the effects of the salt finger fluxes to become
significant, growing intrusions could result with a vertical scale
imposed by the initial instability. The vertical shear in oceanic
fronts is highly time dependent because of the internal waves. The wave
shear is strong and could likely disrupt any intrusion scale instability
dependent on a steady mean field shear.
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5.9 Discussion
The mechanisms discussed above appear unable to impose one vertical
scale on the intrusion field because of their short time scales. Random
superposition of these high frequency disturbance could result in fluid
displacements across the front that persist long enough to produce
growing intrusions. The initial rate of growth of these various
perturbations is given by the linear stability analysis above. If the
vertical spectra of this displacement field is white, the dominant
vertical scale one would observe in the front would be that predicted
above.
The vertical spectra of high frequency horizontal velocity
fluctuations in the ocean is red (Leaman and Sanford, 1975). The
distribution of initial displacements available to growing intrusions is
likely skewed towards large scales. This, in conjunction with the
behavior of the intrusion growth rate with vertical wavenumber suggests
the finite amplitude property anomaly vertical spectra of the intrusion
field would be red as observed. The actual slope of the spectra depends
on the finite amplitude behavior of the intrusions; how they break up
to form the leaves of fluid observed in the frontal zones and how
rapidly these leaves decay. Secondly, if intrusion growth occurs for
several e-folding periods of the instability, one would expect the
observed direct relationship between the amplitude of the intrusion
anomalies (level of the spectral energy density) and the frontal
property gradients.
The linear stability model appears able to predict th'e observed
vertical scales of interleaving despite the crude parameterizLig of salt
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finger fluxes and momentum transfers between intrusions. This scale is
determined from a competition between the driving force due to the salt
finger fluxes which -increases with decreasing scale, and the damping
effects of momentum fluxes between intrusions which also increases with
decreasing scale but at a faster rate than the driving force. This
momentum flux was modeled as a Fickian diffusion process with a
diffusivity of 1-10-4 m2 /sec for the model comparisons. Despite
the good agreement between predicted and observed height scales,
verification and further refinement of the model requires better
measurements of the vertical shear and -salt fluxes across oceanic
intrusion interfaces and observations to determine if vertical momentum
fluxes do indeed occur between intrusions.
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Chapter 6 Intrusions at Finite Amplitude and Effects on the Frontal
Scale Fields
6.1 Introduction
The stability analysis of a thermohaline front with constant lateral
gradients found growing intrusions which were driven by double diffusive
density fluxes. The dominant scale of variability predicted by the
model agreed fairly well with intrusion observations in oceanic fronts
but the analysis was not valid at finite amplitude. The finestructure
in frontal zones often appears as intruding tongues of fluid extending
across the frontal zone as was the case south of New Zealand (see
Chapter 4). This situation appears analogous to the model above. In
other realizations, the finestructure is comprised of isolated leaves of
fluid with short horizontal length scales. Several mechanisms are
advanced below to explain how a growing intrusion could evolve into a
field of isolated leaves of fluid.
The *characteristics of the growing intrusions found earlier depended
strongly on the nature of the front. Growing intrusions in turn
transport fluid across the front which affects the frontal scale
gradients. The lateral heat and salt fluxes due to these intrusions are
caldulated in Chapter 6.2 and compared with the results of a statistical
model of the intrusion field by Joyce (1977).
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6.2 The Evolution of Intrusions
The models of Chapter 5 were developed for constant frontal scale
gradients. Oceanic frontal zones are rather narrow so the distance over
which advancing intrusions can tap the potential energy stored in the
lateral gradients is finite. An intrusion propagating out of the
frontal zone can rapi-dly equilibrate with its now homogeneous
environment. The pressure gradient driving the intrusion would decay as
the anomalous thermohaline characteristics of the fluid in the intrusion
diffused away. This mechanism acts to confine intrusions to the region
of large lateral gradients in the frontal zone.
Before an intrusion can advance this far, the intrusion itself could
be subject to parasitic intrusion growth. Intrusions transport fluid
across the frontal zone so that the leading edge of a feature has
enhanced horizontal gradients compared to the frontal scale fields. The
stability analysis found the dominant vertical scale of the intrusion
field decreased as the lateral gradients increased. Thus the advancing
front of a large intrusion could support fast growing, smaller scale
intrusions. The effect of this mechanism is to fill out the vertical
spectrum of intrusive variance on scales smaller than the wavelength of
the dominant intrusion.
It must be remembered that there is a great deal of velocity
structure in frontal zones. Vertical and lateral shear in the mean flow
acting on an intrusion field can stretch features as described by
Voorhis, et al. (1976). High frequency internal wave velocity
fluctuations are also present in frontal zones. Occasional periods of
localized high shear could rip apart an intrusion producing isolated
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leaves of fluid. In addition, the growing intrusions themselves might
be unstable, begin meandering and break up into leaves.
These mechanisms seem quite capable of destroying intrusions and
creating leaves of fluid. Shear instabilities, parasitic intrusion
growth and double diffusive decay can all continue to act on these
features continuing the sequence of decay. Eventually scales will be
reached where molecular processes become important.
The various processes described above are occurring simultaneously
in frontal zones. A long time average in a front would likely include
several intrusion generation events, the break up of the intrusions into
isolated leaves and the subsequent decay of these leaves.
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6.3 Effects of Intrusions on the Frontal Scale Fields
A growing intrusion field advectively transports heat and salt
across the frontal zone. The spatially averaged cross front salt and
heat fluxes for the intrusions found in Model 4 above are given by
u'S'= u'u' N -E (Xs+wroasm2 ) + E (s
2+r2 )(X+om 2) 6.1
'(1-Y) (X+m2)(As+wr+osm 2 )
,'T , S' l , (1-y)m2 + ( 1-y) (s2+r2) (X+m2) (,X+c2
a +A[-C (Xs+wr+asm2 )+e (s2+r2)(X+um 2 )] 6.2
where u'u' is the instantaneous across front kinetic energy of the
intrusion which increase with time. For growing intrusions, that is,
modes inside the circular neutral curve of figure 5.4, both the
horizontal heat and salt fluxes are down gradient. From eqn 6.2 the
ratio of the lateral heat flux to salt flux may be formed. For growing
intrusions, this ratio is positive and greater than 1.0. Thus growing
intrusions have an associated lateral density flux. The sense of this
flux is opposite that of the heat and salt fluxes. Density is fluxed
from the cold side of the front towards the warm side.
The fluid motion in the intrusions advectively transport heat and
salt across the front. These transports are partially "short circuited"
by vertical diffusive fluxes between adjacent intrusions. Since salt is
mixed vertically at a faster rate than heat by the salt fingering, the
lateral salt transport is more strongly short circuited than the heat
transport. This effect produces the lateral density flux due to the
intrusions and is not dependant of the assumption of infinitesmal
intrusions in the linear stability analysis above. These results
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suggest that intrusions transport heat, salt and density down gradient
in the APF.
The intrusions also transport density in the vertical. Since the
slopes of the intrusions with respect to the horizontal are small the'
vertical flux is probably dominated by the double diffusive mixing
between intrusions. Both the salt fingering and diffusive instabilities
act to enhance the mean vertical density gradient.
Growing intrusions comprise only part of the finestructure in the
frontal zone. The remaining features, which dominate the variability
away from regions of large lateral gradients, are the isolated leaves of
fluid. Since these features have comparable lateral thermohaline
gradients on all sides, they have no preferred horizontal direction of
propagation. They likely exhibit a random walk in the frontal zone
under the ~influence of the high frequency velocity fluctuations. Leaf
trajectories with these characteristics produce no time mean lateral
transports of heat or salt. This suggests that any lateral flux across
the frontal zone (due to the finestructure) is in the same direction as
flux given by the growing intrusions in that front.
Joyce (1977) has formulated a statistical model for a steady
intrusion field where the production of variance on the intrusion scale
is balanced by a diffusive decay in the vertical. This model, applied
to the Drake Passage in JZT, predicted down gradient horizontal heat and
salt fluxes and a density flux in the same direction as these fluxes, up
the mean gradient.
The decay mechanism of intrusions in Joyce's model is assumed to be
a vertical Fickian process. The decay rate of the intrusion variance is
then given by an integration over vertical wavenumber of the vertical
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gradient spectra for each component. The CTD data used to estimate the
temperature and salinity gradient variance contained relatively more
salinity gradient variance than temperature gradient variance and so a
relatively larger salt flux was computed. The larger salt flux was
responsible for the horizontal density flux calculated in JZT in the
opposite direction as that computed above for growing intrusions.
Several measurements of the intrusion field have suggested that salt
fingering is active -in the frontal zone. Salt is mixed at a faster rate
than heat by these disturbances. If new intrusions have temperature and
salinity anomalies which compensate in density, one wo'uld expect less
salinity variance than temperature variance in a field with features of
all ages because of the different mixing rates of heat and salt. The
CTD measurements show more salinity vari-ance, not less. This salinity
data was shown ~in Chapter 2 to be highly sensitive to errors in the
sensor response corrections applied to the data. The sense of the
errors is to increase the salinity variance and decrease the "mixing
ratio" below 1.0. Joyce's model predicts a density flux in the same
direction as the heat and salt fluxes for a mixing ratio less than 1.0.
Gregg (1975) presented plots of vertical temperature and salinity
gradient spectra through an ~interleaving field in the California
Current. This data was obtained with his microstructure profiler which
has faster sensors than the CTD and profiles at a slower rate. These
spectra show the salinity gradient energy density decreasing with
wavenumber relative to that for temperature unlike the CTD results.
Although this is physically a different region, there is no reason to
believe the dynamics of the intrusion decay are any different. This
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evidence ~in conjunction with the salinity noise analysis of Chapter 2
suggests that the CTD generally overestimates salinity variance in
intrusion fields. The estimate of lateral salinity flux due to
intrusions by JZT is then likely overestimated. The responses of the
CTD sensors are not known well enough at the present time to determine
how much smaller the true salinity flux is or if the sign of the lateral
density flux calculated by JZT is correct.
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6.4 Sumnary
The results of the previous chapters have shown that the behavior of
intrusions and the frontal scale fields are strongly interrelated. The
characteristics of the fastest growing intrusion i-n a front depends on
the magnitude of the lateral frontal gradients and the vertical
stability iin the frontal zone. The intrusions are subject to shearing
by the mean and ~internal wave velocity fields in the front and may
develop instabilities themselves. These mechanisms act to tear apart
intrusions and form isolated leaves of fluid. Once detached, a leaf has
no preferred horizontal direction of propagation since the lateral
thermohaline gradients across the leaf's edges are independent of
direction.
As intrusi-ons propagate they advectively transport heat and salt
across the frontal zone which in turn affects the frontal scale
gradients. -The detached, leaves, moving in random walk under the
influence of the internal wave velocity field, produce no mean lateral
fluxes. Joyce's (1977) model and - the analysis of growi-ng intrusions
above agree that the lateral fluxes of heat and salt due to intrusions
are down the frontal scale gradients. The models disagree on the sign
of the lateral density flux. Joyce's model applied by JZT predicted a
density flux in the same direction as the salt flux while the present
discussion suggested a vertical short circuiting of the lateral' salt
flux between intrusions would result in a density flux in the opposite
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direction. This discrepancy may be due to salinity noise in the data
used by JZT to calculate the lateral salinity flux. The sign of the
lateral density flux due to intrusions is criticdal since it determines
if intrusions are frontogenic or frontolic. This point will be
addressed in the concluding chapter.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions
Data collected on the two cruises to the Antarctic Polar Front has
yielded much ~information about the thermohaline characteristics, space
and time scales of the intrusions in the front. These observations and
conclusions drawn from them are summarized below.
1. Vertical spectra of temperature or salinity from interleaving
zones exhibit energy at all vertical wavelengths but generally
have a dominant wavenumber band i-n vertical gradient energy
density. Near the location of maximum lateral gradients in the
frontal zone, this band included wavelengths from 100 m to 30 m.
A somewhat smaller vertical scale was observed ~in a region far
from the high gradient region.
2. Observed intrusion horizontal length scales ranged from 10 km
to less than 1 km. The large length estimates were made for
intrusions near the high gradient location. The short scales
were observed far from this regi-on.
3. Intrusions were observed to slope relative to the mean density
fi-eld. Near the high gradient region this slope suggested cold
(warm) intrusions sink (rise) vertically as they propagate
across the front. Away from the high gradient region no
consistent relation between intrusion slopes and frontal
gradients could be found.
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These results support the statement made in Chapter 4 that there are
two types of finestructure in frontal zones. Near the region of large
lateral gradients, the finestructure is domi-nated by large vertical and
horizontal scale intrusions. These features are clearly intrusions in
that they may be traced across the front to their source waters. Far
from this region, the finestructure appears as isolated leaves of fluid.
It is suggested that these features are old intrusions which have been
sheared and advected away from the high gradient region.
4. Non zero lateral temperature and salini-ty gradients along the
intrusions were observed. The nondimensionalized salinity
gradient exceeded that for temperature by more than 30%.
The observations of intrusions sloping relative to density surfaces
and of lateral salinity gradient in intrusions exceeding those for
temperature are consistent with the assumption that double diffusive
mixing processes dominated by salt fingering are active i-n the
intrusions.
5. Vertical profiles of temperature and salinity through
intrusions were found to exhibit sheets and layers at intrusion
interfaces. These features are suggestive of the finite
amplitude signature of double diffusion which further supports
the conclusion above.
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6. The estimate of the lifetime of intrusions were contaminated by
spatial variability in the intrusion fi-eld. The data'suggests
that an indivi-dual feature may persist for several days or
longer but that its thermohaline anomaly and physical size may
change with time.
7. The amplitude of the thermohaline anomalies of the intrusions
varied between regions. This amplitude was larger where the
lateral gradients of the front were large. A factor of two
increase ~in observed frontal gradients was associated with
intrusion amplitudes some three times greater.
The observations which suggested salt fingering was active ~in the
intrusion field motivated a linear stability analysis of intrusions in a
frontal zone. The analysis predicted a fastest growing mode which
depended on the lateral salinity gradient and the vertical density
gradient of the mean field, the vertical viscosity, haline diffusivity
and mixing ratio and the local value of the Coriolis acceleration.
The growing intrusions were driven by vertical density fluxes set up
by the salt fingeribng. These fluxes induced vertical motions because of
buoyancy forces and cross front velocities balanced geostrophically with
along front pressure gradients. The growth rate and scale of the
fastest growing mode depended on the parameters listed below as follows:
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1. Diffusivity and mixing ratio. The vertical diffusive
fluxes were modeled with a Ficki-an diffusivity. Thus
increasing the diffusivity or decreasing the mixing ratio
increases the vertical density fluxes and the growth rate. As
the scale of the intrusion decreases the Fickian fluxes
increase which also acts to increase the growth rate.
2. Viscosity. Friction acts to ~inhibit motions. As the
viscosity increases, the growth rate decreases. Since momentum
fluxes were also modeled by a Fickian process, as the vertical
scale of the intrusion decreases, the frictional effects
increase. The competition between increasing driving force and
frittional effects with decreasing vertical scale defines the
fastest growing mode.
3. Vertical densi-ty gradient. The vertical stability tends
to inliibit vertical motions. As the density gradient increases
the growth rate decreases.
4. Lateral salinity gradient. The lateral salinity gradient
provides a source of potential energy which is tapped by the
growing intrusi-ons. As this gradient is i-ncreased, the growth
rate increases and scale of the fastest growing mode
decreases. The dominant vertical scale decreases because the
driving force of the -intrusions is better able to overcome
frictional effects.
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5. Coriolis acceleration. The Coriolis acceleration acts
most strongly to define the along front scale of the
ihtrusions. This scale is related geostrophically to the
across front velocity.
A comparison of model predictions to direct observati-ons of
intrusion scales was made -in Chapter 5. Although the model is not
stri-ctly valid for all the regions compared, the dependence of the
intrusion characteristics on the external parameters is based on
physical grounds not dependent on the model specifics. The observed
variations of intrusion characteristics were reflected in the model
predictions.
It is believed that intrusi-ons are a signature of lateral mixing
(Stommel and Federov, 1967). Yet the role of intrusions in the
dynamical balance of fronts and the global thermodynamic balance is not
certain.
Dissipative processes must be present in oceanic fronts dri-ven by
deformation velocity fields to prevent the formation of
discontinuities. Instabilities of the along front flow may develop to
balance the effects of the convergent flow. Intrusions may also act to
inhibit frontogenesis. Growi-ng intrusions flux heat and salt across
frontal zones. It is suggested here that because of the double
diffusion present in the intrusion field, heat is fluxed laterally at a
faster rate than salt. Thus intrusions induce a density flux from the
cold fresh side of a front towards the warm salty side. In the
Antarctic Polar Front this density flux is down gradient or frontolic.
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The cross front thermohaline fluxes due to intrusions cannot be
measured directly. Nor can the linear stability analysis be used to
predict the time average intrusion induced fluxes since it is not a
steady state solution or valid at finite amplitude. A statistical model
of Joyce (1977) was used by Joyce, et al. (1978) to estimate the lateral
fluxes. The calculated heat and salt fluxes in the Antarctic Polar
Front were down gradient but the density flux estimate was contaminated
by salinity noise. So although it is suggested that intrusions are
frontolic the ~importance of intrusions to the dynamical balance of the
Antarctic Polar Front is not determined by these observations and
calculations.
Global estimates of the thermohaline balance of the Southern Ocean
suggest a southward heat and salt flux from the subantarctic zone to the
Antarctic zone is required to balance the air-=sea heat exchange and
predipitation (see Part I). Joyce, et al. (1978) and Joyce (personal
communication) suggest that intrusion induced fluxes across the
Antarctic Polar Front can account for 20% of the required fluxes. This
is in contrast to Bryden's (1979) estimate of the southward heat flux
due to instabilities in the along front velocity field in the Drake
Passage. Bryden's flux estimate can account for all of the required
heat flux. Thus it appears intrusions are not the dominant mechanism
for transporting heat across the frontal zone in the Drake Passage.
In a statistical sense a balance must exist between eddy production
and the intrusi-on scale. The generation and decay of eddies may be
viewed as a cascade in wavenumber space where in steady -state, the
production of variance at the eddy scale must equal the dissipation rate
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at the microscale. Intrusions act on an intermediate scale fluxing
variance from the eddies to the dissipative processes. So while locally
in frontal zones, large scale processes act to dominate the cross
frontal fluxes, the intrusion field has an equally important role in the
overall thermohaline and dynamical balances of the ocean.
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